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These two fellows each clipped and sent me
a coupon, like the one in this ad. Both were
interested in getting a good job in Radio
a field with a future. They got my book on
Radio's opportunities, found out how I
trained men at home to be Radio Technicians. S. J. Ebert, 104 -B Quadrangle, Uni-
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the type of in-
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strument Radio Technicians use
an AllWave Set Servicing Instrument. It contains
everything necessary
measure A.C. and D.C. voltages and current; to
to
check resistances ; adjust and align any set, old
or new. It satisfies your needs for professional
servicing after you graduate-can help you make
extra money fixing sets while training.

versity of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, saw Radio
offered him a real chance. lie enrolled. The
other fellow, whom we will call John Doe,
wrote he wasn't interested. He was just one
of those fellows who wants a better job,
better puy, but never does anything about it.
Now, read what S. J. Ebert writes me and
remember that John Doe had the same
chance: "Upon graduation I accepted
a job
fixing Radio sets, and within three weeks
was made Service Manager of a Radio store.
This job paid nie $40 to $50 a week compared with $18 I earned in a shoe factory.
J. E. SmitG,
Eight months later I went with Station
KWCR as operator. From there I went
to
KTNT. Now I am Radio Engineer with
WSUI. I certainly recommend N.R.I. to all good opportunities
to qualified men. And my
interested in the greatest field of all, Radio." ('ourse
includes Television, which promises
to open many good jobs soon.
Why Many Radio Technicians

Make $30, $40, $50 a Week
Radio broadcasting stations employ engineers, operators, station managers and pay
well for trained men. Radio manufacturers
employ testers, inspectors, foremen, servicemen in good -pay jobs with opportunities for
advancement. Radio jobbers and dealers
ploy installation and servicemen. Many emRadio Technicians open their own Radio sales
and repair businesses and make $30, $40,
a50 a week. Others hold their regular jobs
nd make $5 to $10
week fixing Radio
spare time. Automobile, police,
commercial Radio; loudspeaker aviation.
electronic devices, are newer fields systenl
offerilr

Give You

I

WANT TO HELL'
YOU.
you are earning less than $30 a
week I believe I can
raise your pay. However, I will let you decide that. Let me show
you what I have done
for others; what I am
prepared to do for you.
Get my book, read it
over, and then decide.

You Are Trained for Television Also

With N.11.I. you take up Television principles right along
n 111 Radio principles -the correct method -since
rerei err, naobine both sight and sound. You also Telerlalal
get more
than

ten teat

books desuted

entirely to Television.

Sample Lesson and 64 -Page Book Free

Act usher. Mail coupon now for Sample Lesson and
64'
Bah. They're FREE. They puh,t
itadio's spare
time and full time opportunities and out
coaxing in
Television; tell about my course in Radiothose
and
Television;
show many letters from men t trained. telling what
they
and earning. ]lead my money back agreement.
Findoing
d out what ¡talio offers you. Mall coupon in
envelope
or pasto on penny postcard
page

Many Make $5 to $10 a Week Extra
in Spare Time While Learning

-NO'I
SMITH, President
Dept. 9MB3, National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.
J. E.

The day you enroll, in addition to my regular
Course, I tart sending you Extra Money
Job
which start showing you
to do actual
Radio repair jobs. Throughout how
your
training
I
send plans and directions which have
many
slake $200 to $5011 a year in spare helped
time
while
II'urning. I send special Radio equipment
:
show
Sou how to conduct
experiments,
circuits.
TI.is 50-50 training method makesbuild
hurtle interesting, fascinating. I,ac.:e,tlearning at
Sheets

1.

J. E.

Smith, President, National Radio Institute

Dept. íM83. Washington, D. C.
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Certified Circuits
When you see this seal on
a set it is a guarantee that
it has been tested and
certified in our laboratories
of
as well as privately in different parts
the country. Only constructional-experimental sets are certified.
You need not hesitate to spend
money on parts because the set and
circuit are bone fide.
This is the only magazine that renservice.
ders such
.

\tlORK ON

NEWEST RADIO APPARATUS
100 Mc. and 5 Kw. Tubes
THROUGH the research and design of Bell
Telephone

Labs.. Western Electric has introduced the 357A tube which has a rating of 350
watts plate dissipation and full voltage rating
up to 100 mc. The first application of this new
tube will be in the new high efficiency W. E. one

PF

ÑNERY

AL

New Radio Tube Testers
Two

new tube testers which will
performance of every standard radio check the
tube type now available, and which havereceiving
built -in
adaptability for new types likely to be introduced
in the future, have been announced by the
Manufacturing Company. These instruments RCA
being introduced under the new "Minimized are
Obsolescence" policy of the company.
The new testers are identical except for the
case,
one being a counter type and the other a portable
model.

Provision has been made for testing Loktal

AIR
COGL

INti

VANES

:

G_

tubes and the new miniature base tube, in -liane
tion to pilot lamps. Christmas tree bulb: addiflashlight bulbs. Each has two spare sockets and
to
provide for new types. and additional chart
space
to insert data on new tubes as they are introduced. Tubes with filament voltages up to 120
volts may be test cd.
The testers are operated with one finger. with
the buttons rolcoutd or retained automatically
as
r, qui red for testing. Line voltages up to the
instant of the acted tests are shown, making it unnecessary to set the line voltage before inserting

TRAIN FOR

ELECTRICITY
12
WEEKS SHOP TRAINING

PAY TUITION
AFTER GRADUATION
Are you out of a job? Are you working
long hours at low pay in a job you
don't like? Are you wondering where
you can find a job that will give you
steady interesting work with better
pay? i this applies to you and if you
are between 16 and 40. then read
every word of this e
Get into a field where the opportunities are great and better salaries
are paid. The huge trillion dollar Elec-

Left, the 100 me. tube. Right, the aircooled
5 kw. tube.

kilowatt broadcast transmitter. which is intended
for use in medium power broadcasting
high
quality police service. The transmitter is and
primarily for 1000 or 500 watt operation designed
but may

reduced when less power is necessary.
In addition to broadcasting and
work,
it is believed that the tube will find police
considerable
application in aviation and marine installations.
Because of its high amplification factor. it
relatively low biases for high voltages. requires
its great output, the tube measures onlyDespite
in diameter and 8^ high overall. Its electrodes5t/s"
are
supported independently on their own short
heavy
leads. Some of the outstanding characteristics
of
the tube follow: Filament voltage. 10; filament
current, 10 amps. At plate current of .5 amp..
the amplification factor is 30; trnsconductance
9000 micromhos. Interelectrode capacities: G -P
4.25 mmf.; G -F 9.25 nemf.; P -F 2.5
mnif. Maximum direct plate voltage 4000; maximum
plate current 500 nia. Maxineuni direct griddirect
cur-

trical Industry is full of opportunities
for men and young men. Build the
foundation for yourself by training
for 12 weeks in these fascinating,
bigger -pay branches of Electricity
Power Plant work, sub -station operation, electrical maintenance. refrigeration and air conditioning. Diesel
Electricity, construction work and
many other branches.
GET A PRACTICAL TRAINING IN

be

rent 100 ma.
The tube may be used as a
B audio amplifier or in a 24ube modulator class
circuit. as
B radio frequency linear amplifier, as a a class
class C
radio frequency oscillator or power amplifier,
or
as a class C radio frequency amplifier.
Also new in the Restern Electric line is the
343AÁ tube. Designed for operation in the new
5 kw. transmitters, this tube
is air -cooled and is
said to combine all the advantages of previous
water- cooled and air -cooled tubes, while
leaving
none of their drawbacks. This tube will doubtless
find considerable use in medium lower broadcasting stations where high efficiency is a requisite,
and which would find the facilities required
for
using the previous rater- cooled types of high
power tubes inaccessible or inconvenient.
The characteristics of this tube should also
make it valuable for high power marine installations and for field installations where large output
is essential.

-

the tube in tete socket. Four -prong and
octal-base
ballast tubes may be tested for noisy welds
and
opens, as may the voltage drop on all types
of gas
tubes. They test magic eve tubes for brilliance
and the opening and closing of the eye. All tests
are made according to R.IIA standards.

FAMOUS CHICAGO SHOPS

You must be trained to get ahead.
The famous Coyne Shops en Chicago
can train you fora start in Electricity
in only 12 weeks -not by home study
but right here In Chicago where
you Learn -by- (Ming' on real
equipment.
You don't need previous experience-you don't need advanced education. At Coyne you are trained on
real motors, dynamos. generators.
You wind armatures,do house -wiring,
operate switchboards, work on electric refrigeration and air conditioning
equipment, farm lighting plants.
automobile ignition and many other
branches of Electricity.

1.7 to 60 Mc. Transmitter
THE latest addition to the Hallicrafters line of
amateur and commercial transmitters
the
Model HT -6 phone and telegraph transmitter iswhich
provides 25 watts output and operates at any
de.
sired frequencies, amateur or commercial,
within
the range of 1.7 to 60 megacycles.
Among its features is the provision for instantaneous switch selection of any three desired
each of the three distinct channels being bands,
set up
by means of appropriate plug -in units
all
circuits except the final tank pretuned to and
the
desired

y'

MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING

operating frequencies. Thereafter
front one band to another requires onlyto a shift
flip
of the selector switch and retuning of the final
tank by means of the single tuning control

Employment Help After Graduation

A lot of my students work part -time
to help with their living expenses. If
you
this assistance my employ -

on
the front panel.
It utilizes eight tubes with an 807 or RK39 in
the lower -amplifier stage. Front panel controls
include a dual -range meter with 4- position switch,
c.w. phone switch, 3- position band selector switch.
tank tuning knob, master off -on .witch. modulator
off -on switch, and stand-by switch with provision
for simultaneous control of antenna relay
and
receiver staupl

at

department will give

it

to you
parment

and after graduation you will get
valuable employment and consulta-

tion service.
If You Are Short of Money My "Pay
After Graduation" Plan Will Help You
I have a plan to help ambi tious fellows
who are short of money for their
tuition.On this plan you can get your
training with only a small down payment. Then, you pay the rest of your
tuition in small, monthly payments
starting 60 days after graduation
and extending over a period of one
year. Mail the coupon for the facts.

-by circuit.
(Continued on page 424)

New 1.7 to 60 Mc. Transmitter

MAIL COUPON TODAY

You can't make the start to a better
future unless you do something about
it. Act now to make your dreams
come true. The first step is simple.
SEND THE COUPON FOR MY

BIG FREE CATALOG
THE FACTS- TODAYIAND ALL
N. C. LEWIS, Resident
COYNEELECTRICAL
500 S. Pawns St.,

SCHOOL
Il -12, Mon

Des.

f H. C. LEWIS. President

COYNE Electrical School
510 S. Paulina St., Dept. 89- 82.- Cghlatgo,
Illinois
Dear
me your
all
as well as

get ahead.

abouteyo
your
Afters Graduation plan
other details of your plans to help a fellow
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a low-priced book. Stop in at any of the many
dealers listed at the right and examine this
volume. See for yourself if the RADIO AMA TEUR COURSE isn't just the book you've always wanted.
Printed on the finest coated paper -well illustrated attractive 4-color cover- complete
with radio information von must have. It contains a step -lw -step program for obtaining a
short-wave radio education.
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H. WINFIELD SECOR,

MANAGING EDITOR

How to Listen to War News
Lowell Thomas
Famous NBC Commentator

4 THE

other evening on the air I ventured to propound what I considered a
few useful rules for listening to war news: nd reading it, for that matter. I
want to
expand them. It's the saine way with all

caution in trying to weed out the falsehood
and get at the truth of the war news. I. for
one, have always tried for an unbiased attitude toward the news, with not a little
wary skepticism.
wars -what to believe and what not to beThe very- first day- of the present war
lieve. Everyone who has got along as far
brought the inevitable shower of contradicas middle life will remember the deluge of
tion and perversion of fact -so reminiscent
World War propaganda that was poured
of the conflicting claims, affirmations and
upon us Americans -cunningly designed
denials and opposing proclamations of
falsehoods, bits of fact exaggerated and
victor- during the World War. Every sucwarped out of all semblance to truth. Both
ceeding day has increased the confusion..
the Allies and the Kaiser's Germans made
Past radio experie:tce in past wars had
lavish use of the weapon of fraudulent inalready- indicated serge general ideas for
formation to affect American public opinion
disentangling fact from fraud, and these
-the one side trying to get us into the war,
are expanded and elaborated by the conthe other side trying to keep us out. All
flict of the war dispatches now pouring in
wars have been affairs of propaganda, infrom Europe. In this case, what's sauce
creasingly- so in modern times. The present
for the radio commentator is sauce for the
struggle in Europe, more than any clash
radio audience, and I would like for the
in the past. is a contest of misinformation.
listeners to do what I myself do. So here
The World \Var had no radio to spread
are some rules for listening to war news
propaganda by the immense medium of
and reading
broadcasting. The radio alone makes
Lowell Thomas of NBC, known to millions
Be dubious and skeptical of tidings
today's European war a climax of misof radio listeners, is generally conceded
favorable to the nation from which they
representation.
to be the leading interpreter and recome. Everything is censorship and propaA couple of years ago in Rome I talked
porter of the day's news. Here he tells
ganda. If a nation in the war reports anyto the Italian Foreign Minister, Count
you how fo analyze the radio reports
thing that sounds good for its own cause,
direct or indirect -which you hear from
Ciano, and he told me that the war to come
it may be the honest truth -but it's more
the powers engaged in the present
would be largely- a radio year. Nations
World War. He explains how to seplikely to be exaggerated, colored or simply
would use the weapon of propaganda to
arate the truth from the propaganda.
invented. I recall that during the Spanish
strengthen their own people. weaken the
Civil War the Franco people announced the
morale of the enemy and affect neutrals.
capture of Teruel several times-and days
It would be a battle of opposing forces, until those
exposed to
before the Nationalist army actually took the city. Those
both of the opposing propaganda assaults wouldn't know
false
what
war bulletins were strictly propaganda to bolster up the
to do. Mussolini's son -in -law shrugged his shoulders. Italian
courage
style,
of
the people on the Franco side of the line -and vice- versa.
and gave the opinion that the war of radio would in
the end
During the Ethiopian war there were Addis Ababa
produce complete confusion of fact and falsehood -an anarchy
dispatches
of
affirming that Haile Selassie's tribesmen were driving into
misinformation.
the
.Italian
provinces
at Eritrea, conquering the home grounds of
What is a radio listener to do. the American radio listener
Mussolini's
invaders. This was designed to encourage pro who is the great neutral and a supreme target of propaganda?
Ethiopian public opinion in Europe.
What, for that matter. is an American radio commentator
to
About victories on battlefields of land, sea or sky, it is
The questions are a good deal alike. A commentator is in do?
the
to believe them when both sides agree-the t. inners and the safe
same position as the listener-only very much more
losers.
so. His job
\ \'hen Barcelona was captured both Franco and the Republicans
puts him right in the maelstrom of propaganda as it streams
said so. There was the same kind of unanimity- when
the wires. His first task is to try to sift the truth from off
Nanking fell
the
to the Japanese in the China war. When the winner
falsehood and decide what to believe and what not
claims a
to believe.
glorious
success
and the loser admits a minor set-back, then the
The listeners of the radio audience are next in sequence,
with
truth
is
somewhere between the two. \When the attacking
the same problem of truth and falsehood. Much of
army
announces a decisive advance, and the defenders
commentator can't tell what's true and what's false.the time a
declare they
It's
his
executed
a
successful
strategic
retirement, the chances arc that
honest function to present the elements to the listeners
with the
the retirement was probably strategic, but because of
implication: Judge for yourself if you can!
necessity.
When both sides issue diametrically opposite war bulletins,
American radio, under the guidance of the Federal
you
Communica- can sometimes guess the truth from geographical
tions Commission, lias resolved not to be used as
locations. If
they
both
claim victory- at a certain point within
an instrument of foreign war propaganda. We
an invaded country, you know the invaders have
of the National Broadcasting Company are Thirty
-third
of a series of
got that far. If you find an army reporting a
instructed to use the coolest and most impartial
"Guest" Edito rials
(Continued on page 419)
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of enemy terrain on
-H. Gernsback's invention -airplanes pick( *U.up S.scenes
Left -Radio waves direct modern war planes and tanks*. Right
Army photos.)
experts.
strategy
the
by
study
for
to
headquarters
back
them
television cameras and flash

Radio and Television
Short waves and television are playing a most important role in present war activities. Short waves
carry propaganda speeches across the borders
-meter "pack" sets
from one country to another
keep groups of soldiers in touch with their fellows
airplanes find their bearings by radio, while facsimile and television bid fair to do their part.

-5

MILITARY and naval operations owe
a big part of their success to radio
communication. A merchant vessel may
be attacked by an enemy submarine, but
before the ship is sunk, a radio message
can have been dispatched from the
steamer, and there is a good chance that
naval destroyers will dash over the horizon to rescue the ship's passengers and
drop depth bombs on the submarine. A
group of soldiers in the thick of battle
may be cut off from the main body of
troops, but thanks to the 5 -meter "pack"
sets now in use, such a situation may be
instantly radioed hack to headquarters
and help dispatched at once.
One of the most important uses for
short -wave communication is that of
transmitting information from observation planes flying over enemy territory to
artillery commanders. A plane can flash

hack the news as to where the shells are
falling in respect to the target, so that
necessary corrections can be quickly
made by the gun pointers.
One of the most ingenious applications
of short -waves and ultra short -waves lies
in the control of "crew- less" tanks, planes
or ships loaded with high explosives.
Radio engineers have experimented ex-

-

Cover Feature
why not develop a new ultra short wave

system for locating submarines?
Aside from the everyday use of radio
communication to tie together various
sections of the army in a military operation, we have numerous other uses for
radio waves. They may be used, for example, to explode mines previously placed
in the enemy territory, and they can also
be used to explode mines anchored under
water in harbors, etc.
One of the leading American business
machine companies has perfected the short
wave typewriter; in one test messages
were typed successfully by short waves
over a distance of several thousand miles.
Short wave facsimile apparatus has been
used for some time by the Signal Corps
for transmitting weather and other maps,
and in war time the rapid extension of the
facsimile system can well be expected. The
army experts also find many uses for the
teletype, but these are usually operated on
wire circuits, or a circuit comprising one
wire and a ground return; in emergency
radio waves might be used.
When a large number of tanks attack the
enemy, as recently happened in Poland,
radio communication with the leading
tanks is important and is readily carried

tensively, especially in military and naval
laboratories. with various forms of radio
control. and today it is easy to construct
a simple control mechanism so that by
sending a series of properly timed radio
signals. a tank or ship can be made to
move forward, turn to right or left, etc.
Mass bombing attacks tomorrow will undoubtedly he carried out by means of
large crew -less planes directed by radio
waves.
While the older types of sound wave
airplane detectors, fitted with huge horns,
are still in use in the various armies,
there is a newer type of ultra short wave
airplane locator which gives great
promise. This new type of locator lias an
advantage over the acoustic or sound
wave type, in that it is much more accurate. as sound waves may be deflected out.
In airplane attacks, the commanding plane
or refracted due to moving air currents
check with a ground station and also
can
these
of
one
Connect
density.
of differing
with other planes in the atcommunicate
antito
locators
super -sensitive airplane
Submarines can pick up
aircraft guns, and you have a self-aiming tacking group.their
home stations over disgun from which it would be almost im- signals from
thousand miles, even
several
of
tances
to
escape.
plane
for
the
possible
rise to the surface
to
have
they
though
be
to
reported
The British navy is
to do so.
using a new super- sensitive sound de- (possibly at night)
"Death rays" are forever capturing the
tector for locating submarines. Here is a
of the public, and it should be
imagination
experimenters;
radio
our
thought for
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Above -Radio goniometer for locating enemy
stations*; short-wave cavalry* set; right
new television range -finder, invented
by Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, in which size
of
image indicates distance from transmitter.

WA R

in

said that to the best of our present knowledge, there are no successful death rays
which can be aimed at enemy planes or
tanks and cause them to be put out of
commission.
One of the theories on these so- called
death rays is that we generate a beam of
sufficiently powerful ultra short waves that
might cause the ignition systems of gasoline
engines to burn out -but, so far, the amount
of energy which can be projected in this
fashion is far too small to cause any such
disturbance.
Don't forget also, embryo "death ray"
inventors, that Diesel oil engines are being
used more and more and that these engines
do not use delicate electrical coils to ignite
the gas mixture.
Television

Television promises a number of military
uses --one of the newest inventions, that of
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, describes a new
television range-finder. in his invention the
size of the image depends on the distance
of the receiver from the transmitter;
thus
it becomes an easy matter to
calibrate the
screen of the receiver so that an
airplane
can tell how many stiles it is from a landing field. Many other applications
of this
invention will, of course, suggest themselves, sttclt as its use in range finders
for

artillery, etc.
As Dr. ( ioldsntitlt says in his patent, this

new televi:iou range indicating system
is
particularly applicable to guiding aircraft

and ships into airports or harbors where.
due to bad weather conditions or to darkness, a direct and accurate view of
the
ultimate point of destination cannot be
obtained.

H.

W. Secor

Those familiar with the ordinary televi,ion receiver know that the size of the
image has nothing to do with the distance
of the receiver from the transmitter, and
they may wonder how the inventor of this
newest range -finder brings about such a
result.
In the first place, it is assumed that the
television image transmitter is carefully
supervised so far as the strength of the
radiates* signal is concerned. The next important point is that at the receiver, a
special circuit is employed whereby the
strength of the image signal applied to the
cathode -ray tube is varied in exact accordance with the strength of the received
signal. Furthermore, the size of the spot
on the screen of the cathode -ray tube
is
varied likewise. according to the strength
of the incoming signal.
From the foregoing, it will be quite
clear that at a distance of say a mile from
tire transmitter, the image will be a
certain
size ,m the screen of the tube: at a distance
of half a mile, the image will be proportionately larger, and by placing suitable
calibration scales on the end of the
picture tube, the operator crut quickly
determine the approximate distance of
(Continued

page 438)

Second photo above -Multi -wave radio
transmitter and diversity receivers (day and
night
channels) of the type used on big
bombing
planes. Lower photo
meter "pack" set suitable for use in front lines (transmits
and receives speech). Other portable sets are

-5

available for code (telegraph) transmission.
(U. S.
Army Photos.)
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ANEW PATENT, awarded to two Englishmen and assigned to RCA, is said
to improve the brightness of cathode -ray
receiving tubes by utilizing a thin layer of
gold on which to deposit the fluorescent
material, willemite, on the screen. The gold
is said to increase the intensity of the c -r
beam. Increased brilliance makes it possible
to use the apparatus in well -lighted rooms,
and apparently improves the visible detail.

W

HILLS surrounding the
at North Beach Airport,
New York. will have to be removed in order
to make transmitting and receiving condiASH

HIGH
radio towers

tions effective, according to the United
States Army District Engineer. Some of the
five sets of towers, each of which occupies
two acres, are surrounded by ash peaks up
to 80 feet high-and the towers are but
40 feet, according to the engineer's check.

RLD

WIDE

SHORT WAVE STATIONS throughout

U. S. changed their call letters in most
instances a few months ago. Above. Veronica Layden, a decorative damsel, is shown
changing \V2XAD to \VGEA on a microphone of General Electric's international
short wave station in Schenectady. The station has been on the air since 1926 and its
old call letters. the "2" meaning second
radio district and the "X" standing for experimental, are among the most famous in
the radio world. The station operates on
9.550. 15.330 and 21.500 mc. The other long
range Schenectady short wave station has
been changed from W2XAF to \VGEO.

made by means
DETAILED CHECKS of television transmission and reception are
Miss Mary Murray, is placed
of the chart shown herewith. The card, being held by
without distortion and
in front of the iconoscope which scans it. If full detail is shown
are functioning
receiver
and
transmitter
tones,
half
with accurate rendition of the

adequately.

Unlike

the

fa-

miliar NBC chart,
previously i 1 l u stra:cd in RADIO &
T t..EVISION, t h i s
one is favored by

General Electric
It is,
engineers.
however, a standard chart used by
television engineers
generally to check
the quality of resolution, definition
lineation in
a nd

CONNECTING A RADIO antenna to a

tomato plant is said to increase the
yield about 450%, according to Associated
/'mss. Archibald Dickson of Sacramento,
Calif., the experimenter, also uses a mysterious "accumulator."

images. When lines
making up the small
ends of the wedges
are seen, 441 -line
detail is had.

CERAMIC ENVELOPES are now used

on some German tubes, instead of the
glass or metal envelopes as formerly employed. Shielding is accomplished by spraying metal onto the inside of the envelope.

when
CRIME DETECTION can make use of television, as was proven in a recent test
to a police
an enlargement of a finger print was transmitted from the Don Lee studio
left to right.
department and identified in a few seconds. In the picture herewith, shown
L.
E. ChrisSupt.
and
Faulkner
Otto
Lieut.
and
executive,
are Thomas S. Lee. station
such as Supt.
tiansen of the Long Beach (Calif.) police. Other eminent police executives,
the use of television
Gerald S. \l orris of New York, have also shown much interest in
to

'.7.
'..

14-

been devised by
German engineers for use in their
standard television receivers sold in that
nation. The tube pictured herewith requires
6,000 volts on the anode and produces a
picture approximately 5" x 7 ". The entire

SQUARE TUBES have

crime.

combat

An article on this
by

subject,

Supt.

Morris, appeared as
a Guest Editorial
in the June issue of
RADIO
SION.

&

TELEVI-

Televising police
line -ups to local
precinct houses
would make it far
easier for victims
of a crime to inspect suspects. Supt.
Morris pointed
out.

set measures only 25 x 14 x 10" and employs
but 15 tubes. Its price has recently been
reduced to around $250.00. It has been made

only in limited quantities thus far.

is now getting 3'; more hours daily of
American programs since \V3XAL has increased its schedule.
The new 21.630 mc. frequency with directional beam antenna is
now carrying on a series of programs previously beamed exclusively on Europe. These consist of one hour each of English,
Italian and German, and a half hour of French.

LATIN -AMERICA

RADIO AND TELEVISION
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STATION

WCAU of Philadelphia wants
to add a new decoration to the hat of
the statue of William Penn which tops the
city's City Hall. Planning to install a television transmitter, station officials said they
wish to place the antenna in the crown of
Mr. Penn's hat.

EMPLOYEES of the British Broadcast-

ing Corporation have received written
requests asking them to install suppressors
on the ignition systems of their cars. Television set owners are annoyed by ignition
interference which causes "snowstorms" on
television screens, and figure the staff is a
good place to 't:n-t int 'rfentice elimination.

NEARING AIDS for bone conduction or
air conduction are nothing new, but
the engineers of the Western Electric Co.
have recently invented an extremely efficient
and compact unit. In this apparatus, the
transmitter element is about 2 inches in
diameter and under % inch thick. It feeds
into an amplifier which consists of a closely coupled receiver and microphone unit. This
in turn feeds the bone conduction reproducer. Speech amplification is from 15 to
20 db. for the air conduction unit which
does not use an amplifier, and from 40 to
45 db. for the hone conduction job with
amplifier. The frequency range is front 200
to 2500 cycles, which is ample for speech.

RADI

-eM

t

the first winner of
this Marconi Memorial Scholarship.

Presentation w a s
made to him by
J. R. Poppele, cen-

representing

t e r,

the V \VO. \, and
Robert T. Pollock,
President of t h e

American Institute.
sponsored
Barkey's entry. The
award was made in
the auditorium of
t h e Westinghouse
Exhibit at the New
York World's Fair,
where the Institute
has displays showi n g
outstanding
scientific and engineering accomplishments of ingenious high school
boys and girls.

which

forbid

reception

AND SIN GROSS IN TN! N.T.
DAILY NEWS

ter

SCHOLARSHIP AWARD of $1.000 to r ills tclI years' study
in advanced radio
engineering and television was won by 16- year -old Robert
Barkey, right, in a competition sponsored by the Veteran Wireless Operators' Association.
Young Barkey is

LAWS

SAID GlORO! ROSS IN THE NEW YORK
WORSD.T(l(GSM SMUASOAY AUGUST S!N

Nlemp

DIGEST

GERMAN

0oP!

of

other than German stations in the
Reich, with penalties running up to capital
punishment. A drive to keep the foreign
waves out is being made by jamming foreign
broadcasts with jazz music.
To further this end, powerful stations in
Germany are reported "jamming" the news
broadcasts in German which are radiated
by England, France. the United States and
other democracies. The jamming consists of
broadcasting loud music on the saute wavelength as that being employed by the station which the Reich's propaganda ministry
wishes to block out.
Timely at press time, this may be obsolete
on publication, sla
peace conte.

-

,Nelly refer Tee le the IRONT VAGES
eer v readied
e the,

international
e

scoops

SI

the

Wet.

WMCA
TOP OF THE DIAL

IN NEW YORK

BETWEEN

THE DEVIL and the deep

blue sea was where station WMCA
found itself shortly after running an advertisement in Radio Daily, which is reproduced above. In this ad. the station quoted
radio columnist Ben Gross, who said
\\-IC.\ added to its record of sensational crisis scoops by airing an intercepted
British Admiralty code message ordering

the closing of the Mediterranean." Broad way columnist George Ross was also quoted
as saying that \YMC.\ flashed the British
Admiralty orders and the secret German
naval orders before these because public
knowledge. Ross explained that to do this,
the station hired an expert on naval code
who stationed himself near a short wave
receiver to decode and report secret messages for rebroadcast.
Called to task by the F.C.C. for allegedly
broadcasting secret material, WMCA executives explained that the ad was the work
of an over-enthusiastic promotion man;
that the station had never transmitted secret
material; that all its news transmissions
were obtained front the Iferald- Tribune,
Daily Mirror, and the International News
Service.

NISTORY MADE today
being preserved for the students of tomorrow by means
=i
of large phl:nograph discs, as shown herewith. In this picture.
Eugene Darlington,
manager of
is

General Electric's international short wave stations \VGI:.\ and \VGEO,
is

seen holding one of
the n e w records.
All steps in the out-

break of the current World War,

including the

speeches of t h e
heads of many of
the nations involved. have been
thus recorded. General Electric's short
wave stations recorded them.

AN ENTHUSIASTIC wire from the Baird Television

Corporation in England announces that a color photograph of King
George was received in full color and with perfect definition
on
a large screen, using a new Baird system. This is
said to he the
first time television in colors has been received on a
cathode ray tube, although mechanical scanners have often been
used.
for November, 1939
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Short Waves

Above
the CLOUDS
Arthur

E. Bent

Mt. Washington Observatory, X. H.

One -meter waves leaped 90 miles, a record distance, from the top of Mt. Washington to Exeter,
N. H. Both super- regenerative receivers and super het converters were used. Some peculiar effects
with this high-frequency transmission were observed.
observer removing frost
Mount Washington.

Wind -blown

small building anchored to the bare rocky
summit far beyond the shelter of the forest
four men live through the year making
scientific observations of different kinds.
Here the greatest wind velocity ever officially recorded by instruments, 231 miles per
hour, was observed and the record minimum temperature is 46.5 below ccro! Last
winter during the 182 days from October
through March, the wind exceeded hurricane force, or 75 miles per hour, on 111
days. The Observatory is primarily interested in the weather. and reports are sent
to the United States 'Weather Bureau seven
times each day. Observations and studies relating to other scientific matters are also
carried on. such as solar radiation, geology,
botany, and radio.
As a result of its commanding position
so high above the surrounding country,
Mount Washington has always been a favorable place to experiment with the ultra- The Mount Washington Observatory, 6,288
high frequencies and the Observatory has feet above sea, atop New England's highest
pioneered in the study and use of very short peak. Note the ultra short-wave antenna
cross -arms covered with ice.
radio waves over long distances. A number of records for long distances have been
made during the march to high frequencies 125 miles was established on five meters,
of the past few years. In 1932, a record of and three years later a record of 1.42 miles
Mount Washington
observatory w i t h
turnstile antenna of
Yankee network station in midwinter.

Picture
shows

at

right

how

one -

meter signals were
successfully

sent a

distance of 90 miles
between the transmitter atop Mount
a n d
Washington
Exeter, N. H.
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from

wires on

HIGH up in the clouds, 6288 feet above
sea level, is the Mount Washington Observatory on the summit of Mount Washington, highest peak of the White Mountains of New Hampshire. Here in their

was set up on two and a half meters. Last
winter a transmission of 92 miles was made
on 225 megacycles, or about a meter and
a third.
Interest in high frequencies at the Observatory arose from the need for commu-

nication facilities. Early attempts to use
long waves were not satisfactory because
of the difficulty of maintaining antenna
structures outside. Wires become coated
with frost and ice, which increases the wind
resistance, causing the wires to break under
the strain of high velocities. Ultra -high frequency antennas could be placed inside,
thus eliminating a serious problem. Antennas can, of course, be designed for these
unusual strains as shown by the ninety -foot
turnstile antenna of the Yankee Network,
which organization maintains an experimental 41 megacycle (7.3 meter) station at
the Observatory. There are no power lines at
the Observatory and electricity for the experiments is generated by gasoline driven
equipment. Ten thousand gallons of gasoline are stored in tanks under the rocks to
operate the ten kilowatt generator. In fact
all supplies for the long winter months
must be taken up the mountain by truck in
the fall, and planning for the needs of the
Observatory is like providing for an ex(Continued on page 444)
I.METEA S-W TESTS
SUCCESSFUL OVER

i

MILES

MT WASHINGTON
6,288 FT.

EXETER,

`

N. H

NH

1METER WAVELENGTH
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built in the line cord and in this case
is, of course, not variable. If it is not a
line cord resistor, it can be placed on top
of the chassis in order to secure adequate
be

If it is desired to dispense with the
comparatively costly power transformer
and A.F. choke. the unit may be powered
from any radio receiver with which it is

to be used. It can also be employed in a public address system with a phonograph, or
for any other similar applications which
one desires.

The plate voltage used is approximately
drawing shown, the power
transformer affords 270 volts on each side
of the center tap, to allow for voltage drop
in the choke.
The unit's designer, Paul Heusser, states
that it reproduces music with singular
brilliance and naturalness, giving due emphasis to the fortissimo passages.
450, and in the

Baffle Design
SOME new ideas for increasing the
length of baffles without getting a percussion effect, arc given in Radio
Revista of the Argentine. Fig. SA illustrates one simple system in which the bathe
path is increased by adding a false baffle,
as shown by the heavy line. This increases
the path which the sound waves must take
in order to reach the opening, which should
measure 4" x 20".
In Fig. 5B, another means of increasing
the length of the path is shown. In this
system, plates of non- resonant material are
installed to give the effect of large baffle
area, even when only a moderate size
cabinet is available.

6

cooling.
The converter is connected to the receiver in the usual way, the output terminal
being connected to the antenna of the radio
receiver, and the ground terminal going to
the ground post of the set. if any is employed. As will be seen, the converter incorporates regeneration control by means of
the .0002 mf. condenser, and further control of oscillation is liad by means of the
potentiometer.

New Television Aerial
A TILTED wire system for television

reception has been described in Wireless World of Great Britain. In this
system, the antenna may be erected as
shown at either Figs. 6A or 6B. The former
is for use when a mast is available;
the
latter, when only a low point is convenient.
Recently patented by E. C. Cork, J. L.
Pawsey, and M. 13. Manifold, of E.M.I., it
is said to have a gain of about
3 db. over
the single dipole usually used.
The aerial terminates in a resistance of
War -Time Rules for Hams
approximately 250 ohms to secure good
y order to aid in the preservation of
thatching, and the device at its end, which
American neutrality, the American Radio
resembles a spreader, has a pair of coil Relay League has
suggested certain rules
windings with a total length of three feet to its members. The proposed
rules are as
acting as a compressed dipole. The second follows:
compressed dipole is arranged at the point
1. All contacts between "hams" in difmarked "transformer" in the diagram, as ferent nations are to be devoted
to experiI

is

an impedance matching transformer.

mental and incidental topics only.
2. No intelligence of any sort is to be
tranrntit!ed from one Country to another.
3. "Hams" are not to discuss any hap penings which might hate au military
significance whatsoever.
4. "Hams" are not to express private
opinions of an uniteutrat nature or to discuss the war or allied matters.

A.C. -D.C. Short Wave Converter
A SELF -CONTAINED short -wave

7

converter, powered by A.C. or D.C.
lines, has been described in Practical
and Amateur Wireless of England. Fig. 7
gives the complete schematic diagram with
all values. The coils are of the plug -in type
to be used in 6 -prong sockets, and are
wound on standard 6 -prong plug -in coil
forms.
The line voltage dropping resistance may

5w. CH.
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BEGINNER
Martin Clifford, W2CDV
, \S we approach the very high frequency bands. radio waves
seem to take (in some of the physical properties of light waves.
This is not unexpected. since light waves have a very high fre-

quency. Thus, the transmitted range of ultra high radio frequencies appears to be only slightly more than our line of sight;
that is, as far as we can see. It is true that communication has
been established for much greater distances on the high frequencies,
but such communication is fairly uncertain, and is perhaps controlled by atmospheric or solar conditions. For short-range communication, however, the ultra high frequencies present numerous
advantages. Antennas become very short, the use of directors
and reflectors is facilitated. and substantial gains in power and
directivity are obtained. Then again, ultra high frequency receivers and transmitters may be made very compact and represent
an excellent answer to th, problems of space limitation or
portability. Finally. the ultra high frequencies present to the
pioneering ham or short wave listener unlimited opportunities for
economical and interesting experimentation.

Z!ltta iliyñ
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occur between it and coil LI. The radio frequency current flowing
through L2 creates a moving magnetic field whose lines of force
cut LI. By induction, a similar magnetic field is induced around
coil LI. This moving magnetic field induces a current in LI, connected to the grid of the vacuum tube. In this way a tremendous
increase in sensitivity :Ind amplification is secured.
Two Types of Receiver Used

Today, two types of receivers are being used on the ultra high
frequencies; the super -regenerative receiver and the superheterodyne. In the regenerative circuit shown, the coil in the plate circuit is so placed that there is magnetic interaction between it and
Continued on page 442)

6-

5-

Adding stage of tuned R.F. to super -regenerative set; Fig.
U.H.F. converter circuit; Fig. 7 -The transceiver; it uses the same
tube for transmitting and receiving.
Fig.

TO

AuDiO

Action of Regeneration

Before we can understand the operation of one of the major
groups of ultra high frequency receivers. we should briefly consider the phenomenon of regeneration or feed -back. In previous
articles we studied the problem of detector action as exemplified
in a typical circuit such as that shown in Fig. 1. In the plate
circuit of this rtcciver, the radio frequency bypass condenser,
marked C, serves to provide an easy path for the return of radio
frequency currents. Instead of wasting these currents, they can
be fed back into the grid circuit and consequently undergo further
amplification. in Fig. 2 we have such an arrangement. In this
circuit, the radio frequency currents appearing in the plate circuit
are fed through coil L2 so placed that magnetic induction can
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Diagrams below show, respectively: Simple non -regenerative detector;
Regenerative detector; Super -regenerative receiver, with separate
oscillator, and, in Fig. 4, a 'self -quenched" hook -up.
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Simple changes in homemade Television receiver
more than double picture
area, when 3" C -R tube is
used.

Set

/Q/Q(1L1E01Z

Described Last Month
THE design of a television receiver
that will meet the requirements of the
beginner presents some problems which
differ from those encountered in commercial practice.
The high definition television in use today
is inherently very complex. In order to obtain the fuil fidelity of the transmitted picture, approximately 225.0110 picture elements must be reproduced on the screen of
the cathode-ray tube. This means that the
baud width required to give maximum picture detail mast he approximately 4 megacycles wide and must be maintained thus
from antenna to cathode-ray tube. These
requirements are met in commercial practice
by the use of the superheterodyne circuit
with a specially designed intermediate
frequency systems that will pass the desired
band width. However, this is not the solution from the experimenter's point of view.
1Vhile the superheterodyne has very desirable features, it is difficult to align, and
requires an elaborate array of alignment
instruments in order to do the job properly.
The T.R.F. (Tuned Radio Frequency)

Peter Scozzari

due to its ease of construction and low cost
has everything to recommend it. This circuit, if properly designed, will have sufficient
band -pass for the smaller cathode -ray tubes.
It must be remembered that the resolution (dot size relative to screen area) of
these small tubes does not permit the high
order of definition of which the larger tubes
are capable. Therefore, a 2 megacycle band pass is sufficient.

In the October issue of R.tnto & TEL.Evrstox, a 2" tube television set was described by the writer. This produced very
good images and had many desirable
features. It was felt, however, that an improved model would be wanted by the advanced experimenter. Therefore, the original set was redesigned to utilize the new

906 -l'4 3" diameter cathode-ray tube, which
provides a black and white picture instead
of having the greenish hue which is characteristic r.f the oscilloscope type tube. This
set also retains the desirable features of the
previous model.
Constructional data will be given for those
desiring to rebuild the 2" tube model to

accommodate the 3" tube. Those who wish
to build this model are referred to the
October issue for constructional details.

The power supply is rebuilt first. The
high voltage power transformer is removed
and the new one, supplying 1.200 volts, is
installed, together with the high impedance
choke and the 2,000 volt

filter condensers.

Automobile ignition wire should be used
in wiring the high voltage circuit. It should
be noted that, unlike the previous circuit,
the negative of the high voltage supply is
grounded, because of some circuit changes
in the main chassis. Particular attention
should be paid to the 3 megohni bleeder

resistor which is shunted across the output
of the high voltage. This resistor discharges
the high voltage filter condensers in a few
seconds and is a measure of protection in
the event that the voltage divider in the
main chassis opens or the plug connecting
to the power supply is not attached. It
cannot be repeated too often that the
greatest care must be exercised in handling
these voltages. Whenever possible the re(C'ontimred en page 4391

Diagrams below show simple changes and few new parts added fo the
2" television receiver to convert it for operation with 3" black and
white C -R tube. The entertainment value of the set is increased a hundred
-fold.
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This is YOUR department and you can help to make it a very "live" one by
or pen and
your favorite radio "idea" to the editors. Photos are welcome, but pencil
write a simple
ink sketches will do-our draftsmen will remake all drawings. Just
but accurate description of the idea and keep it within 500 words.
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How to Electrify

SECO +OAR./

COIL

RRIMARy
COIL

Allan Stuart
ÑA,
RECEIVER

Circuit for adding AFC to T.R.F. set.
AVC from Any T.R.F. Receiver
THIS is a hookup which I use for obtaining AN-C on any screen -grid T.R.F.

receiver. This always minimizes troublesome fading which is characteristic with
T.R.F. receivers. The AVC tube (6H6) is
coupled to the detector by coil "L" which
is fitted inside the detector R.F. coil and
fastened by paraffin wax as shown by the
accompanying diagram. The coil should
consist of from 50 to 100 turns of fine insulated wire. Any ordinary universal -wound
R.F. choke of convenient size will do. The
diagram also shows an AVC tap for another
R.F. stage. The receiver should be realigned
after the changes are made.- CLARExcE H.
CRAMER.

Wind- Driven Dynamo

FREE electricity- from the wind can be
obtained by driving a Ford or other type
automobile generator by means of a propeller (or series of propeller blades) as
the illustration shows. To swing the wind
vane into the wind, the tail of the apparatus
is swung around into the wind by pulling
on the cord shown. Although not illustrated here, one of the American commercial devices of this type utilizes a latch
which will lock the director or tail blade
in position when the cord is pulled once.
When the cord is jerked again, the detent
or latch is released and allows the spring
to pull the tail and the wind vanes back
out of the wind. The whole unit revolves on
l,allbearings and one side of the circuit
is carried through a spring and contact
ring, as the drawing shows.-Courtesy
Radio Revista.
Construction details of wind- driven charger
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the "Twinplex" described in
ont and rear views of the power supply unit for electrifying
and the convenience afforded
this department last month. The cost of the parts is small,
will repay the builder many times over.

F

-a

simple
is, as promised
power supply for electrifying the
"Modernized Twinplex." A few resistors
and condensers, a single rectifier tube. a
pilot light, switch and line cord comprise
the entire unit. Yet, simple as this may
sound, problems similar to those confronting heavy duty power packs designed for
6.3 volt tubes were encountered. Well -filtered "B" power had to be provided not
only for the plate of the receiver tube but
for the filament too, since the 1G6 -G tube.
used in the "Twinplex" described last
month is of the 1.4 volt battery type.
Further, as the "Twinplex" is a short -wave
receiver, it is sensitive to the presence of
even small amounts of hum, especially at
the point of regeneration.
The old time "A" eliminators had to use
heavy -duty dry -disc or gaseous rectifiers,
combined with about 2000 mf. capacity in
order to supply ripple-free filament current. However. since the current requirement of the 1.4 volt series of tubes is extremely low, we can use an ordinary rectifier tube to supply both "A" and "B" currents. In the case of the "Twinplex ", the
filament consumption is 100 milliamperes
and that of the plate approximately 3 milliamperes; and since the rectifier tube which

HERE it

we use is capable of furnishing a maximum
of 120 milliamperes, we even have a little
current to spare. This rectifier tube, recently developed, is a full-wave job and has a
filament which operates directly from the
117 volt line, either A.C. or D.C. Hence,
neither a ballast tube nor a voltage-dropping resistor is required. Incidentally, the
filament has a center tap, which, when used,
requires a potential of only 58.5 V. The
current consumption, however, is doubled.
We use 117 volts with a filament consumption of .075 ampere.
As shown in the illustrations, this power
supply is on a chassis all its own, but of
such dimensions as to match the front
panel of the "Twinplex." The purpose of
this separate construction is to permit the
use of this power supply with other battery
receivers using the 1.4 V. tubes -such as
the battery portables which are so popular
today.
Since we are not dealing with any high frequency currents, the components may be
mounted in any position to suit the convenience of the constructor. There is one
exception, however, and that is the 2500
ohm wire -wound semi -variable resistor. Inasmuch as this unit gets quite hot in operation, it should be mounted on top of the
RADIO AND TELEVISION
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All articles accepted by this department will be paid for at regular space rates.
Each month the editors will select the best article and it will receive a special price
double the usual space rates.
Address all articles, photos and diagrams to the Editor, Practical Radio Ideas,
r/o Rum) & TEr.evtstoN, 99 Hudson Street, New York. N. Y.
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the "Twinplex"

FiG.3

A simple but very sturdy aerial mast is here
illustrated. It can easily be raised into position and anchored.

This Month's Feature
117Z6G

CAUTION: PLACE A 0.5-MR
CONDENSER IN SERIES
WITH THE GROUND

QN

Simple Aerial Mast

F[[°vER)

MANY different types of aerial masts
have been tried by radio amateurs and
fans but the accompanying illustration
shows one of the simplest and strongest

LEAD O THE RECEvER.
DON'T USE A DIILcz
GROUND/

2.500

OHMS,
25%7/..

we have seen in quite a while. It was recently described in Practical and Amateur
11 frrless. The size of the wooden members
used in building the mast will depend a
great deal. of course, upon the height of

1c 0ÓT
LIGHT

the structure, and one of the features of the
mast here shown is that it may be arranged
with two bolts or pivots at the base. so
that the mast can be pulled up into position by means of a rope, or else simply
pushed up into a vertical position in the
same way that you raise a heavy ladder.
Once in position. suitable guy wires are
attached. A mast of this type may easily
be built front pipe and pipe fittings. In any
event. it made of wood or metal, the mast
should be treated to several coats of paint
to preserve it against the weather.
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Cathode -Ray Indicator

111V.,A.CrD.C.

THIS simple signal strength indicator

As the diagram shows, the hook -up of the parts
for the power
Note the new connection between B- and A -- in the receiver supply unit is very simple.
itself; also that the circuit
is to be cut open at X.

sub -panel. Another precaution is to wire the point of highest
electrolytic condensers correctly, according milliammeter readsresistance down until the
exactly 100 ma. This,
to polarity. A 150-ma. pilot light is wired in of course, has
to he dome with all other
cries with the rectified "A" power to in- connections between
power supply and
dicate when the power pack is supplying set completed so thatthe the
power pack is
current to the receiver. Since a 10 mil prosxvrly "loaded."
pilot light is not available this 150 -mil -bulb
Caution:
was used but will not glow at full power supplyAlways connect the set to the
first before turnimt on the line
brilliance.
power.
power pack lias been turned
After the power supply has been com- on first ifandthethe
set then connected to it,

Many readers have expressed their olkasure at seeing the
famous "Twinplex" modernized, as described in the last
issue. Here is a 110 volt A.C. -D.C. power supply unit
which
eliminates all batteries.
pletely wired, according to the diagram
shown, one adjustment to the semi -variable
resistor must he made. Once adjusted however, it remains fixed unless the pack is to
be used with a receiver having other filament requirements. To adjust this resistor
for the correct current when used with
the "Twinplex." insert a 100 ma. (or more)
milliammeter in series with the filament
circuit and slowly move the slider from the

may be arranged on the average receiver
with little difficulty. Thu strength of the
signal is indicated by the width of the
shadow on the end of the magic eye tube.
In the position of no signal, the shadow area
is greatest. and as the signals are tuned in.
the shadow area decreases. With a very
powerful signal. the light area may spread
or overlap so that there is no shaded portion, says W. J. Delaney in Practical and
.Amateur Wireless, London. As the carrier
input affects the amount of shadow. we see
that a control may be fitted which will
regulate the input and thereby control the
indications on the ere tube. The R.F. gain
control on the receiver may be used for this
purpose. A dial or an indicator is fitted on
the knob of the control and various points
marked off to indicate the "R" values from
to 9.
1

A "signal strength" indicator is readily built.
using a "magic eye" tube as the indicator.

the high surge

current flowing- through the
reduced resistance of the cold filament of
the receiver tube will cause it to blow out.
Another precaution i. never to attach a
ground wire directly to the chassis of either
the receiver or the power supply. Use an
isolating condenser of at least % mf. (That
is the condenser is to be connected in series
with the ground,
one is used.)
(Continued on page 422)
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The conversion chart above not only shows the relationship
frequency in kilocycles and wave length in meters, but gives a complete
relative
picture of the electromagnetic wave spectrum. It shows the

By COURTESY

of

E. V.AMY

violet,
length and frequency of cosmic rays, gamma rays, X -rays, ultrabroadcast
visible light, infra -red, ultra -short radio waves, short waves,
waves, long waves, and alternating current fields.
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That DX- Grabbing

"LOKTAL" Pzeielectat
becomes

a

2 -Tube Receiver
Harry D. Hooton, W8KPX
Many readers have asked how the "Loktal"
I -tube
preselector on page 291 of the
September issue may be used as a receiver.
Here is the data for changing the preselector
into a simple 2 -tube regenerative "all- wave"
receiver.
AS Fig. 1 and the photographs show, only a few minor changes
are required. A 100 mmf. mica condenser and a 3 megohm fixed
resistor are placed in series with the lead between the fixed plates
of the tuning condenser and the control grid of the 7B7 tube.
The
300 ohm cathode bias resistor and its associated .05
mf. bypass
condenser are removed from the circuit, the cathode of the
tube
being connected directly to the switch arm as indicated. The
ter -

Top photo shows the 2 -tube

receiver in operation with
Brush crystal headphones. Lower photo -rear view
of the receiver.

minal of the 250 nimf. mica condenser which originally connected
to the output (antenna) post is grounded to the chassis. These
are the only changes required to convert the preselector into a
simple receiver. As can be seen, little cost is involved.
Stage of Audio Added: In order to obtain
It's easy to build this flexible 2 -tube receiver, with the
aid of the simple diagrams given below.
a more comfortable degree of headphone
volume, especially on the weaker signals, a
stage of audio amplification was considered
desirable. Fig. 1 shows the additional parts
necessary for the 7C5 audio circuit. The
7C5 tube itself is similar to the older 6V6
but is much smaller in size. Its high amplification factor gives plenty of volume on
most stations.
The construction of the receiver is similar
to that of the preselector. Keep the wiring.
especially the leads from the "hot" grid and
cathode circuits, to the coil switch, the coils
and the tuning condenser, as short and direct
as possible and solder each joint carefully
with a clean, well- tinned iron and rosin -core
solder. Do not permit the rosin to run down
over the contacts of the waveband switch
and do not heat the insulation of the switch
to such an extent that the impregnating
FIG.
material is melted out of the bakelite insulaANTENNA
0.1-MF.,n
tion. If these precautions are not observed.
250
?1uó'
MMF
losses may take place, especially on the
x-35
higher frequency bands, which will reduce
OuTPUT
the efficiency of the little set considerably.
The coils may be home -made according to
aS
the data given at the end of this article, or
3
sOñ g
they may be purchased ready -wound and
CNOKE
mounted on the switch. The switch used is
LI
a special short -circuiting type which
CRV
PNONES
"shorts" out all of the coils except the one
in actual operation.
10
Hints on Operation: The operation of
MF,
the little receiver is simplicity itself. Attach
0.150
a power supply (an A.C. power pack
GR0UN0
or a
REGENERATION MEG.
6 -volt storage battery and three or four 45
ai ë+zs0v.
(Continued on page 437)
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swung
25 watts on. phone or C.W. Center-Speaker panel
Left -This portable transmitter and receive, weighing but 25 lbs., rates 20 to
portable.
the
complete
of
-up
-Close
Right
rectifier.
83
and
oscillator
out, showing tank coil, Pierce

De Luxe Portable
TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER
Howard W. Earp, W7CHT
University of Pertland. Portland,

(

'r, .,,i

ONE compact unit, containing a receiver, two stage transmitter,
an

modulator, and power supply -in short, a complete phone
the
C.W. amateur radio station that was easily portable -that was
idea behind the construction of this outfit. After considerable experimentation it was finished, weighing 25 pounds, and measuring
overall 634 x 10 x I9% inches, which allows it to fit into a small
suitcase. Its compactness, light weight, and versatility have 1.1ad
portable operation a real pleasure, while as an auxiliary and
the
emergency unit it also holds an important place alongside
equipment.
station
regular hither prover
1

TRANSMITTER: The transmitter was designed for phone
to
and C.W. operation with about twenty watts output from 160
turn
at
the
instantaneously
are
available
circuits
Three
20 meters.
of switch SI. a novel arrangement which adds considerably to the
utility of the unit. This switch is a four -circuit, ganged, three position rotary type. In Number One position the circuit consists
of a 6L6G tri -tet oscillator, used for 20 meter C.W. and phone
with a 40 meter crystal. The cathode circuit gives sufficient buffer
L5
effect for stable low power phone operation. The cathode coil
and trimmer condenser C16 are tuned once and set for maximum
output. This is accomplished at approximately 10,000 kc.
In Number Two position the circuit consists of a Jones regenerative 6L6G oscillator, used mainly on 40 and 80 meter C.W. This
In Number
circuit gives the most output of the three employed.
in, driving
switched
is
oscillator
Pierce
6C5
the
Three position,
and
the 6L6G amplifier and providing a stable R.F. section for 75 bulb
60 ma.
160 meter phone. Crystal current as indicated by the
tri -tet.
remains a safe value on all circuits, but is highest on the
-

Above-Diagrams

showing the dimensions of the chassis.
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Transmitter designed for
phone and C.W. operation
from 20 to 160 meters. Receiver employs T.R.F. stage,
regenerative detector, two
audio stages with 6V6 beam
power output tube. An ideal
auxiliary and emergency unit
for the Ham; it weighs but
25 Ib. complete.
A number of combinations are possible

from titis arrang,entent, such as 40 and 80
meter tri -tet operation. 411 meter 6C5 -6L6G
operation, etc. It also gives :nt opportunity
for comparing the efficiency of these standard circuits.
Only two tuning adjustments are required

for each band, the plate tank condenser C25.
and the antenna condenser C27.

RECEIVER: The conventional circuit
6K7 T.R.F. stage. a 6J7 regenerative
detector, a 6C5 audio stage. and a 6V6 beam
power output tube to a 3" permanent magnet speaker. Two plug -in coils are used for
each band. Winding the detector coil in the
opposite direction from the R.P. coil reduced the interlocking effects caused b>
their proximity and by the absence of external shielding which, despite the crowding of parts, is unnecessary in the completed receiver. R4 regulates R.F. volume, o ° '.
R7 controls volume and regeneration of ti
detector for C. \\ -. Band -spread is ac,
plished by Imralleliug a 25 mini. e iok'r-,
with the detector band -set condenser.
Broadcast coils increase the receiver's use
fulness on vacation trips.
uses a

of

MODULATOR: The modulator

con

-

6K7 pentode stage, followed by a N ;
connected in parallel, driving a 6X7 stage
a

,

in Class B, and provides sufficient gain for
crystal microphone. The filaments of the
modulator tubes are wired to a switch,
(Continued on paye 433)
a

Above-Complete wiring diagram of the transmitter and receiver.

Left-View underneath the modulator chassis and top of receiver. Center -Bottom view of lower chassis: Tri -tee coil
lower center. Right -View underneath receiver chassis and
looking down on transmitter and power -supply chassis.
for November, 1939
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World Short Wave Stations
/2Vd ,114c,ctliCc

Complete List of SW
Broadcast Stations

Reports on station changes are appreciated.

31.600

WIXKA

BOSTON, MASS., 9.494 m., Addr.

Westinghouse Co. Daily 6 am:
am.. Sun. 8 am. -I am. Relays
W BZ.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.. 9.494 m.,
Addr, Westinghouse Co. Daily
Sun. 8 am. -I am..
6 am. -1 am.,
Relays WBZ.

DAVENTRY, ENG., 13.92 m.. Addr.
(B.B.C., London) 5.45 am.12
noon.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 13.93 m., Addr.
Grant Bidg. Relays KDKA 530 -2
am.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 13.93 m., Addr.
(See 21.550 mc.) 5.45.10:15 am.
PHILA.. PA., 13.94 rn., Addr.
Col. Bread. Syst., 485 Madison
Ave., N. Y. C. 12 n. to 6 pm.
ROME, ITALY. 13.94 m. 9-9.55 am.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y., 13.95 m
General Electric Co., 8 -11 am.

21.550

GST

21.540

WPIT

21.530

GSJ

21.520

WCAB

21.510

2R016

21.500

WGEA

21.480

PHIS

13.96
m.
HUIZEN, HOLLAND,
Addr. N. V. Philips, Hilversum.
Irregular, 6.10 -9.35 am.

21.470

GSH

DAVENTRY, ENG..

I

31.600

31.600

31.600

WIXKB

BALTIMORE, MD., 9.494 m., Relays
WFBR 4 pm -12 m.
NEW YORK CITY, 9.494 m., Addr.
W2XDV
Col. Broad. System, 485 Madison
Ave. Daily 6-11 pm.; Sat. aSu ^. 1.30 -6. 7 -10 pm.
W9XHW MINNEAPOLIS MINN. , 9.494 m.
Relays WCCO 9 am: 12:30 am.
W3XEY

J.

31.600
31.600

W3XKA
W5XAU

31.600

W9XUY

31.600

W4XCA

31.600

31.600

WBXAI

W8XWJ

ram.

9.494

Addr. NBC. Relays KYW
10

31.600

PA.,

PHILADELPHIA

9

pm.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., 9.494 m.. Addr.
Stromberg Carlson Co. Relays

WHAM 7.30 -12.05 am.
DETROIT, MICH., 9.494 m., Addr.
Evening News Assn. Relays WWJ

am. -11.30 pm. Sun. 7 am.-11 pm.
ST. LOUIS. MO., 9.494 m., Addr.
Pulitzer Pub. Co. Relays KSD.
5

31.600

W9XPD

m.

W9XTC

MINNEAPOLIS
Relays WCTt'

11.47

MINN.,
10

11.51

m.

am.-9 pm.

11.51
BEND, IND.
Addr. South Bend tribune. Red
lays WSBT -WFAM 2.30 -6.30 pr-.

LOS ANGELES, CAL-

m.,

11.56

B. S. McGlashan, Wash.
Blvd. at Oak St. Relays KGFJ
DX tips Mon..
24 hours daily.
Wed. and Fri, 2:15 pm.

OHIO,

m.,

11.56

17.800

01H

17.790

65G

17.785

JZL

NEW YORK, N. Y. 11.86 m., Addr.
Bamberger Broad. Service. 1440
Broadway. Relays WOR 12 n.6 pm.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 13.86 m. Addr.
B.B.C., London. Unused at pres-

17.770

17.760

WNBI

PHl2

DJE

21.570
21.565

WCBX
DJJ

m.
am. -4

NEW YORK CITY, 13.91 m. Addr.
CBS. 485 Madison Ave. Irregular.
BERLIN.

GERMANY.

13.92

m

Addr. Broadcasting House. Irreg.

15.510

XOZ

15.370

HASS

15.3W

DZG

15.360

15,340

DJR

15.330

WGEA

15.330

KGEI

15.320

OZI-I

15.310

GSP

15.280

DJQ

15.270

HI3X

4.50 -9 pm. Also

GERMANY. 19.56 m.,
Br'dcast'g House, 4.5510.50 pm. to C.A.
SCHENECTADY. N. Y., 19.56 m.,
Addr. Gene-al Electric Co. Relays WGY, 11.15 am.-6 pm.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., 19.56
m. Addr. General Electric Co.,
6.30 -11.15 pm. to So. America.
19.58
DENMARK,
SKAMLEBAK,
Sun. 8 am.1:30 pm.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.6 m., Addr.
BERLIN,

Addr.

12.25 -4, 4.20 -6
17.79 mc.)
pm.
SOERABAJA, JAVA, N. E. I. 19.61
m. Addr. NIROM. 10.30 pm. -2
Sat. 7.30 pm.2 am.
MAZATLAN, SIN., MEX., 19.61 m..
Addr. Bos 73, "El Pregonero del
Pacifica." Irregularly 9.10 am.,
-2, 8 -10 pm.
ROME, ITALY. 19.61 m., Addr. (See
2RO, 11.81 mc.) 5.10 -5.55 am.;
pm.; 1.40.2.30; 310 am.-I2.06

(See

LRU

GERMANY.

1

5.30; 7.30.9 pm.
All
DELHI,
6 30 pm., 1.30.
India Rad o. 9.3011
pm.
7.30
am.-I2.30
am.,
3.30
BUENOS AIRES, ARG.. 19.62 m.,
Addr. El Mundo. Relays LRI,
7.9 am.
m.,
19.63
BERLIN, GERMANY.
Addr. Broadcasting House. 12.05pm.
4.50.10.50
am.,
2.30
CIUDADe TRUJILLO.

O

Sun. D.

17.755

ZBW5

PHILA., PA.. 19.65 m. (Addr. See
21.52 mc.) Irregular.
O57KOCITY,
NEW Ç
Addr.
636

15.270

WCAB

15.270

WCBX

15.260

GS!

15.250

WSLR

15.245

TPA2

15.240

2R0

University Club. 2.330, or 4
pm., ex- Sat. and Sun.
PARIS, FRANCE. 19.68 m., Addr.
98 Bis. Blvd. Haussmann. "Paris
Mondial" 5.10 am- to Asia.
ROME, ITALY, 19.68 m. Irregular

15.240

CR7BD

LBIIQUE.

m.,

DAVENTRY ENG., 19.66 m., Addr.
1.30.3.45 em.
(See 17.3'9 mc.)
to Oceania. 12.25.4 pm.
BOSTON, MASS. 19.67 m.. Addr.

Sun.

HONGKONG, CHINA. 16.9 m.,
Addr. P.O. Box 200. Dly. 11.30
cm. -1.15 am.. 5.10
pm..1.30

am.,

Sat. 9
am.
5 -9.30

am.,

Sun.

Operates irreg.

End of Broadcast Band

a65

R.,10

Tues, and Fri. 8.10.10.10 pm.

m.,
12.05-

m.

/9 í11¢t. Broadcast Band

15.290

Addr. Broadcasting House.

19.53

SWITZERLAND,
Irreg. 6.45 -7.45 pm.

VUD3

BERLIN,

Jones, Central

irregularly.

15.290

16.89

Addr. Frank

BERNE.

21206

BOUND BROOK, N. J., 16.87 m.,
Addr. Natl. Broad. Co., B am:
4 pm. to Europe, 4 -9 pm. to So.
Amer.
HUIZEN, HOLLAND, 16.88 m.,
Addr. (See PHI, 11.730 mc.) Daily
7.40 -8.45 am. Mon. B. Thurs. 7.40.9
am. Sun. 6.40 -10.05 am.

m.

Tuinicu, Tuinicu, Santa Clara.
Broadcasts irregularly evenings.
CHENGTU, CHINA, 19.34 m. Daily
9.45 -10.30 am.
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY, 19.52 m.,
Addr. Radio'abor, Gyali Ut 22.
Sun. 9 -10 am. Daily 8 -9 pm.
GERMANY, 19.53 m.,
ZEESEN.
Addr. Reichspostzenstra la mt. Tests

-

15.300

TOKYO, JAPAN, 16.86 m., 4.30 -5.30
pm. to S.A., 8 -9 pm. to Eastern

Sun.

SOMALI FRENCH
DJIBOUTI,
LAND, 17.36 m. Test XMSN 1st
Thurs. each month 8 -8.30 am.
Next B.C.S. Oct. 5 & Nov. 2.
TUINICU, ORIENTE, CUBA 19.29

11.10 am. -12.25 pm.

13.8
8

CO9XX

XEBM

8.45 am.,

e-t.

15.550

HICKSVILLE, L. I., N. Y., 17.33 m.,
Addr. Press Wireless, Box 296.
Tests 9.30 -11.30 am. except Sat.
and

15.300

U. S.
17.780

FZE8

YD8

ROME, ITALY. 16.84 m., Addr, (See
2R0, 11.81 mc.) 5 -8,45 am., 6.7.25
pm.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 16.84 m.,
5.45 -8.50 am. to Far East. Also
9 -11.15 am.
LAHTI, FINLAND, 16.85 meters,
4.9 am.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 16.86 m.. Addr.
B.B.C., London. 5.45-8.50 am., 9
am.-noon, 12.25 -4 pm.

GSV

17.280

15.300

2R08

17.810

W2XGB

EIRE,
ATHLONE.
16.82 m. Addr. Radio Eirearr.
7.30 -9 am.; Even dates 11.30 am.
3.30 pm., 4.30 -5 pm.; Odd dates
11.30 am.-1 pm.

17.820

7 am.-1 am. Sun. 8 am. -1 am.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. 11.76 m.
Noon -9 pm.

BOUND BROOK, N. J.,
Addr. N.B.C., N. Y. C.
pm. to Europe.

Wednesday.

NEW YORK CITY, 16.81 m. Addr.
CBS. 485 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
8 am. -6 pm.

Addr.

CINCINNATI,

n. on

WCBX

SOUTH

exc. Sat. and Sun.

.

17.830

Rel.

26.050

WRCA

Band

!

12

SUPERIOR, WIS., 11.49 m. Relays
WEBC daily. 10 am.-8 pm.

21.630

B2oacdca3t

MOYDRUM,

W9XJL

GRZ

At.
:IRE

26.100

21.640

/6

am.

17.840

ST. PAUL. MINN.
KSTP 8 am. -I am.

W2XJ1

10.45

11.33 m.,
CITY, MO.
Addr. Commercial Radio Eapt.
pm.
pm.,
3
-7
-I
40
am.
Co.
m..
11.36
WIS.,
MILWAUKEE,
Addr. The Journal Co. Relays
pm. to midnite.
WTMJ from

W9XUP

25.300

-jays 8 -10 am. See 15.23 me.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 16.26 m.,
Addr. Radio Nations. Fri. 8.45-

HBF

Pr-.

26.150

W2XQO

18.450

HS6PJ

HVJ

I

25.500

19.020

17.840

W9XAZ

W8XNU

12.05.7.55 am. To

1.4

76.400

25.950

Broadcasting House.
Asia.
BANGKOK, SIAM, 15.77 m- Mon.

Addr.,

DJH

KANSAS

W6XKG

DJS

17.845

W9XA

25.950

21.450

Addr.
6.8
PARIS, FRANCE,
(See 15.245 mc.) 8.30 -10 am.
m..
16.81
BERLIN. GERMANY,
8.8.55, 9.11 am.
VATICAN CITY, 16.82 m. Heard

26.450

W9XH

WSLR

BOSTON, MASS., 13.98 m- Addr.
University Club. Sun. 9 -11.30 am..
T,es. 10 -11 am.
m.,
13.99
BERLIN, GERMANY,

TPB3

W9XTA

26.050

21.4W

(See

17.310

am:

17.850

26.500

W5XD

9

11.30

DALLAS, TEXAS. 9.494 m.,
am. -1.30 pm. Ex. Sat.-Sun.
HARRISBURG, ILL.. 11.32 m.

31.600

m.

13.97

mc.), 5.45 -8.50 am.,
noon. To Africa.
21.550

OKLAHOMA CITY, 9.494 m.. Su -.
12 n -I
pm., 6 -7 pm. Irregular
other times.
OMAHA, NEBR., 9.494 m. No
sked. known.
MEMPHIS, TENN., 9.494 m. Addr.
Memphis Commercial Appeal.
Relays WMC. 10 am.-6 pm.

Call

Mc.

Call

Mc.

Call

Mc.

3.9

pen.

6688Ám.

4.30-6.30, 2 .30-

II am., noon -4 pm.
(Continued on page 408)
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Ate. in on

Let's

THRILLING

are the reports broad-

cast by the American news commenta-

Lyle M. Nelson
Covers the Pacific Coast!
(.\Il

as

WAR

times are P.S.T.)

\-ITII

the current European crisis many Pa.
cific Coast short wave listeners arc tuning daily
to stations located in the capitals of the countries
involved for the latest news - -direct from the front.
Favorite among the news broadcasts are those
from Daventry at 4:45 p.m. over GSE and GSD;
at 8 p.m. from GSD. GSC and GS11 and at 10:30
p.m. from GSF. GSD and GSR. Of these stations.
GSD on its 11.75 -megacycle frequency is usually
the best received here.
Not to be forgotten are the German news belle.
tins over DJD, 11.77 mc at 7:30 p.m. nightly.
These bulletins give the latest German attitude on
current questions.
Paris has several English news programs. the
Lest of which is the 7 p.m. broadcast over stations
7' PA4 on 11.72 and TPB11 on 11.89 megs. Occasionally the English news broadcast for the Far
East is heard here at 4 a.m.
Rome's attitude is voiced daily during the North
American program. Several listeners. including
C. F. (turns of Vancouver. \'ash.. report 2R04,
11.81 mc. and 2R06 on 15.30 mc. with excellent
reception.
Kendall Walker of Yamhill writes that AEI on
15.04 nie. is well received here with the special
English broadcast from 6 to 7 p.m. daily. This
broadcast is also carried by RNE on 12.00 and
RAN on 9.60 mc., but these stations are rarely
heard here.
Evening reception from South and Central
America has continued to pick up during the past
month, and with the approach of winter many of
the Spanish speaking broadcasters will begin coming in with the volume of locals. Several of the
more powerful stations on the 19 and 23 meter
bands can be tuned as early as 3 p.m. but the
majority begin coming in well about 5:30 or 6.
Mr. Walker reports that station CD1190 of
Valdivia, Chile, now has a new beam for North
America with the result that it is heard here with
excellent strength. This station broadcasts on 11.90
flic. daily from 4 to 7 p.m. hut does not become
audible here until about 6 p.m.
CXA8 of Colonia. Uruguay, now is booming
through on 9.64 mc. with good volume. John
Cavanagh, of Oregon City, reports. The station is
en the air from 6 to 8 p.m. and on Saturday nights
until 10 p.m. Mr. Cavanagh says.
Slightly above CXA8 on the dial can he heard
T.RX of Buenos Aires on 9.66 mes. LRX has
hmg teen a favorite here on the coast and is
regularly received daily from 5 :30 to 7 p.m. Set
eral listeners have reported this station irregularly
a
late as 8 p.m.
Various listeners including Mr. Walker and
M r. Cavanagh have reported W2XAF testing on
9.53 me. with their new transmitter. Broadcasts
as yet are irregular, the station has informed

NEWS

to hear Europe without too much background noise.
Generally speaking, the most efficient antenna for reception of foreign short wave
stations is a doublet of a half or quarter
the wavelength of the station that one desires to receive. However, as many bands
are to be received, any standard short wave
doublet should prove effective. If the lead in is a good twisted pair, designed for radio
use, there will be little loss of energy
picked up by the antenna and very low pickup of man-made static, provided the antenna is erected sufficiently high.
While a good bit of the material emanat
ing from the foreign stations is in the native language of the country of its origin.
there are many broadcasts in English, designed to influence thought in the United

tors, and authoritative as are their opinions
of what is going on in Europe, they cannot
afford the thrills one receives when listening in on the voices of men who are actually at the scene of battle -men who are
in Warsaw, Berlin, Moscow, London and
Paris.
The short wares are crammed with reports and propaganda, all of which is of
vital interest to those of us in America who
wish to know what is really going on in
Europe -to those of us who hope that
America will follow her honored tradilions and hew to the paths of peace.
A reference to the list of short wave
stations in this issue will show the frequencies and schedules of the stations in the
centers of war. The 13, 16 and 19 meter
States.
bands are best received during the daylight
The guest editorial appearing in this
hours, but after dusk falls, the short wave issue of RADIO & TELEvtstoN, by Lowell
listener will generally obtain better results Thomas, generally considered America's
by tuning to the 25, 31, 40 or even the foremost news commentator, tells how to
49 meter bands. As many of these stations
analyze what you hear from Europe and
are beamed directly at North America, the to give it true evaluation.
average good multi -band radio receiver will
We suggest that you keep Mr. Thomas'
pick up their signals with clarity and vol. words in mind when listening to the voice
urne. However, do not expect to get first - of war -torn Europe.
rate result, with a second -rate antenna
Amateurs must be especially careful dur.
an efficient aerial is essential, if you wish
(Continued on page 429)

-

Get Your

VAC Certificate?

Rules for VAC Certificates

TELEVI -Ii)N Magazine has prepared a handsome VAC (Verified All Continents) certificate which will ix issued to all shortRADIO

&

wave listeners submitting adequate proof of verification from all continents. To secure a VAC
certificate the listener must send in a verification
card from each of the continents. The VAC certificate will only be issued for verifications of radio.
phone station-. not C.W. stations. The certificates
will be signed by the DX Editor. and Hugo Gernsback. Editor -in -Chief of RADIO & TELEVISION.
It is advisable that the card, he sent in a neat

package and insured for safe delivery. All carda
submitted will be returned. The listener should
enclose return postage.
A nominal charge of twenty-five cents (25e'
will be made for the certificate to cover the cost
of handling and printing.
The DX Editor will be the udge as to whether
the verifications submitted are bona fide.
A special notation will be made on the certificate in the event that a listener has more than
one complete set of verifications from all continents.
All entries should be mode to the b"AC Editor,
RADIO 8c TELEVISION, 99 Hudson Street, .Nr-s
York, A% Y.

Mr. Walker.
Considerable controversy has arisen over TINE'
of Baghdad, Iraq. Many listeners claim that this
station is now off the air. while others report
reception. Jack McCliment, of Portland. :cod T. S.
Mite. of Los Angeles. report a station announcing
a, TINF on 9.68 mes. front 5 to 6:30 a.m. daily.
ROUND '.N' ABOUT- -Frmn listener's reports.

New Swedish station heard on 15.16 nies.
Wednesdays and Saturdays from 5 to 6 p.m. .
IT V15 of
Khabarovsk, C. S. S. R. occasionally
:,rd here on 4.27 nie. in early mornings.
(;SF' heard on 15.14 nte. with English news at
and 8 a.m. daily
. COCH of Havana. con.
tinuing to hold forth on 9.43 mc. from 5 to 9 p.m.
d, ?y. is best Spanish broadcaster at present
TG2X of Guatemala City is excellently received
nn 5.94 mc. every Saturday night from 7 to 10
r.m.
.
Japanese attitude is reflected during
nightly "overseas broadcast." English news is
heard at 9:05 p.m. .
FIVJ of Vatican City
heard from 7:30 to 7:45 a.m. on 15.11 mc.
Rationalist government of Spain is planning a

l'

..

....

.

.

.

..

new 50.000 watt station for Madrid
.
COCM
rd Havana heard at present near 9.82 mc. .
TINT of San Jose now on 9.62 mc. from 5 to
S:30 p.m
Station CBI185 heard on 11.85 mc.
from 5 to 8 p.m. daily
New Mexican station
%Pirted on 11.82 mc. irregularly near 9 p.m. .
s

14 of Villarica. Paraguay, occasionally heard
5 p.m. on Sundays . . .
MTCV of
Hsingking is now operating daily
dail
11.77 mc.
from 10:30 to 11:20 p.m. . . DJP on 11.883 mc.
now broadcasting simultaneously with DJD on
North American program .
IIS8PJ of Bang.
kok heard daily except Monday from a to 7 a.m.
here near

.

..

on 9.51 mc.

for November, 1939
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Mc.

Mc.

Call
YUGOSLAVIA. 19.68
6 -7, 8 -9 pm, to N. America.
BANGKOK, SIAM, 19.7 m. Irreguarly Mon. 8 -10 am.
PRAGUE BOHEMIA. 19.7 m. Addr.
(See OLR4A, 11.84) Daily 6.55.9.15
pm.
HUIZEN, HOLLAND, 19.71 m..
Addr. N. V. Philipst Radio Hilversum. 7.40 -8.45 am. (Sun.. Mon.,
Thur. to 9 am.), Tue. 1.2.30 am.,
Wed. 9.30 -11 am.

YUG

15.240

BELGRADE,

HS6PJ

15.230

15.230

OLRSA

15.220

PCJ2

PITTSBURGH,

WPIT

15.210

(See 21.540 mc.)

8

14.420

14.166

PIIJ

13.997

EA9AH

Addr.

am -I pm.

HCIJB

13.635

SPW

m..

12.862

W9XDH

15.280 mc.) 12.05 -11
4.50 -10.50 pm. Also Su

HIIN

11.10

am.-I2.25 pm.

12.486

12.460

HCJB

12.310

VOFB

12.235

TFJ

12.230

GOCE

GERMANY,

19.74

Addr. (See

.

CHINA. 19.74 m.
2 -6.20 pm., 9.10.45

15.200

XGOX

CHUNGKING,

15.195

TAQ

ANKARA, TURKEY.

15.190

OIE

LAHTI, FINLAND. 19.75 m. Addr,
(See OFD, 9.5 mc), 1:05.4 am, 9
am. -5 pm,

15.190

ZBW4

15.180

GSO

HONGKONG, CHINA, 19.75 m.,
Addr. P. 0- Box 200. Irregular.
11.30 pm. to 1.15 am., 3 -10 am.
DAVENTRY ENG., 19.76 m., Addr.

5.30 -11

am.,

19.74

m., 5.30

am.

7

12.200

(See 17.79 mc.) 9.10 -11 am., 4.20-

pm.
m.,
19.76
MOSCOW,
U.S.S.R.,
Daily 11.55 pm.-2, 3 -4 am. Mon.,
Wed., Thurs. 74.15 pm.
GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 19.77
m., Addr. Ministre de Fomento.
Daily 12.45 -1.45 pm.; Sun. 12.45.
6

RV96

15.1E0

TGWA

15.170

5.15 r,r
15.166

LKV

15.160

JZK

XEWW

15.160

SET

15.155

YDC

15.150

15.140

GSF

15.135

JLU3

15.130

TPB6

OSLO, NORWAY, 19.78 m. 6.40
am.-5 pm.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 19.79 m. 12 m.-I.30
am. to Canada & Hawaii, a-d
Pacific U.S. 8 -9 pm. to Eastern
U.S. 7 -9.30 em. to China a-d
2 -4 pm. to Europe.
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO, 19.79 m.,
12 n.-12 m., irregular.
MOTALA, SWEDEN, 19.80 m. 14.15 pm. Wed., Sats. 8 -9 pm.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 19.8 m., Addr.
N. I. R. O. M. 6-9 pm. ex. Sat..
10.30 pm. -2 am., Sat. 7.30 pm.-2
am., daily 4.30 -10.30 am.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.82 m., Arid,
(See 17.79 mc.) 5.45 am.-8.50, 9
am.-noon; 4.20 -6; 6.20 -9.15 pm.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 19.82 m., 8.920
am. to China.
PARIS, FRANCE. 19.83 m.. Addr.
"Paris Mondial," 98 Bis Blvd.
Haussmann, -4 am.
BOSTON MASS., 19.83 m., Addr.
FoundaWorld -(Hide B'cast'g
tion. University Club. 2.30-5.30.
Sat., Su -.
9 -10 prn. ex. Wed.,
2.30 -3 pm.
WARSAW, POLAND, 19.84 m.
VATICAN CITY, 19.84 m.. 10.3010.45 arr.., Tues., Suns. 1.1.30 pm.
LISBON, PORTUGAL, 19.84 m.
6 -8 am., irreg.
m.,
19.85
BERLIN, GERMANY,
Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) 12.10 -2,
10.40 am. -4.25 pm.
e -9 am.,
VALPARAISO, CHILE. 19.87 m.
Testing near 7.30 am.
ROME, ITALY. 19.87 m. Testing

12.000

-

RNE

WSLR

15.120

SPI9

15.120

HVJ

15.120

CSW4

15.110

0.11

15.100 CBI510
15.100

2R012

15.080

RKI

irreg.
m.
19.95
MOSCOW, U.S.S.R.,
Works Tashkent near 7 am. Broadcasts in English. Daily 7 -9 pm.

End of Broadcast Band
14.960

RZZ

14.930

PSE

14.920

KQH

14.795

IPA

m.,
20.05
U.S.S.R.,
Thurs. 6 pm. Dutch program.
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL. 20.09
Broadcasts 6 -7 pm., Wed.
4.4.10 pm., Thurs. 3 -3.30 pm.
KAHUKU, HAWAII, 20.11 m. Sets.
7.30.8 pm., Sun. 9.9.30 pm.
ROME, ITALY, 20.28 m. 4.30 -5 am.

MOSCOW.

Arabic.
NAZAKI, JAPAN,
In

14.600

14.535

JVH
HBJ

20.55 m. Works
4 -8 am. Rel.
JOAK Irr.
after midnight.
GENEVA,
GENEVA SWITZERLAND, 20.64 m.
Addr.
Nations. Broadcasts

Europe

Tues. 6.45 -8.15; 8.45 -10.00 pm.

Operation subject to hostilities of war.

RADIO MALAGA, SPAIN 20.78 m.
Relays Salamanca 5.45-7.30 pm.
Sometimes 2.4 pm.
QUITO, ECUADOR, 20.80 m. 7 -8.15,
11.30 am.-2.30, 4.45 pm.-I0.15 pm.
Exc. Mon.
DORDRECHT, HOLLAND 21.15
Addr, (See 7.088 mc.) fat. 12 n.12.30 pm.
TETUAN, SPANISH MOROCCO,
21.43 m. Apartado 124. 5.15 -6.15
pm., 6.30 -7.30 pm., 9 -10 pm. Re-

lays Salamanca from 5.40 pmWARSAW, POLAND, 22 m.
ELGIN ILL., 23.32 m. Press Wireless, 'tests 2 -5 pm.
TRUJILLO CITY, DOM. REP., 24.03
m. 6.40 -10.40 am., 5.10 -10.10 pm.
QUITO, ECUADOR, 24.08 m. Daily
exc, Mon. 7 -8.15, 11.30 am. -2.30,
5.10.30 pm.

840
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24.37 m..5.30-7.30 pm.
REYKJAVIK, ICELAND, 24.52 m.
Works Europe mornings. Broadcasts Sun. 1.40 -2.30 pm.
HAVANA, CUBA, 24.53 m.-8 am.11.30 pm. Sun. noon -11.30 pm.
TRUJILLO PERU, 24.59 m., "Rancho
Hacienda
Address
Grande!'

Chiclin. Irregular.
MOSCOW, U.S.S.R.,

25

CBII80

11.970

H12X

25
11.940

WCBI

.830

WCBX

.826

XEBR

II .810

2R04

II

.805

OZG

.801

DJZ

.800

COGF

II .800 JZJ

II

m. 6 -6.30,

em., -1.30, 3.5.30, 8.30pm., Sun. 6 -10 am., 1.6, 9.10
pm.
SANTIAGO, CHILE, 25.06 m. 7 -11
pm.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 25.0T
m., Addr. La Voz de Hispaniola.
Relays HIX Tue. and Fri. 8.10
10.10 pm. Sun. 7.40 -9.40 am.

.795

()JO

.790

WSLR

1

11.910

del Pilot. Apartado
7.30 am.-noon, 4 -10 pm.
VALDIVIA, CHILE, 25.19 m.,

CD1190

Box

11.910

11.900

1729.

XEWI

642.

3 -6,

Relays C869

10

XGOY

11.895

2R013

11.885

TPBII

11.885

TPBI2

11.880

VLR3

am:l

11.870

WPIT

11.870

VUM2

rn.,
5.30-7.10 am. to North Asia, 7.15.
7.55 am. to Japan. 8 -10.30 am. to
Asia. 11.11.45 am. to
South
U.S.S.R. 4 -6.30 pm. to Europe.
ROME, ITALY. 25.23 m. Irregular

11.865

-

11.860

GSE

11.855

XMHA

11.855

DJP

11.850

CB1185

11.850

OAX2A

11.840

KZRM

11.840

CSW

pm.

AUSTRALIA.

(See 21.540 mc.) 1.10 pm.
MADRAS, INDIA, 25.26 m. M.W.F.
3.30 -4 am. Irregular.

m., Addr. Box 68. Relays XEBH.
9.30 -1I am., -4 pm., 9 pm.-I2 m,

ROME, ITALY, 25.4 m., Addr.
E.I.A.R., Via Montello 5. Daily
4.30 -8.45 am., 10 em:2.30 pm.,
6 -9 pm.
25.41
DENMARK,
SKAMLEBAK,
m. Addr. Statsradiofonien. Irreg.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 25.42 m. Addr.
See 15.280 mc. 4.50.10.50 pm. To
No. America.
MATANZAS, CUBA, 25.42 m.,
Addr. Gen. Betancourt 51. Relays CMGF. 2-3, 4 -5, 6 pm.-Mid.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 25.42 m., Addr.
Japan,
Co. of
Broadcasting
Overseas Division 7.9.30 am., 2 -4
pm.
GERMANY, 25.42 m.
BERLIN,
Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) Irreg.
BOSTON, MASS., 25.45 m., Addr.
(See '5.250 mc.) 2.30 -5.30 pm,
Sat., 2 -6.30 pm.
LUXEMBURG, LUXEMBURG, 25.47
m. Radio Luxemburg. Heard 8.30.
10 pm.
PANAMA CITY, PAN., 25.47 m.,
Addr. Box 1121. Noon -1 pm., 6 -IO
pm.
LAHTI, FINLAND. 25.47 m, Addr.
(See OFD, 9.5 mc.) 1.05 -3 am.,
5.6.20, 10 am.-12.30 pm.

OFE

1.775

MTCY

HSINGKING, MANCHUKUO, 25.48
m. Addr. Central Broadcasting

1.770

DJD

BERLIN,

Station.
1

1.30 -2

15

am.

GERMANY, 25.49 m.,
Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) 1.30 am..
4.25 pm., 4.50.10.50 pm,

1.760

TGWA

GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT. 25.51
m. (See 17.8 mc.) Irregular 1011.30 pm. Sun. 6 -11.30 pm., irregular.

1.760

XETA

1.760

OLR4B

1.750

GSD

MONTEREY, MEX. 25.51 m., Addr.
Box 203. Relays XET, n:3.30 pm.
and evenings.
m.
25.51
PRAGUE, BOHEMIA,
Addr. (See 11.840 mc.) Daily exc.
Sun. 8.25 -10.05 am.
DAVENTRY ENG., 25.53 m., Addr.
B.B.C., London, 1.30.3.45 am.,
12.25 -4, 4.20 -6, 6.20 -9.15, 9.40.11.30

11.740

SP25

11.740

HVJ

11.740

CR6RC

11.735

COCX

11.735

LKO

11.730

PHI

11.730

WSLR

SWITZERLAND. 25.28 m.
Irreg. 8 -9 pm. to No. Amer.

DAVENTRY, ENG., 25.30 m., Addr.
(See 11.75 mc.) 6 am.-12.45 pm.
SHANGHAI, CHINA. 25.31 m. 5 -II
am.
25.31

8.30, 8.45 -10 pm., Sat.-Sun. 1.30-5

11.725

11.720

m.

15.200 mc.) 12.05 -2
am., 4.50 -10.50 pm.
SANTIAGO, CHILE, 25.32 m. Sat.
6 -11 pm. and irreg.

Addr. (See

TRUJILLO, PERU, 25.32 m. Testing
on this freq. (See 12.200).
MANILA, P. I., 25.35 m. Addr.
Erlanger & Gallinger, Box 283.
9 pm.-I0 am. Irregular.
LISBON, PORT., 25.35 m. Nat'l
Broad. Station- 11.30 am.-1.30
pm, Irregular.

pm.
WARSAW, POLAND, 25.55 m.
VATICAN CITY, 25.55 m. Tues. 8.309 am.
ANGOLA, 25.55 m.,
LOANDA
Tues., Thun., Sat. 2.3.30 pm.
25.57 m. P. 0.
CUBA.
HAVANA,
Box 32. Daily 8 am.-I2 m. Sun.
CMX.
-I
Relays
am.
8 am.
OSLO, NORWAY 25.57 m. 4.30
6.40 am., Sun. 71.30 -6.40 am.
HUIZEN, HOLLAND, 25.57 m.,
Addr. N. V. Philips' Radio.
BOSTON MASS., 25.58 m., Addr.
World -(Wide B'cast'g Founda-

tion, University Club. Daily 6.30.

BERNE,

GERMANY,

m., Addr.

1.780

25.25

m. 3.30 pm.-midnight.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 25.26 m., Addr.

BERLIN,

25.36

Chicago Federation of Labor.
Irregular 7 em. -6 pm.
NEW YORK CITY, 25.34 m., Addr.
Col. Broad. System, 485 Madison
Av., N.Y.C. 9 -11.30 pm.
HERMOSILLA, SON., MEX., 25.37

HPSG

25.21

PARIS, FRANCE, 25.24 m., 8.30 -II
pm. beamed to U.S.
PARIS, FRANCE, 25.24 m. (See
15.245 mc.) 6.8.15 pm. Beamed to
S. A.
MELBOURNE,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

m.,

Sta.,
Daily

1.780

7 -10

CHUNGKING, CHINA.

6 -9

-

0.

pm.
HANOI, FRENCH INDO- CHINA.
Hanoi ", Addr.
m.
"Radio
25.19
Radio Club de l'Indochine. 3.45150 watts.
am.,
7.9.30
4.15 am..
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO 25.21 m.,
Addr. P. 0. Box 2834. Mon.,
Wed.. Fri. 3 -4 pm., 9 pm.-I2 m.
Tues. and Thur. 7.30 pi-n..12 m..
Sat. 9 pm. -12 m., Sun. 12.30 -2

pm..

25.35

1

P.

pm.
11.900

1.780

SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 25.13 m.
La Voz

BOHEMIA,

Czech Shortwave
Fochova 16.

XII,
pm.

1

At. Ezoaácast _land
T12XD

Addr.
6.45 -9

830

10

11.970

PRAGUE,
Praha

NEWFOUNDLAND.

JOHNS,

ST.

10 -10.30

I

15.130

Call

Mc.

Call

-

am.,

BERLIN,

DJB

15.200

PA., 19.72 m.,

14.440

11.720

1.718

11.715

pm.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 25.57 m. Now Oft
regular schedule from 1.15 am.
daily on, and irregular from 47.30 am.
CANADA, 25.6 m.,
WINNIPEG,
CJRX
Addr. James Richardson & Sons,
pm: 12 m., Sat, 6
6
Ltd. Daily
pm.-Sun. 4 am.
VILLARICA, PARAGUAY, 25.60 m.
ZPI4
Mon. to Fri. 5 -8 pm., Sat.-Sun.
II am.-6 pm.
LAURENCO MARQUES, PORTUCR7BH
GUESE E. AFRICA, 25.6 m. Daily
am..
9.30 -11
12.05 -1, 4.30 -6.30.
12.05 -4 pm., Sun. 4 -7 am., IO am:
2 pm.
PARIS, FRANCE, 25.61 m., (See
TPA4
15.245 mc.) 6 -3.15, 8.30 -11 pm. to
No. America.
(Continued on page 410)
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Ono of the best designed "ham" stations we have seen. Inset are Mr. Wiley's antenna and his portrait.

New "{?watd oá
PLAQUE
Given Monthly

For

*not"
THIS
1Iwardof Honor

the Best

9)resentea to

Amateur Station

W. 2. Wiley,

PHOTO

W9ODD

by
2nd Plaque Award Goes to
W
U /ey, W9QDD

2

RADIO & TELEVISION
MAGAZINE
for the

HERE is a picture of my radio station which is at present operating
portably in the 5th call area at Watonga, Oklahoma. The home QTH of
this station is Washington, Indiana. Other photos show myself and the

antenna.
The rig is a Gross CB55 with a few added features. A third powc
supply has been added which delivers 800 volts to the final, giving a:.
input of 120 watts on phone. An overmodulation indicator has also beer
built into the rig, which is capable of operation on all five bands, 10;
through 10 meters, but is only used on 40, 20 and 10. About 90 per cent
of the work is on 20 meter phone. A total of 36 countries has been
worked on 20 meter phone, and all continents but Asia.
The tube lineup is as follows: Modulator -6C5, 6\7, 6C5s, to 6L6s.
The modulator has separate power supply with ass 8.3. R.F. Section is a
42, a 61.6, and two T20s. The power- supply for the oscillator
and buffer
stage uses an 83, while that for the T20s uses 866 Jrs.
The antenna coupler is a series -parallel affair containing an antenna
change-over relay. A crystal- switching arrangement containing 6 crystals
is used, and 3 bands are worked with each crystal. The mike is
a D104.
Break -in is employed, it being necessary to manipulate only one switch
to transmit or receive.
(Continued on page 429)

Best

PHOTOGRAPH
of an

AMATEUR RADIO STATION
Submitted

in the monthly

Amateur Station Photo Contest

if
Here

(cn,

bnck, Editor

the new "Award of Honor" Plaque which measures
metal,
and is framed, ready to hang on the wall. The letters appear in gray against a beautiful black background, and we
are sure that our amateur friends who are awarded one of
these new "badges of merit" will be more than pleased with
if. The name of the winner will be suitably inscribed.
is

5" x 7"

in size. It is handsomely executed in colors on

for November, 1939
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11.720

11.705

YSM

SBP

HPSA

11.700

11.700

CBI170

SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR,
25.62 m., Addr. (See 7.894 mc.)
1.2.30 pm.
SAIGON, FRENCH INDO- CHINA.
25.62 m., Addr. Boy -Landry, 17
Place A Forey. 7.30 -9.45 am.
MOTALA, SWEDEN, 25.63 m.,
4.15 pm. Sun. 3 am.-4.15 pm. Wec
and Sat. 8 -9 pm.
PANAMA CITY, PAN., 25.64 m.
Addr. Radio Teatro, Apartado
954. 10 am. -I pm., 5-10 pm. Sun.
6 -.0 pm. 7.8.30 am.
SANTIAGO, CHILE, 25.65 m. Addr.
P.O. Box 706. Relays CB89 IO
-2 pm. 3.30 -II pm.
a

9.755

ZRO

11.402

S.

CSW7

9.730

CB970

9.708

COCQ

11.040

J1E2

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND. 26.31 m..
Addr. Radio Nations. Ist Sun of
mo. 12.45 -2.30 am., 1.45 -2.30 pm.
Mon. 6.45 -8.15 pm., 8.45 -10.15
pm., Tues. 12.45.2.45 pm. Su-.
5.45 -10 pm.
LISBON, PORTUGAL 27.17 m..
am:
Addr. Nat. Broad Ste.
pm.
10 am.-4.30
4.30 pm.

9.690

TI4NRH

9.690

LRAI

12.07 -12.56,

1.50-

10.950

-

BANDOENG, JAVA, 27.27 m. Relays YDB. 6-9 pm., 10.30 pm:
2 am., 4.30 -10.30 or II em. Sat.
until II.30 em.
TANANARIVE, MADAGASCAR.
m.,

27.40

12.30 -45,

10.670

CEC

10.660

JVN

10.535

JIB

10.400

YSP

10.360

EAJ43

10.350

LSX

10.330

ORK

9.38 mc.)
2.30 -4 am.,
m.
28.12

-II am.,

SANTIAGO, CHILE,
Irregular.
NAZAKI, JAPAN, 28.14 m. Broadcasts daily 1.50 -7.40 am. Works
Europe irregularly at other times.
TAIHOKU, TAIWAN, 28.48 m.
Works Japan around 6.25 am.
Broadcasts, relaying JFAK 9.9.55
am., 1.2.30 am. Sun. to 10.15 am.
SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR,
28.85 m., I -3. 6.30 -11 pm.
TENERIFE, CANARY ISL., 28.96 m.,
3 -4.30, 5.7, 7.45-8.45, 9.10 pm.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 28.98 m.,
Addr. Transradio International.
Tests irregularly.
RUYSSELEDE, BELGIUM, 29.04 m.
Broadcasts 1.30 -3 pm. To Belgian
Congo. Works OPM -3 am., 3 -5
1

10.260

10.220

10.100

PMN

PSH

-

10.060

TIEMT

10.050

DZC

10.042

9.985

1)28

COBC

pm.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 29.24 m. Relays YDB 6 -9 pm., 10.30 pm: 2
am., 4.30.10.30 or II am., Sat.
to 11.30 am.
RIO DE JANEIRO BRAZIL, 29.35
m., Addr. Box x709. Broadcasts
6 -7 pm., Mon. 8.8.30 pm., Fri.
7.7.30 pm.
DEUTSCHE FREIHEITS SENDER,
29.70 m., loc. in Germany, undercover. 4 -5 pm.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 29.85
m., 4.30 -8 pm.
ZEESEN, GERMANY, 29.16 m.,
Addr. (See 15.360 mc.) Irregular.
ZEESEN, GERMANY, 29.87 m.,
Addr. Reichspostzenstralamt. Ir.

regular.
HAVANA, CUBA,
P.

0.

9.690

-

Box

132.

m. Addr.
Relays CMBC

9.690

ZHP

JDY

9.892

CPI

9.855

EAQ

9.830

9.815

9.785

IRF

COCM
HH3W

ROME, ITALY, 30.52 m. Works
Egypt afternoons. Relays 2R0,
12 -12.25 pm. Thurs. Daily 12.40 -1,
1.50 -2.30, 6-9 pm.

HAVANA, CUBA, 30.57 m. Addr.
Transradio Columbia, P. 0. Box
33. 8-I am. Relays CMCM.
PORT-AU- PRINCE. HAITI. 30.66 m.
Addr, P. O. Bcx A117. 1.2, 7.9.15
pm.

-

30.96 m.,
pm. Fri.,

4 -9

9.690

GRX

9.685

TGWA

9.683

HNF

9.680

TPB

3.30-4.30,
2.30-4 am.
SINGAPORE. MALAYA, 30.96 m.
Sun. 5.40-9.40 am., Wad. 12.401.40 am., Mon.-Fri. 4.40 -9.40 am.,
Sat. 12.25-1.40 am., 4.40-9.40 am.,

590

HP5J

590

VUD2

PCJ

9.675

DJX

9.670

WRCA

9.665

2R09

pm.

IRAQ.

m.

30.98

am. -3 pm.
PARIS, FRANCE, 30.99 rn.
Morcia r' 6 -11 pm.

VK6ME

9

590

VK2ME

9

.590

WCAB

LRX

9

.580

GSC

91Jì80

BOUND BROOK, N. J., 31.03 m.
Addr, NBC, N. Y. C. 6 pm: am.
ROME. ITALY. 31.04 m. 12.40 -1,
1.37 -5.30 pm., 6 -6.30 pm.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 31.06 m.,
Addr. El Mundo. Relays LRI,

9.660

HVJ

6-6.45 em. -9.:5 am.-10 pm.
VATICAN CITY, 31.06 rn. Sun. 5 -5.30

9.650

WCBX

NEW YORK CITY, 31.09rr

9.650

CS2WA

LISBON.

'or

.570

KZRM

9.570

WBOS

9.566

OAX4T

9.560

XGAP

9.560

DJA

9.550

HVJ

9.550

TPB11

9.550

WGEA

.

TABA

9.645
9.640

JLT2

CXAB

0.50

9.550

2R03

9.630

JFO

9.620

CXA6

9.610

LLG

9.610

DXB

9.606

ZRL

TAIHOKU, TAIWAN, 31.15 m.
lays JFAK. 4 -10.30 am.

31.23 m.,

Addr.

P.

0.

am.
9.600

RAN

m.
31.25
U.S.S.R.,
MOSCOW,
Daily exc. Sun. 6 -10 pm. Sun. 6 -7,
9.15 -10 pm.
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pm.
P.o
31

5-

PARIS, FRANCE. 31.41 m, Addr,
(See 15.245 mc.) 11.15 am.-7 pm.,
9.30 pm.-mid. Irreg.

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., 31.41 m.,
General Electric Co., 5.15.8.15
pm. to So. Amer.
BOHEMIA. 31.41
PRAGUE,184B
m.

nm.
VERA CRUZ, MEX.. 31.41 m. 10.30
10.30 pm.-I2.30
am.4.3C pm.,
am,
m.,
SOERABAJA, JAVA, 31.41
Addr. N.I.R.O.M. Deily exc. Sat.
:4.30pm.-2
am
10.30
6-7.30 pm.,
10.30 am. Sat. 7 pm:2 am.
BOMBAY, INDIA. 31.41 m., Addr.
All India Radio. 9.30.10.30 pm..
-3.30 am. 5 -6 am. also.

XEFT

9.550

YDB

9.550

VUB2

9.540

DJN

BERLIN,

9.538

VPD2

SUVA

I

Addr.

GERMANY, 31.45 m.,
c.) 12.05 -2.30,
(See 9.560
am., 4.55-10.50 pm. to

9.30-II
So. Amer.

FIJI ISLANDS, 31.46 m..
Addr. Amalgamated Wireless of
Australasia, Ltd. 5.30 -7 am., exc.
Sun.

9.535 SBU
9.535

JZI

9.535

-

9.530

KGEI

Box 4559,

Johannesburg. Daily, exc. Sat.
11.45 pm.-I2.50 am. Daily exc.
Sun. 3.20 -7.20. 9 -11.45 am., Sun.
3.30 -4.30 or 4.5, 5.30 -7, 9 -11.45

.30

prn.

9.550

Re-

MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY. 31.19
Rel. CX 6 to 9 pm.
OSLO, NORWAY, 31.22 m., 3-6,
8 -9, II
pm: mid.
BERLIN. GERMANY, 31.22 m. 610.50 pm. irreg. to No. America.
KLIPHEUVAL, SOUTH AFRICA,

4.20 -6,

1

VATICAN CITY, 31.41 m., Sun.
5.30 am., Wed. 2.30 -3 pm.

OLR3A

Addr.

I

9.635

9.40 -I

I

s.

9.650

W.

6.20.9.15,

Daily exc. Sat- 3.30 -7.15 pm. Sat.
9
5 -10.30 pm. Daily exc. Fri., fat.
pm.-8.30 am.. Fri. 9 pm. -9 am.
(Sat.), Sat. 12 m.-7.30 am. (Sun.).
MANILA, P. I. 31.35 m., Addr.
Erlanger & Galinger, Box 283.
Wkdys. 4.30 -6 pm. m. toi. S -9 am..
Sat. 5 -10 em., Sun. 4 -10 am.
m.,
31.35
MASS.,
BOSTON,
Addr- Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co. 7 -1 am., Sun. 8 am:
am.
LIMA, PERU, 31.37 m., 7 -8, 11.30
am. -1.30 pm.
CHINA 31.38 m. Addr.
PEKING, CHINA,
Peking Cen
S. Yoshimura,
tral Sta., Hsichan- a,- chieh, Peking. 4 -9 am.
31.38 m.,
BERLIN, GERMANY,
Addr. Broadcasting House. 6.30-

(See

PORTUGAL, 31.09 m.,
Radio Colonial. hes.,
.'
ar.d Sat. 4 -7 pm.
ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA, 31.09 m.,
3.55 -4.05. 4.15 -4.45, II am. -roo-,
S -rs.
3.30 -3.55 am.
-3 p
TOKYO, JAPAN, 31.10 m.
COLONIA URUGUAY, 31.12 m.,
Addr. Belgrano 1841, Buenos
Aires, Argentina. Relays LR3,
Buenos Aires 5 am. 10.45 pm. Sat.
to
am.
ROME, ITALY, 31.13 m., Addr.
See 11.810 mc.) 12.07 -3 pm.. 5.309 pm., also Mon. 3.50-4.05 pm.,
Fri. and Sat. 4 -4.20 pm.

London.

RAA,
MELBODUNE,AUSTR,
m. Addr. Box

VLR

6

SAIGON, INDO- CHINA, 31.01
Addr. 17, Place A. Foray. 'Rea.,..
Boy -Landry." 7.30 -9.45 am. Irea.
31.01
BERLIN, GERMANY,
Addr. (DJD, 11.77 mc.) 10.40
a' :4.25 pm:. To Africa.

21.570

12.25 -6

PHILADELPHIA, PA.. 31.28 m.
(Addr- See 21.52 mc.) Mon.,
Thurs. & Sat. 6.30 pm.-2 am.,
Wed. 9 pm. -2 em.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND. 31.32
m,.
Addr. B. B. C.,

"Pais

I

9.660

590

.,n

a.m. (Sun.)
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND. 30.96 m.,
A6.2ddr. See GSC, 9.58 mc. ló.
0 -9.15 pm.
GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 30.96
m. Daily 10 -11.30 pm.; Sun. 7-

BAGHDAD,

Irreg.

8-

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 31.27 m.,
Addr. Radio Nations. Irregular.
PANAMA CITY, PANAMA, 31.28
m. Addr. Apartado 867. 12 n. to
1.30 pr+., 6.30.10.30 pm.
DELHI, INDIA, 31,28 m. Addr.
AI India Radio, 1.30.3.30 am..
7.30 am.-12.30 pm., 8.30 -10.30 pm,
HUIZEN, HOLLAND, 31.28 m..
Addr. (See 15.220 mc.) Sun. 2 -3,
7.15 -9.25 pm. Tues. 1.45.3.30, 78.30, 8.45 -10.15 pm., Wed. 7.158.40 pm., Fri. 8 -9 pm.
PERTH, W. AUSTRALIA, 31.28 m.,
Addr. Amalgamated Wireless of
Australasia, Ltd. 6 -8 am. exc. Sun.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, 31.28 m.,
Addr. Amalgamated Wireless of
Australas.a, Ltd., 47 York St.,
12.30.2.30,
only -Oct.,
Sundays
4.30 -8.30, 9.30.11.30 am.; Nov. 1.3,
4.30 -8.30, 9 -II am.

HBL

p^'.-;.0

10.45

-

12.0- 12.45,

S

m .,

MOYDRUM, ATHLONE. EIRE, 31.27
m., Radio Eireann. 12.30-4.30 pm.

pm, Sat.

10.40

9.675

MoThur.,

30.96 m.,
1011 am.,

30.05

am.-12 mid.
DAIREN, MANCHUKUO, 30.23 m.
Relays JOAK daily 7 -8 am. Works
Tokyo occasionally in early em.
SUCRE, BOLIVIA, 30.33 m., I I am:
n., 7 -9 pm.
MADRID SPAIN, 30.45 m., Addr.
P. 0. Box 951. 7.30 -8. 8.40 -9 pm.
3.45 -4.05, 4.45-5.05 am., also.

a m.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG.,
7 -9

6

9.925

See GSC, 9,58 mc.,

31.25

Pm-

9.

TANANARIVE MADAGASCAR,

Addr. (See

10

DAVENTRY, ENG., 31.25 m., Addr.

9.5-

30.95 m.

10.20 am.
HEREDIA, COSTA RICA, 30.96 m.,
Addr. Amando C. Merin. Apartado 40. Mo -. to Thur. 6.9 pm.,
Fri. 4.9 pm., Sat: S.,. 5.40 9.40

6-9 pm..

I

S.

PLP

GRY

VALPARAISO, CHILE, 30.83 r-.,
6.30-11.30 pm., or mid.
HAVANA, CUBA, 30.90 m. Acc.
25 No. 445, Vedado, Nava- a,
7 -1 am. Sun. 6.55 am. -1 am.

9.695

S

9, 600

9. 595

POLAND, 26.01 m..
Mazowiecka St. 6 -9 pm.

SPD

Addr.

IAGpm. , CHILE,
SA1NT1.30
SANTIAGO,

Irreg.

°..

TYUREKI, TAIWAN,

pm.
WARSAW,

11.000

p

FORT DE FRAI'CE, MARTINIQUE,
30.92 m., Acdr. P. 0. Box X36.
o -e.:0 pm. Irr. to 9.30 pm.

Daly

CB960

-

9.705

ROME ITALY. 25.7 m. 5.20 -5.43 am.
ROME,

CSWS

PORTUGAL. 30.80
Addr. Nat. Broad. Sta. n.-2
6 -9 pm. for No. Amer.

LISBON,

Call

9. 600

9. 595

5.30-7.
9.740

M c.

3/ /flet. iltvadeaet land

IQY

HBO

Addr. S.
Corp., P. 0. Box

4559, Johannesburg. From Nov. I, daily exc.
Sat. 11.45 pm. -12.50 am. Daily
exc. Sun. 5.30 -7, 9 -11.15 am.

2.30

11.535

AFRICA, 30.75
A. Broadcasting

SOUTH

DURBAN

9. 590

End of Broadcast Band
11.676

Call

Mc.

Call

Mc.
11.710

MOTALA,

SWEDEN.

31.46

m.

4.15.5.05 pm,

TOKYO, JAPAN, 31.46 m. 4.305.30 pm.
SCHWARZEN BURG, SWITZERLAND, 31.46 m., 1.2 pm. 6.45 -7.45,
8.9 pm.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 31.48 m.,
Addr. Gen- Elec. Co., 12 m.-3
am., 7 am.-I2 n. to Asia.
(Continued on page 412)
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What í7o YOU 1hòh?
' nu
IZTUGAL
POFT VEAL

i:111t3mRA

IlttstW

SIGNO

z

OFFICIAL

LISTENING

Q

P

QSL

AE[,A1

R

POST
DOUIirr ICA jrfN

S

Q

P
S

A

ANTONIO 00 VALLE OOMINGUES

E
T N X

AVENIDA WENS.

72

CRU2.pUESRADA
SBOA-PORTUGAI

L

N

*01

[C-.["A;1:CtAiifll st II

Above- Robert

-

31

E
T N X

Clough (left) with his FB listening post; All buf one of the sets were built from "R. & T." circuits.
Ha old G. Seises
(center) has pulled in 68 veris with his post. Handsome red and green card (right) from Lisboa,
Portugal, carries a good -will message
from Antonio Do Valle Domingues, CT001.
F.

What He Likes

Editor:
Joe Miller's column and "What Do YOU
Think ?" are very interesting to me. The
"NN-hat Do YOU Think ?" section gives us
a chance to meet other people and to learn
their opinions on general topics.
Of course, Joe Miller's column gives us
an easy way of getting in touch with other
stations throughout the world.
\Vishing R. & T. increased sales, I remain,
NORMAN
76 Green

E. WHITON,
St.,
Greenwood, Mass.

How SWL's Should Report!
Editor:
just read Mr. Gordon's reply to
I agree with him full heartedly. If the S \VL's would be more
careful and complete in their reports, they
wouldn't have to crab so much. Every report should contain the following informaI have

"S\ \'L Punks."

The

War and
QSL's

Now that the world burns once more
in the Rome of war, veris from Europe
41.

and elsewhere may

be

more difficult.

Watch your daily papers for lists of
belligerent countries; it will do you little
good to seek veris or Ham contacts from
most of them. When conducting "letter
swaps." remember that there will be
rigid censorships in most warring nations; therefore, do not discuss anything
of a military nature in such communications, but confine yourself to radio
and personalities.

Antonio Has Nifty QSL Card
Editor,
I am a constant reader and subscriber of
RADIO & TELEVISION, and as a good member of the Short Wave League I have gotten up a QSL card. i am forwarding one
of these to you for publication in your
magazine, if you believe it suitable. (It appears herewith.-Editor)
With my sincerest thanks for all the fine
articles you publish and with best wishes
to the Short Wave League and RADIO &
TELEVISION, I beg to remain,
ANTONIO Do VALLE DoMINGUES CT001,
Ave. Ivens 72 Cruz -Quebrada,
Lisboa, Portugal
But Are the Images Polarized?

Editor,
I have just finished reading the article by
Bohlke of R.C.A. on Television Antennas.
found it very interesting and instructive.
tion
But. to get down to "brass tacks ", I've just
(1) Name of station. (2) Frequency or
got an idea from the article on a method
band. (3) QSA, R, T. (4) Date. (5) Time.
for three dimensional television. Enclosed
(6) Programs heard. (7) QRN (fading,
is a stamped envelope for an answer on its
static, etc.) (8) Calls of interfering stapossibilities. You may print it. in fact I
tions. (9) Local weather. (10) Receiving the exceedingly splendid work.
would like to see it in your magazine.
By
the
way,
the
magazines
I
pick
up
equipment used.
Here is my brainstorm!
over
here
are
back
numbers,
but
they
are
I have been SWL'ing for quite a while
Fig. 3 of the article shows a multi -path
waiting
worth
for.
and have never had to crab. Here's hoping
signal. The article states that the "ghost"
E.
W.
SMITH,
that R. & T. never changes its style. Good
may be as strong as the original image or
60, Frampton Park Road,
luck to all of you.
so taint that it is barely visible. The ghost
Well
Street,
Hackney
Eq.,
in the case given in the article was % inch
73 and 88,
London, England
to one side. These are bad conditions for
DON GARDNER,
present day television. My plan will use
9 Temple Court,
We
Cover
"Everything!"
them.
Waterville, Me.
Editor,
My antennas shall be placed so that I get
I have tried several other magazines to a ghost as strong as the original and be"R. & T." Like Gold on His
see which would be the better to buy and tween a half and one inch to the side of
Bookshelf!
when I purchased RADIO & TELEVISION for the original. I shall turn on my "teleceiver"
Editor,
my first time (the August issue), I decided and don a pair of polarized glasses. The
I have been buying RADIO & TELEVISION on R & T because it covered everything images through the glasses will be in three
since 1937 and I consider it to he a fine mag- that would be needed in various types of dimensions. This is the same principle
as
azine -the finest magazine in the world, I work, such as service men, amateurs, ex- the movies shown at the Chrysler
think. The "Joe Miller" column is sure a perimenters and SWL's. Your list of S - \V at the New York \Vorld's Fair. OfBuilding
course
hit, also the World S.W. Station list. The stations I believe is a very fine one. I greatly I have to have the luck to have
S.W. circuits I'm mostly interested in. The enjoy reading "What Do YOU Think ?" .n llt't'cd that it will reflect athebuilding
more the merrier, I say, and I'm sure lis- as well as the many other features you have. waves to make the ghost. I believe radio
that if
teners will agree with me. Anyhow, you
I think a certificate, such as
VAC. a building is not available, some type of
know how to produce a tine S.W. maga- given for veris from all countriesthe
directional or reflecting ;antenna can be
in either
zine over there. The magazines here in Eng- South or North America would
be a good devised.
land are not worth a button- (that's hon- idea.
\VMr. H. GREEXIIACM,
estly speaking). I have about 30 of your
With best of luck and 73
13 N. Central Ave..
magazines and they are like gold upon my
DICK EVANS,
Elmsford, N. V.
book -shelf. i prize them greatly, so keep up
State Center, Iowa
(Continued on page 4351
1
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Mc.

Call

9.530

WGEO

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

General Electric Co.

Addr.
pm.
9.530

VUCZ

Mc.

Call

9.188

HC2AB

9.170

HCIGQ

9.125

HAT4

CALCUTTA, INDIA.
All

31.48 m. Addr.
Redic. 2.06 -4.06 am.

Indie

om.-2 am.

10

9.526

m.,
3-II

31.48

GUADALAJARA, GAL, MEXICO.
31.49 m., N. -4.30 pm., i pm: mid

XEDQ

P.

11.30

OQ2AA

ZRG

HEIGHTS,

ROBERTS

9.030

SAN SALVADOR,

ASH

SALVADOR

EL

mc.)

5.520

RV96

MOSCOW,

5.510

651

DAVENTRY, ENGLAND,

43,

31.55

m.,

it

mc. -GSC)
9.580
(See
Addr.
m. -2.15 am., 6.209.15. 9.40
12

-

COKG

8.960

TPZ2

31.55 m. Addr. Le Directeur des
PIT, Radio Tananarive, Administration PTT. 12.30 -12.45, 10-11 am.,
2.30 -4 am.

HSBPJ

BANGKOK, SIAM,

3455 m.

HCJI

8.830

COCQ

8.700

HKV

8465

COJK

8.665

XEWW

MEXICO CITY,

MEX.,

Addr. Apart. 2516.
745 am :12.30 am.
9

501

4.485.55 pm.

.,

9.500

VK3ME

W2XGB
YNPR

Sun.

am.

4 -7

KZIB

MANILA

m., Addr,
Finnish Brest. Co., Helsinki. 12.15-

69.05 am. and
'reg.

ISL.,

31.59
8.30 pm. -2.40

Box 137. 9.10 am., 11.30 em. -1.30
pm., 3-4.30, 5 -6. 10 -II pm., 12

m.-2 am.
ALGIERS ALGERIA. 33.48 m.

am.
9.445

Addr.

9.437

9.390

COCH
OAXSC

8.15 -10.15

pm.,

11.30

31.77
Sun.

exc.

3

9.350

5.345

HCIETC

COCD
HBL

31.8 m., Addr.
2 B St., Vedado. 8 am. -II pm.
Sur. 8 am. -10 pm.
ICA, PERU, 31.95 m., Radio Uni-

pm.
QUITO. ECUADOR, 32.05 m.,
Addr. Teatro Bolivar, Thurs. unpm. 8.11 pm. Sets.
til 9.30
HAVANA, CUBA, 32.08 m., Addr.
Box 2294. Relays CMCD 10 a.m.11.30 pm. Sun. 10 am.-9 pm.

5.340

OAX4J

9.295

H126

GENEVA. SWITZERLAND,

5.280

LYR

pm., 5

7.870

HCIRB

N.

Y.,

Pilot. 12.45 -2.15,

am.,

8.15.10.30

m., Addr. Dir.
Tel. 7 -10.30 pm.

QUITO

ECUADOR,

ZMEF

5.200

COBX

San

Miguel
8 am. -11.30 pm.

CMBX

Altos.

La

11 am. -2, 4 -11 pm.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 38.48 m.,

7.614

CR6AA

LOBITO,

7.520

KKH

KAHUKU, HAWAII, 39.89 m.,

7.490

EAJ43

pm.
TENERIFE. CANARY ISL., 40.05 m.,

7.450

TI2RS

SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA. 40.27 m.

7.440

FGBAH

POINT - A - PITRE GUADELOUPE,
F.W.I., 40.32 m., 6 -7.10 pm., also

7.410

HCJB4

QUITO,

ANGOLA,

7.380

XECR

-1.30

pm.

Relays

m.,
pm.

VIG

7.295

JIE
TPBI2

7.260

CSWB

7.260

GSU

7.250

YDA

6.775

HIH

6.730

HI3C

LA ROMANA DOM. REP- 44.58
m. Addr. "La Voz de la Feria.'

6.720

PMH

BANDOENG JAVA,

6.690

TIEP

6.675

HBO

lays N.I.R.O.M. programs. 4.30 -II
or 11.30 am. Also Sat. 9.30 pm:
1.30 am.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 44.82 m.
Addr. Apartado 257, La Voz del
Tropico. Daily 7.11 pm.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND 44.94 m.

120.2 pm.,

7-11

0.

pm.

Box 125.

40.46

m.,

7.220

GSW
YDX

7.200

YISKG

7.200

YNAM

irregularly.
Office.

Sun.

6.7

am.
PARIS, FRANCE, 41.21 m., 10.15
em: 5.15 pm.
LISBON, PORTUGAL, 41.32 m.,
addr. Emissora Nacional de Radiodifusao, rua do Quelhas. Tue.,
Thur., Sat. 4.05 -5 pm.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 41.32 m.

Sun.

-

6.660
6.635

H156

GUAYAQUIL

HC2RL

1.45-

m.,

45.05

R.,

ECUADOR, 45.18 m.,

P.
O. Box 759. Sun. 5.45pm., Tues. 9.15 -11.15 pm.

7.45
6.630

CIUDAD TRUJILLO,

HIT

pm.-2 am.; Set.

7.30

DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 41.49
am. -12.45 pm. To Europe.
MEDAN, SUMATRA, N. E. 1.,
m. Daily exc. Sat., 10.30
am. Sat. 7.30 pm. -1.30
2
Irreg. to 9 em.
BAGHDAD. IRAQ, 41.67 m.,
am. -4 pm.

6.625

PRADO

6.610

NICARAGUA,
at 9 pm.

41.55
pm.-

m.

45.25

RCA

le

6 -10.15

m.

45.28

pm.

NICARAGUA.
Ruben
pm.

45.39

Dario.

1.30-

m.,

6.600

HIGH

TRUJILLO CITY,

6.565

HISP

PUERTO PLATA,

6.558

HI4D

CIUDAD TRUJILLO,

6.560

XBC

6.550

TIRCC

Addr. Apartado 623. 12.30 -2, 6 -8
pm. Except Suns.
VERA CRUZ, MEX., 45.8 m. 8.15.9
am.
SAN JOSE
JOSE, COSTA RICA. 45.8 m.,

7.40 -8.40

D.

R.,

45.45

D.

R.,

4570 m.,

pm.

5.40.7.40, 9.40 -11.40

pm.
D. R., 45.74

m.

or 9

Addr.

Costarricense. Sun.

I

I

Catolice
am.-2 pm.,

pm. Daily 12 n :2 pm.,
6-7 pm., Thum. 6 -11 pm.
6-7,

6.540

YNIGG

B -9

NICARAGUA, 45.87
les
"La
Voz de
Addr.
m.,
-2.30, 8.10 pm. Except
Lagos.'

MANAGUA,
1

Sundays.
6.490

TGWB

GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT.,

6.480

HIIL

pm., 7 pm: 12 m.
SANTIAGO DE LOS CABALLEROS,

46.2
m. La Voz de Guatemala. Daily
12A5-3A5 pm., 7.30
7.45 -9 am.
pm :12.15 am. Sun. 10.30 am :5.15

R., 46.28 m., Addr.
9.40 -11.40 am.. 7.40 -9.40

D.

6.470

YNLAT

GRANADA,

Box 356.

pm.

NICARAGUA,

46.36

m., Addr. Leonidas Tenoria, "La
Voz del Mombacho." Irregular.

6455

H14V

SAN FRANCISCO DE MACORIS
D.

41.67

9 -11.45

Emisora

2.30,

am.
7.30

R.,

RIOBAMBA, ECUADOR,

MANAGUA,

YNLG

pm..

m. 6

D.

Addr. "La Voz de

1105.
Daily
Victor," Apartado
exc. Sun. 12.10.1.40 pm., 5.40 -8.40
pm.; also Sat, 10.40 pm: 12.40 am.

am

m. Irregular

Re-

44.64 m.

pm.
TRUJILLO CITY, D.
to 8.40 pm.

TANDJONGPRIOK, JAVA 41.38
m., Addr. N.I.R.O.M., Batavia,

MANAGUA

pm.

2.45

7.

Irregular.

7.230

5 -6

Addr. Radio Nations.

m.,

PORT MORESBY, PAPUA, 41.01 m.,
2nd & 4th Sets. each month.
3 -5 am.
TYUREI, TAIWAN. 41.13 m. 9.05.

2

S.A.

Addr. P. 0. Box 18. Sun.
am. Tues. Z. Fri. 5.408.40 pm. Ist & 3rd Thurs. monthly
6.408.40 pm.
SAN PEDRO DE MACORIS, DOM.
REP-, 44.26 m. 7 -9.40 pm. Sun.
5.20 -6.40 pm.
44.16 m.,
8.40.10.40

10.20

7.280

DOM. REP.,

Diaria
Daily exc. Sat.

SURINAM,

PARAMARIBO,

PZH

pm.
7.310

43.60 m., 6.8.30

11.40 am.

6.790

MEXICO CITY, MEX., 40.65 m.,
Foreign

43.10

de Commercio.
and Sun. 12.40 -1.40 6.40 -8.40 pm.
Sat. 12.40.1.40 pm. Sun. 10.40 am:

Thurs.

P.

Addr.

44.06 m.,

Fri.

Irreg.

ECUADOR,

L,

N.

TRUJILLO
TRUJILLO,

CIUDAD

H17P

am., 9.30 -10

Radioemisora Athena ".

Addr.

Merida."

Addr.
39.39

Mon., Wed.. Sets. 2.30 -4.30
Also 7.177 mc.

11.30

pm.
am.-1.15 pm.,
SUNDAY ISLAND, 32.61 m., Conts.
ZILS, N.Z. 1.45 -2.15 am. Irreg.
HAVANA. CUBA, 32.61 m. Addr.
194,

m.

38.1

HBP

pm. and

"La

F.,

HANKOW, CHINA,

XOJD

Genl. Tel.

Quito. 8.30 -11.30 pm.
GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, 38.2 m.

1

m.,

517,

Mid: 7 am.

pm.

4 -7

D.

WELLINGTON.

2ZB

1.960

35.02

HC2JSB

2 -3.30

5.200

to

6.45-10.15 pm.

10.30

KAUNAS, LITHUANIA, 32.33 m.
12 -12.40 am.,
and 2.30 -3
Daily
6 -7.45,

XPSA

34.92

7.797

pm.-indefinite.

D. R., 32.28
m. 6.40 -8.40 em., 11.40 am. -2.10
Pm., 3.40.4.40 pm.

1.30 -2.15.

1.970

m.,

34.64

Press Wireless, Mon.
at 9 am. and 5 pm.

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA.

m.,

42.89

MEX., 43 m.
pm., 7 -8.30 pm.
CHINA, 43.05 m.,
or 6.11 am.

TACUBAYA,
9.30 am:
KWEIYANG,

pm.

7.854

CIUDAD TRUJILLO.

pm. Sun.

m.,
1130

37.99

32.11 m.,

Adds. Radio Nations. Sun. 7 -7.45.
8.8.45 pm. Mon. 6.50 -8.15 pm.
LIMA, PERU, 32.12 m., Addr. Box
1166,
"Radio Universal." 12 n..
3

34.64

3.30 -6, 8 -9

SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR,

HAVANA, CUBA,

versal, 7 -11.30

9.355

XBA

News

9.30

ECUADOR,

HCODA GUAYAQUIL,
m.,

31.70 m.,

,977

1.805

Altos.

CUBA,

HICKSVILLE,

YUCATAN,

MERIDA,

em.

pm.

CAMAGUEY,

"

pm.

-5

XEME

.880

m.
33.5
ECUADOR.
11.45 em :2.30 pm.,
7 -8.30 am.,
5 -10 pm., except Mon. Sun. 12 n:
1.30 pm., 5.30.10 pm.
HAVANA, CUBA, 33.98 m., 6.55
am
am.
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA, 34.46 m.
Tues. and Fri. 7 -7.20 pm.

8.9.30

ANKARA, TURKEY,

..990

QUITO.

910.30 pm. Irreg.

TAP

PIIJ

Tues.

YSD

m.,

am.

End of Broadcast Band
9.465

.088

I

SANTIAGO, CUBA. 33.44 m. Addr.

9 -10 pm.. Sat.

PHIL.

7

5.30,

7.894

om.

5

5.497

FOBAA

Irregular.

-

prim.

LAHTI, FINLAND, 3458

Sun.

Addr. Radio- Nations.

31.58 m.
pm., 9.10.45

OFD

.100

Voz de

CHUNGKING, CHINA,
5.30 -11.30 am., 24.20

9.500

m.. 6.36 -8.36 pm.,
12.36 pm.

8.30.9.30

Addr- Celle 59, No.
Voz de Yucatan desde

8.572

Ex. Suns.

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, 31.58
Addr. Amalgamated Wireless
167
Queen St.
Australasia,
cl
Daily except

XGOY

7

am:

10.36

NICARAGUA,

1

33

HAVANA, CUBA, 33.32 m., Radio
Salas Addr. P. 0. Box 866. 7.45
am: I.15 am. Sun. 7.45 am.-I2 m.

&
31.58

INDIES,

W.

D.

mc.

42.09 m.,
pm. ex. Suns.
PAPEETE, TAHITI, 42.25 m., Addr.
Radio Club Oceanian. Tues. and
Fri. II pm :12.30 am.
DORDRECHT HOLLAND, 42.3 m.,
Addr. Dr. {.4. Hellingman, Technical College. Sa'. 1.10.11.50 am.

32.88

BUCHAREST, ROUMANIA,

.,

9.500

CURACAO,

m. Radiodifusora

XEW.

Relays

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL,

PRFS

m.

31.57

LEON

pm.

7 -11

32.61 m. Addr.
No. 102. Relays CMCA
Irreg.
to 3 em.
Noon -1.15 am.

Fri.

31.55 m.

'.503

pm..
ECUADOR.

Addr. Finlay No.

8.580

"Radio Hanoi ", Addr.
Radio Club de L'Indochine. 12
n,. -2 em., 610 am. 15 watts.

-I,

am. -12.30 pm.,

HANOI, FRENCH INDO- CHINA.

-

YN3DG

I

Dai',

Moo. 810 am.

.128

2-2.30.

Gyali -ut,
Sat., 6 -7 pm.

HAVANA. CUBA.

12.30.1.rä0

8.641

11.30 pr -s.

TANANARIVE, MADAGASCAR,

E..

5.510

U.S.S.R.

pm. a,d

4.7

m.,

31.51

LOBITA, ANGOLA, PORT. WEST
AFRICA. 41.75 m., Mon-, Wed.,
and Sats. 2.45.4.30 pm. Also see
7.614

Relays CMBZ.

8.965

m., Addr. (See 7.894
Irregular 6.10 om.

9.510

COIIZ

am.;

31.51

9510

PJCI

9.606

ergsgade 7, Copenhagen, 89.30,
6 -9.05 am. and 8.30 pm. -2.40
5.520

9.091

DENMARK, 31.51
SKAMLEBAK
n., Addr. Statsradiofonien, Heib-

OZF

CR6AA

Galiano

AFRICA.

S.

m.. Addr, (See ZRK,
mc.) Daily exc. Sun. 5 -7
Sun. 5.30 -7 am.
31.5

5520

COCA

m., 4.30.

31.49

am., Sun. 2.30 -10.30 am.

10.30

9.523

-

9.100

m. 5.25 -7 am.

31.49

JELOY, NORWAY.

LKC

CON

BELGIAN

LEOPOLDVILLE,

60.
9.525

31.49 m.,
5-10 am.,
S -930 am.

O. Box 200.
pm :145 am, Sun

Addr.
9.525

7 -8

m., II am.

HONGKONG, CHINA,

ZBW3

Daily

22.

Call

.177

" Radiolabor.'

Addr.

t124 HC2CW GUAYAQUIL,

night.
9.526

Mc.

ECUADOR, 32.65 m., nightly to 10
pm.
QUITO, ECUADOR, 32.72 m., Mon.
Wed., Sat. 9 -9.55 pm.
BUDAPEST. HUNGARY? 32.88 m.,

R.,

46.44 m.,

11.40

am :I.4ó

pm., 5.10 -9.40 pm.

(Continued on page 445)
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The Short Wave League
!7%'ion the #am ilanciJ
(with the "Listening Post" Observers)
Edited by

elmet

12.

HONORARY MEMBERS
0r. Lee de Eyes:
M -t.ea

..

Adeene

Sa-1

D. E. Rep'aogz

E.

Jo6^ L. Rel-a-^_

Ho's

T.

gullet

The antenna system used
by Everett E. Worrell, Jr.,

Ba"ro

Hugo Gersback, Executive Secea^,

DX on the Hom Bands
ANOTHER npnnh has conte and gone. and t,t
our 11N is no letter than it has been for the p :ist
seven. months. Conditions have been very poor.
only at times has any good DX come through. \

few more Asiatics were reported than last month.
but the others have fallen off sharply. The five
meter band seems to have gone out entirely, at least
we did not receive any reports from our special
observers for this band.
W. C. Post, Observer for Minnesota. reports
hearing KHCTB un 12.3' megacycles. This is the
call used by the airplane Guha" of the Archbald
Expedition. It was near Australia when heard by
Post.

A station in the 14 megacycle band understood
to he EL7AS. was reported by James Kavanaugh.
Observer for Indiana. This is the only report of
this ham being heard in this country.
What the effect of the new war in Europe will
have upon the DX situation cannot yet be determined. However. it is already showing us that
several of our old DX standbys will not be with
us this winter. The number of Europeans corning in has already been decreased several fold. In
just what countries, if any, the rights of the amateurs have been suspended, it has been impossible
to determine. Sometimes we hear one thing, and
then something different.
cannot tell which
story to believe, it either.
Last month reports were received from the fob
lowing observersAlabama
Jack Wells
Arizona
Lester Fuller
Connecticut
District of Columbia
Florida

Howard G. Kemp

\.

T.

\l:jor

Hall

Lester

Observer for Virginia.

TEN BEST DX CATCHES
Stelae!
l4, q.

Yaw

Everett Worrell
'ell
Bob Taglauer
R. B. Fleming
Burns E. Ifegler
Kenneth Walker
W. C. Post
Burns E. Hinder
Dick Mannhrlmvr
Tate- Ka an:rtgh
Everett )Correll

PK4KS

PKIZI.

VKSRN

\QBJM
Tames

Kentucky
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri

Nebraska
New Jersey
New York
North Carol na
Oklahoma
Rhode Island
South Car -lita
Texas
.

i

Virginia

.

.

Cal!
CW
J
J7CR

Freq.
14.055
14.009

R

S
4 3.0
5

9

4
5

7

5

6

5

5

Freq.

R

14.110
14.105
14.05
14.02
14.06

4

14.

13.09

4
4

14.

4

AFRICA
Cal

Freq.

CN81311

R

14.1

CT213P

14.134

4

14.1

4
4

SLAh:

ported:-

Heard In
Kan., Ala.. Tex.. Ia.
Okla.

5.6
5.6

14.1
13.1

Cull

Wisconsin
...
England
\Vest Australia
Fran[ Asia we have the following stations re-

VS!.AK
VS'H.A
VS2.\1.
VS.RG
VSTR.A

EKI.AF

GQ W P
GQ4JM
Z_

12,300
12.000
11,800
11.600
11.500
11.300

14.043

8C1

Charles H. Fuller
Roger Poole
Kenneth Walker
George F. Baptiste
Roy Halliday
Fdward C. Slaughter
Everett E. Worrell
Te -,e Dana Wheaton
Kenneth Spencer
Roy Matthews

Miles

4

7
8

5

3-4

rCB

R". C. Post
R. B. Fleming
William Dean Noyes
John Fitzpatrick

..

5

14.1
14.3

PK3\VI

Kavanaugh
Dick Mannheimer
Burns E. Hegler
Bob Taglauer
Vernon Gabriel

5

14.06

S
7-8
4.5

5

14.1

PK4KS
VKoM\G

Kansas

4

14.00
14.02

\"O8JMI

Indiana
Iowa

R

Leoì I

PKI. \S
\S2AK

'-1Z

ZS4H
ZSSQ
ZSSI

A

ZS6FD

13.107

4

14.11

14.00

Heard In

S

Ariz.
u,

4

u

4

4-5

S

5

6-7

S

Ariz.
England
Mo.
Ariz.
West Australia
Va.
West Australia

Heard In
tri.
Minn.. KI .. Ind.
Minn.. N. C.. Ont.
I

"a.

Kan.. Inri.
Kan., Tex.

14.1

14.08
14.046
14.03

11..100

11.300
11.200
11.200

4

N ebr.
R

Tex., Ont.. Nebr.

Ariz.

Kan.. Tex.

(Continued on page 431)

DREW J. KET
lar Road, DUBLIN,
)firming Two -way Communica
Ur
Sigs. R

i7
-A

Left
close -up of Everett E. Worrell, Jr., who captures DX for the Short Wave League
in the Virginia area. Above-Card received by Jack Wells, Observer for Alabama,
from
Andrew J. Kettle in Dublin, Eire.

for November,

1939
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Power Supply and Modulator
for the

ECO-Xtal
TRANSMITTER
W2AJL

Herman Yellin,

Final touches to put the ECO -XTAL transmitter in
operating condition. Now you can take the air!
tubes. For supplying plate voltage to the oscillator and buffer, a single
power supply using an 83 rectifier, was employed. With a two section,
choke input filter, there was no trace of ripple. The 30,000 -ohm divider,
R4, has two sliding taps, one each for the oscillator and buffer stages.
In the bias power supply, we have an 80 rectifier followed by a single
section filter. Notice that the two sections of the double 8 mi. filter
condenser are connected in parallel. Here we have two voltage dividers
connected together across the output of the power supply, allowing the
grid bias for each stage to be separately adjusted without any interaction
between them. The bias voltage dividers have been so designed that the
resistance betwen the slider and ground will be the correct value of grid
leak used for the tube. If, for any reason, the bias voltage should fail,
the tube would still have the proper grid leak bias. However, keying
key
in the oscillator would not then be possible, since with the oscillator
following
the
to
be
supplied
would
no
excitation
in the "up" position,
tubes, resulting in abnormal plate currents.
It will be noticed that all filament voltages, both in the power supply
and transmitter, are supplied by two separate filament transformers. In
this way, the transmitter as a whole can be kept in a stand -by condition
with all tubes warm and plate voltage off, ready for instant operation
with the flick of a single switch (SW -2). This is especially helpful in
testing and tuning up.
(Continued on page 432)
FEED THROuow

INSULATORS

SW./

Above -Front, bottom and rear views of the

Right- Circuit

diagram of the

t.Q.k.W.Ead

72

Power Supply

ECO -XTAL

aT

Fi

FUSE

600
5V.
6AMC

Li3nT

Power Supply.

000000,

transmitter were all mounted on a single
large chassis, 13" x 17" x 3 ", fastened to
a 10 %" relay rack panel to match the
transmitter panel. Because of the great
weight of the various transformers and
chokes, it was found necessary to use a
pair of panel brackets to keep the chassis
from parting with the panel.
There are three separate power supplies
controlled by an interlocking switching arrangement, designed for safety and convenience.
The high voltage supply for the HK-54
employs a pair of 866 tubes followed by a
single section choke input filter. Two 2 mf.
filter condensers in parallel were used as a
single 4 mf. unit was not available. The
75,000 -ohm, 200 -watt bleeder resistor is of
the slider type so that it is possible to vary
the D.C. voltage. The plate transformer
T -4 has a tapped secondary, allowing either
of two voltages to be applied to the rectifier

o

6

3AMP

SAMP.
Cw

130)

THE power supplies necessary for the

sv.

roes

1

FINAL

115v.
A.C.

C-

RZ

PILOT
LIGHT

r,
-

I

BUFFER

T4

Isw.3
R3
`PILOT
LIGHT

-1
I

B-

CVEFL:AD

C.

RELAY

I

I

1

i

I

?

-MNmwti

RESISTANCE

TIME

DEY
RELAY

J

L

o-

PILOT
LIGHT

MA.

0.1.3

C

53

04.4

C5

R4

B+
FINAL
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fi

4ls
DEALERS!

SERVICE MEN!

THEY SAY;

AMATEURS!

P.A. SPECIALISTS!

BUILDERS!

The

9,

g/teate414414.°
204

PAGES,

EMUS/VW

RADIO!

EVERYTHING IN RADIO AT LOWEST PRICES!
Greater Selection, Bigger Values Than
Ever Before! 5 Big New Sections!

Good news spreads fast . , and Everyone in Radio is sending for this
new 1940 ALLIED Catalog! Don't miss
bigger, better, more complete
than ever before, it places every radio need at your finger-tips, shows
you EVERYTHING in RADIO at LOWEST PRICES. 5 complete new
sections, for Dealers, Servicemen, Amateurs, Sound Specialists, and
Builders-showing the newest Sets, Kits, P.A., Recording Equipment,
Ham Gear, Test Equipment, books, tools, and more than 15.000 parts,
all organized conveniently for quick and easy reference, and every item
an outstanding value. Send for ALLIED's 1940 Catalog today!

it-

Remember, ALLIED'S business is exclusively radio supplies; it has but
one policy, one effort, and one interest: that of fulfilling your radio needs in
the most satisfactory, speedy and most economical manner. You'll find it
always pays to buy at ALLIED.
-°pe

Send For

Your FREE
Copy Today!
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Band Change System

-First Prize

Winner

Radio Kinks

I have a new exciter for my distance from each other. When
transmitter in which I am using operating on the frequency of
the circuit shown in the accom- the oscillator. a mica condenser,
panying diagram. Four stand-off which has a wire on each end
insulators with the GR plug in with a GR plug, is plugged in Each month the Editor will award a 2 years' subscription for the best kink
the top arc used to provide a jacks 1 and 2. When the doubler submitted. All other kinks published 'will be awarded eight months' subvery rapid means of changing is desired, the condenser is scriptions to RADIO & TELEVISION. Read these kinks; they will be of
wanted. Send a typewritten
bands. The system costs very plugged from 1 to 3 and.another real use to you, besides indicating what is
or ink description with sketch of your favorite to the Kink Editor
little and provides a better sys- is plugged from 2 to 4 and
tem than a band switch because switch X is thrown. The drawR.F. losses are held to a mini- ing shows the mica condensers
Connection
mum. The four insulators are and standoff insulators.- George
Field
placed so that they are the same K. Bigler, W9JXD.
Excitation
Every one wants to connect a
Having an amplifier which pair of wires to a flashlight bat2
(809
`6L6 G
had no provision for speaker tery at some time or other and
field excitation, I was compelled usually has a very difficult time
(GR JACKS)
STANO.OFF
to use a magnetic speaker until
RUBND
BER
I hit upon the idea explained
BA
3
4

Battery

Speaker

r

MF

25.000
-OHMS

= 250

A.

MMF,

800
OHMS

I(EY

DOUBLER
R.F.C.

6L6G-

500
OHMS

,SW
450V.

Marking on Metal
Metal panels. knobs. etc.. can
be easily marked or indexed by
using the following method.
A piece of carbon from an old
flashlight cell is filed to a sharp
l oint, and a wire is made fast to
the other end by means of a
small clamp. This wire goes to
one side of a 2 to 6 volt storage
or dry battery. The other side
2TO 6V.
BATTERY

14K ABOUT
RIGHT)

herewith.
As can be seen from the diagram, the speaker field winding is used as an audio output
choke and consequently is energized by the high voltage pass700V.
ing through it. The audio cur1OO MMF,
CONDÌ
rents are taken from the plate
of the output tube through a
111
.5 mf. 400 v. by -pass condenser
G.R.(B NH.IA)
PLUGS
and fed through the primary of
the regular speaker output trans2 REQUIRED
former.
This method of field excitation has given perfect service,
T."
&
llsdpc for "B.
using an Atwater Kent Type
Here is the way to find valu- F -2 speaker and should work
able diagrams and articles equally well with any other
quickly. number each issue of speaker having similar characRADIO & TELEVISION on the teristics.- Clarence P. Docken.
right hand top corner of the 2A5
front cover and keep the issues
OUTPUT
TRANS.
in numerical order, with the
latest number on top, on a shelf.
All articles. etc., that I am most
interested in are card- indexedand Oh Boy! aren't they easy
to find when I need them. Articles on the same subject are
kept under one heading.-E. H.
ro
Barrow.
1

VOICE

Multi -Phone Jack

colL

No expensive gadget is needed in order to connect two or
more pairs of headphones to the

BATT. WIRE

GROUNDEO
TO

PANEL

PHONES

4.

CARBON
ROD POINTED

of the battery goes to the panel
or other metal work to be
marked.
Write slowly with the carbon
point just as you would with a
pencil. Lines crn be drawn by
-using a straight edge, and circles
can be perfectly made by putting
the carbon in a compass and insulating the point of the compass from the metal. A little
practice on scrap metal will show
just how much voltage to use
for different metals.
This gives a very good finish
to home -made equipment built on
metal panels, bases. etc. The accompanying diagram explains
the details. -A. E. Pugh,
VE4ALS.

PILO

3 -PLUG

BAKELITE
OUTLET

PLUG

/

i

PLUG

!-/
±

TO SPEAKER.
POST ON RECEIVER.

FLASHLIGHT
CELLS
WIPES To
SET

doing so. Solder is not the anband is far simpler and quicker. The drawing
shows how the batteries may be
easily connected. They are
placed together, just as they
would be in a flashlight, a wire
is placed on either end of the
assembly and a heavy rubber
hand slipped over, which causes
wire and cells to be held firmly
in place. Robert Vincent.

swer-a rubber

Non -Slip Screw- Driver
A very simple means of preventing a screw- driver from
slipping out of the slits of
screws in out -of-the -way places

Simple Coil Form

SNORT PIECE
OF RUBBER
TVBING

Take an old spool on which
wire comes and then cut some
strips of ebonite, bakelite, hard
rubber or any other easily
worked insulating material.
Screw them onto the spool, as
shown in the diagram, leaving
%" to 1" space between these
strips. This makes a low -loss
C. Gatward.
coil form.

SLIP BACK
WHEN NOT
IN USE

SLIP RUBBER
TUBING OVER
SMALL SCREW

I.

USED WIRE
SPOOL

output of a radio receiver. The
bakelite outlet with connections
for three standard line plugs,
obtainable in the ten -cent store.
is connected to the speaker posts
of the receiver. A standard plug
is connected to the end of each
phone cord. Thus the phones
may all be plugged in in parallel
without trouble.-Stanley F.
Kasper.

illustrated herewith. You
merely place a short length of
rubber tubing over the end of
the screw -driver. If this tubing
is of the correct diameter, it
can also be used to hold screws
for placement in hard -to -reach
spots. When not in use, the
rubber may be slipped up the
shaft.Marshall
screw -driver
Aygarn.

is

EBONITE OR
BAKELITE STRIPS
SPACED ANO SCREWED TO CORE
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BOOK REVIEW
MAGIC DIALS

147 pages including index, size
x 12 inches, by Lowell Thomas, with illustrations
by Anton Bruehl. Published by Lee Furman, New
York, N. Y.
Every one who has listened to a radio broadcast
knows Lowell Thomas, whose news comments have
made him one of the most popular figures on the
air. Now Mr. Thomas, author of innumerable best
sellers, has produced a book called Magic Dials
the sub -title of which is "The Story of Radio end
Television ".
In this book. Mr. Thomas begins with a short history of the development of radio, follows it with
a brief discussion of how programs have developed.
and then leaps into that newest of all megacycle
magic-television. He then reverts to a short ex
planation of what goes on when programs are broadcast and follows this with a discussion of his own
particular branch of radio entertainment-news.
After this there is a brief survey of how programs
are built, an outline of the fantastically rapid growth
of the radio industry, and a discussion of how
order is maintained on the crowded megacycles.
The mystery of network broadcasts also comes ir
for a share of Mr. Thomas' attention, as does the
sponsorship of radio broadcasting by advertisers
the American system. He concludes his book with
e short discussion of station operating technique
and program costs.
The book is profusely illustrated with photographs
in both black and white and color, taken by ace
lensman Anton Bruehl. Of particular interest to
those with whom photography is a hobby is a
special appendix in the back of the book which
tells what equipment, film, developer, exposure,
stop and lighting were used in making every picture.
Mr. Thomas and Mr. Bruehl have collaborated in
putting out a most attractive book which should
be intensely interesting to every radio listener as
well as to those more seriously engaged in the art.
91/4

-

SPARKS, LIGHTNING, COSMIC RAYS
by Dr.
Dayton C. Miller, contains 192 pages, size 5f/z" x 8 % ",
illustrated, and is published by The Macmillan Company, New York.
Or. Dayton Clarence Miller. who is Professor
cf Physics at the Case School of Applied Science,
has given thorough coverage of the basis of electricity. In simple, readable language, as given to
young people at the Franklin Institute. he describes
"Sparks" from the beginnings of electricity to high
potential electrostatic generators. His section on
"Lightning" runs from the beginnings of the study
by Benjamin Franklin all the way up to the law
of inverse squares. In discussing "Cosmic Rays,"
he commences with the oscillatory discharge and
Hertzian waves, which marked the inception of
radio, and carries through to the world -wide cosmic
ray surveys.
His book is of great interest to anyone who
would like a better understanding of the background of electricity. Not only is it educational,
but highly interesting as well.

AERONAUTIC RADIO (a manual for operators,
pilots and radio mechanics) has 502 pages including
index, size 53/4" z 8'/4 ", and is published by The

Ronald Press Company, New York.
Lieut. Slyrun F. Eddy, author of this book, is
not only U.S. N. retire-d, but is Chief Instructor
in aircraft radio at the Stewart Technical School
and is a member of the I.R.E. Lieutenant Eddy's
took considers the subject from beginning to end.
not only on communications radio as applied to
aviation, but also discussing beacons, direction
finders, instrument landing systems, radio traffic
control. etc.. in 16 chapters. Two appendices explain the graphical symbols generally employed in
radio diagrams, and define the terms used in radio
engineering. A comprehensive index gives further
help to those who use this highly valuable volume.

RADIO SERVICE TRADE KINKS contains 269 pages
including the index, size 9" x IPA". Published by
the McGraw -Hill Book Company, New York and
London.
Lewis S. Simon, the author of this book. certainly should know his subject, for he is the manager of the Rexall Radio Stores in Brooklyn. T. Y.
The contents of this book are arranged alphabetically under manufacturers' names and subdivided further under model numbers. It tells the
troubles that are not infrequently encountered in
various sets, how to check for theta, and then what
to do to correct then.

Rodio Interference Manual
THE new Sprague Manual of Radio Interference Elimination tells the reader how to locate
noise- making devices, then how to determine exactly what units are required before any filters
are bought or any permanent installation made.
Described and illustrated are the correct filter
circuits and parts needed and the procedure for
connecting them to electrical devices such as single
or polyphase motors. D.C. generators, alternators,
switches, thermostats, sign flashers, arcing devices.
oil burners, gas engines, vibrating contacts. mercury vapor lamps and many others. In practically
every case, the procedure entails filter installations
directly at the electrical device, as long experience
has proved this is the only' cleans by which radio
noises can be eliminated satisfactorily.
for November,
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Pre-Selector Diagram

Jieler Transceiver

I

I

am writing in impc, inasmuch as I au¡ a;la of your ardent
readers, of a diagram of a simple 2% meter transceiver, one using
a 76 and 41 tube. If possible could such a diagram be published
showing the parts needed, together with any other data that might
be useful in constructing such a unit? I believe that there are others
P.
here in Illinois that would welcome such information.
Smith, Chicano, Ill.

-fir.

A. Here

diagram of a transceiver for the 2,4 meter band as
requested. It makes use of the 6.3 volt tubes, namely the 76 and 41.
The transceiver can either be mounted on a wood or metal chassis
8 by 9 inches. The tuning dial is connected to the condenser
through an insulated coupling unit. Generally the receiver frequency is not exactly the same as that of the transmitted frequency

have a five tube, five

band communications radio receiver and would like to haze
a diagram of a preselector so
that I can build the unit to

work in conjunction teith it.

The diagram should be of one
tube R.F. design with switch-

is a

ing

arrangements for

fire

bands. Have you such a diM. i1-herritt, St.
agram.'

-T.

R.F. Amplifier stage makes
pre -selector. -No. 1200

Louis, Missouri.

A. Here

is a diagram of an
effective one tube R.F. amplifier with switching for live bands, to be used as a pre -selector
with your present receiver. This unit has a tendency to increase
signal -to -noise ratio and reduce at the receiver the blocking effect
of strong local station signals. This simple regenerative RF.
amplifier can be built at an amazingly low cost and at the expense
of very little time and effort. It is very desirable that the pre selector stage added be one which will not greatly increase the
time required for band change; hence, switched coils are used.

PRE -SELECTOR PARTS VALUES

Diagram for building

2 -tube, 21/2

meter transceiver. -No. 1198

even though the same tuned circuits and tubes are used in both
cases. The change of grid and plate voltages when switching from
receive to transmit always tends to change the tube element capacities which are in shunt with the tuned circuit. thus causing a
change in frequency. This effect is more pronounced on the 2%
ureter band. However, here is the diagram with values of parts.

Mirror for Viewing Image
have assembled an Andrea television kit and I want to mount
the set with a picture tube in a vertical position so that I can use
mirror viewing. Is it possible to change the connections so that the
picture will have the proper appearance when it is viewced in a
mirror..'- Joseph Francis, Chicago, Ill.

Cl -5 -25 mmf. variable mica trimmer
C2 -5 -25 mmf. variable mica trimmer (one for each coil)
03-15 mntf. variable air tuning condenser
C4. C5-0.01 mf. fixed tubular condenser
C6-250 mmf. fixed mica condenser
RI-300 ohm 1 watt carbon resistor
R2- 50.000 ohm 1 watt carbon resistor
R3-25,000 ohm potentiometer
RFC-2.5 m.h. R.F. choke

COIL DATA

I

Yes, it is a very simple matter to change the connections to
the picture tube so that you cati use mirror viewing. Simply exchange the connections of the green wire and the green and white
wire which come from the picture tube cable. Then you will see
the picture in its normal position when you look into the mirror.

A.

Freq.

Total No.
of Turns

mc.
mc.
mc.
mc.
28 me.

1.7
3.5
7
14

:vrq:"ï

ó.p8e.e

Is there any tray that
through the use of a coil and
antenna, I may be able to pick
up the broadcast stations now
operating in the upper bands.
or z. h at are termed the ultra
high frequencies ? -G e o r g e
TAI !,To"
Mann, New fork City.
c8 1
A. Yes. If you are the owner
of a superheterodyne that tunes
OR
to 20 or 30 megacycles signals,
the U.H.F. stations may be
Converting superhef for UHF
picked up through the use of
reception.-No. 199
a simple converter coil. By
shunting this small coil from mixer grid to ground, signals may
be received. The second harmonic of the set oscillator will beat

135
55

20
9

6

s, -ÿ"

*Enamelled wire.

U.H.F. Adapter
lb.lÿtteiv.l

dia. fiber forms 1iÿ" long.
Spacing or
Wire
Winding
Turns from
No.
length
ground end to tap
close -wound
34*
9.5
27 close -wound
3.5
22
W length
1.5
18
%" length
1.5
1.5
18
°Z" length

All coils are wound on

Data on Crosley Radio
Does the Croslcy model 753 receiver cover the ultra -high
frequency bands. and, if so, just what bands? Also hotu many tubes
M. Peters, Newark, N. J.
are used and hove.'
A. The Crosley radio model 758 is a seven tube. two band receiver
designed for A.C. operation. A 6K8 is used as oscillator and mixer,
a 6SK7 and 1852 both in I.F. stages, a 6SQ7 as detector and first
audio, a 6Q7 as AVC, a 6N6 as triple twin output stage and a
513 as rectifier. The receiver covers the bands from 540 to 1570
kilocycles and from 24.0 to 47.0 megacycles. This receiver has connections for use with their Reado facsimile printer for use with
stations now sending facsimile signals. A dial on the front of the
receiver cuts the speaker in or out from the printer.

-L.

1

with the incoming signal, forming the correct I.F. frequency. The
grid clip of the adapter replaces the regular mixer grid clip in the
set. The coil dimensions will vary from 5 to 9 turns of number 16
inch form for various receivers. By careful
wire on a % inch or
adjustment of the number of turns, sensitivity may be improved.

order) is charged for letters that are
fee includes only hand -drawn schematics. We cannot
drawings or picture layouts. Letters not accompanied
on this page. Questions involving considerable research
will be quoted upon request. Names and addresses should be
clearly printed on each letter.

A fee of 25c (stamps,
answered by mail. This
furnish full -sire working
by 25c will be answered

Coin or money
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How to Listen to War News
LOWELL THOMAS

(Continued front page 389)
triumph at some point surprisingly deep in
its own territory -then you know the
triumph is to be taken the other way
around. I remember in the first World \War,
and more recently in the Spanish war, how
the scene of defensive victories changed
progressively. One day you'd have a
bulletin-"We have utterly repelled the
enemy at Such -and -Such a place." The next
day-"We have checked the enemy with
heavy losses at still some other place."
And the map would show that place Number Two was twenty or thirty miles in the
rear of place Number One-that would
tell the story. All the repelling and checking meant a fast retreat. This was spectacularly true of the Russians in the first World
War, at the time of Mackenseri s great
drive. The Czar's army won a series of victories all the way from the German border
to a line a few hundred miles in the rear!
So said the Russians.
In addition to censorship and propaganda
there's the exciting business of steaming up
stories, exaggerating little or nothing into
something huge and startling-just scaring
up headlines. Keep a lookout for the facts,
if any, on which great flashing rumors are
based. Immediately after France declared
war the other clay we had the exciting news
that the French army from the Maginot
Line was storming the German Siegfried
Line, and there was hand-to-hand fighting!
All this was based on a brief statement by
the French Command that a contact with
the enemy had been established. The military term contact was interpreted to mean
the physical contact of soldier to soldier,
whereas in a military sense it might mean,
"We've sighted the enemy with our most
powerful binoculars." The truth was that
the contact was nothing more than both
sides taking up advanced positions, digging
trenches in No Man's Land between the
Siegfried and Maginot Lines. Another
headline was "French Army Invades Germany!" This in point of literal fact was
quite true. The border between France and
Germany runs through the belt of No
Man's Land between the two fortified lines,
and at one place the French established
their advance patrol positions a short distance over the line. It was technically an
invasion of Germany, but it hardly deserved
a headline.
All of this must make many a one in the
radio audience ask, "So what's the use of
listening to or reading this war news, anyway?" Well, there's a lot of truth in the
flood of dispatches from Europe. immense
world -shaking truth, along with and in
spite of censorship, propaganda, and scare
headlines. We want to know what's happening. We mast know. So let's be as keen as
we can, both radio commentator and radio
audience. Let's do our level best to pick out
the facts and toss out the falsehood, and
thereby keep ourselves aware of the tremendous events that are now occurring on
this mad .globe.

FE.1 Tl, RES

*

*
*

Two Stages TRF

Three Stages IF

Variable Crystal

* Noise Limiter
* Near "S" Meter
FOR year, the "SUPER -PRO" has been an
outstanding receiver in commercial and
amateur fields. This new and improved
"Super -Pro" is a deluxe communications
receiver, complete in every detail. Selectivity is variable from ]6 kc. to better than 100
cycles. The crystal filter has five ranges
permitting its use for phone reception as
well as CW. Exceptionally high sensitivity
is obtained with two stages of tuned R.F.
and three stages of I.F. The two R.F. stages
provide maximum image rejection and a
very high signal-to -noise ratio.
The new noise limiter in the "Super-Pro"
performs beyond expectations. It will reduce many types of noises to a minimum
without distorting the signal. The "Super Pro" "S" meter is adjustable over wide limits. It is no longer necessary to give inaccurate reports. Besides the marry new
features. the new "Super-Pro" has the timeCanadian Office: 41 West
Av., No. Hamilton, Ont.

BUILD THE
BROWNING AUTODYNE
CONVERTER ARD PRESELECTOR

prutcd tuning unit with multiple section
condensers and individual coils. The main
dial is accurately calibrated and the band
spread dial provides full scale spread on all
amateur bands and continuous spread
throughout the entire range of the receiver.
Other features include, AVC, beat oscillator, send-receive switch, phone and phonopickup connections, relay terminals, beautiful metal cabinet, and 16 watts of audio.
Available in two standard ranges, 15 to 560
meters and 7% to 240 meters. This new
18-tube "Super -Pro" is the last word in
receiver engineering.

MAIL COUPON TODAY!
li kMMARLUNn MFG. Co., INC.
RT -11
123 West 33 St., N. Y. City
Please send new "Super -Pro" folder.
Name

Address

State

City

BAND SWITCH ASSEMBLY
COMPACT
EFFICIENT
10 to 160

fNote: Where the phrase "first World War" has
used in the foregoing editorial. the word

been

"first"

METER

has been added by the editor.)

OPERATION

-

Radio WAR News

First

No. OCS-

All the latest news-where to tune for the "foreign" S-W war communiques; new radio war
inventions; activities
stations, etc.

of the

Radio

Amateur

]t.,kr w,y receit er a short -ware set, tuning from
to tae meter.,.
(lee. tesa tube)
Available in kit roen,
Laboratory wired and tested, $16.50 (less 1852 tube)
cabinet: Black or Grey crackle finish.

s13.50

BROWNING LABORATORIES, INC.

750 MAIM STREET

for November, 1939
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Band Switch Assembly is
made for pentode oscillator and buffer circuits with inputs up to 50
watts. Your net cost only $3.30.
I

For Catalogue No. RT 119 giving full description, write to

BUD RADIO, INC.

l_n;, (',-d:, r

4t e.

Cleveland, Ohio
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Right -Front view of new I B -tube
Communications receiver. A m3del
for the S -W Fan covers the shortwave bands and the broadcast
bands as well.

4

Below -Rear view of the new receiver. Superior selectivity, excellent band -spread and an improved noise -limiter are just a
few of the features.

Below -Top view of the receiver.
Note the excellent workmanship.

A

New

18 -Tube

Receiver For the Ham and S.W. L.
A NEW communications type receiver,
available in two tuning ranges -15 to
560 meters and 7% to 240 meters -has been
announced by the Hammarlund Manufac-

turing Co.
The new set, which has 18 tubes, utilizes
all the developments which made the original "Super-Pro" so popular with Hams and
SWL's. In addition to these are a number
of improvements, such as the variable selectivity crystal filter, first introduced in the
Hammarlund HQ -120X; a new and improved noise limiter and an entirely new
"S" meter. The new crystal filter has as
its main features variable selectivity, constant gain, and simplicity of operation.
Three of the five selectivity ranges are for
voice and music, and the other two for C.W.

Hams and short -wave Fans
will welcome this new "Super- Pro ". Available in two
ranges: 15 to 560 meters
and 71/2 to 240 meters. Fea"S meter, varitures new
able selectivity crystal filter,

improved noise limiter,
super -selective tuning, 16
watts output, band -change
switch, etc.

The manufacturers claim that i: effectively
doubles the width of crowded phone band >.
The new "S "' meter has a single variable
control which can be adjusted to compensate for variations in antenna and locations.
The tubes used in this new "Super -Pro"
include two 6K7's as first and second
T.R.F.; a 6L7 as first detector ; a 6J7 H.F.
oscillator : a 6K7 as first I.F. stage two
6SKTs as second and third I.F. stages ; a
6H6 second detector; a 6X7 noise limiter;
a 6SJ7 B.F.O.; a 6SK7 A.V.C. amplifier;
a 6H6 A.V.C. and meter rectifier; a 005
:

first A.F.; a 6F6 second A.F.; and two
6F6's as the push -pull output stages. The
power supply uses two rectifiers
5Z3 for
high voltage, and an 80 low voltage rectit( mt6fled on page 429)

-a

Diagram of the new Hammarlund "Super -Pro" receiver.
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FREE

This 188 Page

TELEVISION COURSE
All you have fo do

is

write

Money Saving

250 -word letter on the subject:

a

1940 Catalog

"Why I Want To Become A Television Expert"
THE editors are pleased to announce that they have arranged
with the National Radio Institute
of Washington, D. C., to provide a
Correspondence Course in Television which will he given free of
all cost to the successful contestant.
Here is all that you have to do.
Write a 250-word letter on the subject, "Fhb I Want to Become a
Television Expert." The letter
should be typewritten or neatly
w- ritten in ink. No pencilled manuscripts will be considered.
To give you some idea of what
the letter may cover- you may discuss such subjects as the future of
television; the commercial possibilities of television; the opportunities for television engineers, servicemen, script writers, etc.
SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS OF N.
lesson- in 4ti, course give a thorough
training in the fundamental principle of tries
vision. Subject, covered inchu.k the behavior of
trued circuits tinder various condition,. methods
ti-ed for coupling together television circuits, radio
tubes and cathode -ray tula - used in television
equipment. voltage amplifier. oscillator. frequency
converter. detector. power amplifier. r.wtr recti:Ur. ann.:Itatic volume control and anto!u :eic C
bias circuits. peak and Land-pass tuning circuits
methods if keeping -igu::l circuits in desired paths,
;.nd methods used tir amplitl mg signal- at ultraf gh frequrucir -.
frrqueueies and at
(lie low frequencies associated with the sou nil
and picture -iena:
The highly important -uperterod >ne receiver
enipleord iii p.acti.:.dk all television receiver- is covered in detail.

TIIE first

i.

You learn that a ru.e!,, wave
hose it is pndu,ed. how it travel- through '1 ...cc. why it srmtetimrs fades. and hose it cum best hr picked tip by
receiving antennas.
With the fundamental principles n :agt-reel. you
take up the technical relit runtents of a complete
modern electronie tea -viioti ..tent and trace the
signals front the "came r.." in the television studio
through the transmitter. through space to the re.
ceiver and through the
,ewer to the screen
of the television cathode -ray tube.
The optical te..t ti
of a telev riot -s -tern now
receive attention. Topics :u'. ied include the nature
of light. characteristic, of the human a
how light
rays travel, hose mirror,, prism, and ]erase- can be
used to reflect, refract and Lend light r
how
electronic Tense, can Le ! -eii II
electron
how mirror -wheel. Inn -thee and vibratingmirror scanning s .tinis wirk in mechanical trig.
vision system -. and Lite iati.er- 4.1 Itirvision
rt Cl iver screens can
reflected Cr ttilarged.
In connection with ti he s i,ien tr:: n- naurr -. you
rn haw a scene is - Cteired lint after line and
frame after frame I,y the pickup tube in the electron am:era. to produce the picture signal. The
methods used for generating the line. frame and
equalizing impulse, with special saw-tooth sweep
oscillators and for adding these impul,r' to the
picture signal art covered. along with movie film
scanners and various types of pick -up cash, sue -ray
tubes, including the RCA icon...emir and the

lint

lr

lr

Farnsworth di- rctir.
Before considering circuit, of actual television
receivers in detail.
are given a bird', eye view
of a typical complete television receiver. with a
general analyst, of a apical ciroit it fer each important section. The changes which occur in the
television signal, an they pass through the receiver
are given particular attention.

>t

u,sential elements in the ca:bod -ray tube.
electron gun with its cathode, connl
control
tint anode and second anode. the elrctiostatie deflecting platen or the electromagnetic
deflecting coil.. and the fluorescent screen are
The focus, spot brilliancy, contra
contrast and
size
so controls associated with the television cathode
rat tube circuits are taken up.
as the

electrode,

-

fer

FREE

You do not have to he a reader of
TELEVISION Magazine in
order to enter this contest. In the
event of a tie, equal prizes will be
given to each contestant so tying.
The judges will be the editors of
RADIO &

RADIO & TELEVISION.

The closing date for this Television Letter Contest is December
1st and the name of the successful
contestant will be published in the
February, 1940, issue.
Address all entries for this contest
Editor, Television Letter
Contest, RADIO & TELEVISION, 99
Hudson St., New York, N. Y.
This Television Course which is
offered free for the best letter on
"Why I Want to Become a Television Expert," covers present day
teleVit,ion as described below.

to-

on everything you hay!
COMPLETE STOCK OF PARTS

Including items out of manufacture. All the nationally advertised
brands. The world's greatest sock
of parts. Consult your Lafayette
catalog-save time and money.

IN TEST EQL'IPMENT
the leading makes, all latest
types. Every instrument accurately described. Hue's the book
that will enable you to keep upto-date economically!

COMPLETE

All

R. I. COURSE IN TELEVISION

The R.F. amplifiers which handle. both the sound
and sight signals in a television receiver are now
studied in detail. with special attention being given
to automatic push- button and manual tuning arrangements, to band width requirements and to the
special single -end
vacuum tube: needed tir
efficient ultra -high frequency ampli ñcat ion, and to
conversion of the ultra -high frequency carrier
signals into lower- frequency video I.F. and sound
I.F. signals.
The sourd portion of the television program ifollosved through the sound I.F. ch :.card, Ole snuud
a.reotid detector and the audio, amplifier to the lourl-Itraker. The special requirements of the sound 1.F.
channel to minimize the effects of oscillator frequency drift are discussed in de tad. along is oh
s-a ri. ris
means for casing orelina ry radio receiverpi reproduce the sound portion of a television

Three complete line
DeLuxe,
Standard and Economy
for
every purse and purpose. All syspermanent, portable and
tems
mobile have the advantage of
Lafayette advanced engineering.
Amplifiers from 5 to 100 watts.

-

COMPLETE LINE OF RADIOS

All the wanted features in portable, mande, and phono-combina.
Lion models. Beautiful style. Bel

program.
Returning tu the picture signal. the band width
and amplification requirements of the video I.F.
amplifie' sur now taken up in detail, along with
various tspic:l circuits. The h:dGw, :n-e and full.
wave diode. detectors used for drntodul:ning the
video 1.F. courier signal conte next. fil ion id by a
study of automatic gain controls as used to coin
pen nee for fluctuations in the strength
the
television signal reaching the receiving antenna.
The video amplifiers which Most the t re ngt It
-f the picture signal itself are taken up in detail.
since they leave considerable effect upon the.
definition of the reproduced image. Subjects such
< stage gain, high trap-cunduct:mcc, phase
delta.
time delay. D.C. restoration. portly and negative
pinnre )phase and elimination of di- tortion are

liant performance. Challenging
the field in quality and low price.
COMPLETE HAM SECTION
Greatest array of amateur receivers, transmitters, ham equipment
we've ever assembled. Over 30
7
pages packed with merchandiseevery item packed with value!
PLUS A COMPLETE
line of 1940 auto radios, record
players, tubes, tools, new books
all at lowest prices. Save money
with the book that has everything
in radio! Send for a copy today.
It's packed pith profits. And es
!I

if

e

-

-

discussed.
The highly important problem
-vnchroniza
t it.n is taken tip ne]I. You learn bene the line
and frame synchronizing intpu lses are separated
front the picture signal in what is called the
clipper stone, how the live impulse, are then
separated front the frame impulses in the frequency separator stage, and how each impulse ithen made to enta rol the frequency of its own
s tooth
sweep generator circuit. The he- rizontil
and vertical sweep channel output circuit requiretitrnts for huh electrostatic and electromagnetic
deflecting sy -terns a re covered.
Tele-vi -ion receivers generally have at least two
power pack,, alti- producing the extreme-Iv high
voltage for the television cathode -ray tube and the
other producing the lower voltages required by the
various other vacuum tubes in the receiver- The
design, construction and maintenance of these
Lower packs is taken up.
You are taught hose to acquire a safe and

if

FREE! Mail coupon now.
Markin Wi-s.,' Wleanision inc.

Gel.,

MEW
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efficient trlevi lion receiver servicing technique for
each type nt receiver trouble. Dead receivers a
mated separately from improperly opt rating re
ceiver -. 1o, -t ruction- are giver for handling inn rfereice complaints, and complaints of pair image
definition. You learn how lei adjust the pre -set cnntru!s, how tu tune in a tellviiiii prig rant properly.
(Continued on pork 475)
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CISIN'S NEWEST
SPACE EXPLORER

H. G.

MODEL

1

-B

1

New Millen Radio Apparatus

-BAND)

SHORT WAVE- B'CAST -LONG WAVE
ALL ELECTRIC DUAL BEAM POWER
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
sionalN6AND5 -A.,a
SEVEN
Prc`e

Communications Set.

al

oit

POWERFUL,

put, Built-in

5lv

A..-D.C.

Circuit.

-

wáELECTIV
Ultra-èlodem
LLoww- lossaAirr Dielectric

Band
PreSpread
bands.
hum. FulÌl Vision Dial.
cision Filtered
enne Control. Headphone Jacks, Dual Regeneration Confurnishes
watts
over 2
undistrol. Each Beam rower tube
Full
torted
dynamic
ss.
Vol
e Studio
Quality. Stunt? drilled metal chassis.
Verified long distance reception reported by many owners.
clear anyone.
Gives professional results. but plans are
even a novice,
set
Uses
Metal Tubbes rather thanmlow- priced
type tubes in carefully engineered patented circuit. Demore speaktnrs.
signed to operate two
Complete assembled kit
Find-All chassis parts Inc,.
drilled chassis (unwired.
less tubes, coils, speakers)

m

--DISC TYPE

DIAL-

h

G95
eik!. rV1'

Circuit

Newly Developed
requires

zN40

r Neater Cord.

Set of Following Matched Metal Tubes
I -8J7: 1-OCS: 2 -25L0 Beam Power: 2 -2528
recta.
54.45
Four S.W. Coils. 8rÿ to 200
SI: two Brease coils.
SI:
200-800
irednd Tested $2 50Wave Coil and Speeakers.t each
r
51.95. Shng. wt.

7

SPECIAL-SPACE
netested.

all
b"a
dl

lbs. No circulars available.
EXPLORER
except

7-B. wired.

n'e

ready

laboratory

EXPLORER

SHORT WAVE- B'CAST -LONG WAVE
ALL ELECTRIC BEAM POWER-1-BAND

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
SEVEN

OVERLAPPING
SANDS-Ht .t
2000

Professional
Spreaa, Beam Power. Communications Set
POWERFUL.
SENS I.
SELECTIVE. Beam
lures inLclud
Power Output: Built -in
Band.

Dynamic Speaker: PatCited

Clain

A.C. -D.C.

rcuit: Band Spread on
tH Hands;
Self-Conained Power Supply:
Precision Filtering: An-

. tenna Contr., Headphone Jacks: Dual Regeneration
Full Loud Speaker Volume: Studio
Tone Quality: drilled assembled metal chassis.
Complete
Col
te Senior Space Explorer Kit
all
tarts. drilled assembled
cof
hassis, Power Supply and clear.
puffed wiring diagram (unwired, less
tubes. toils and speaker)
Matched Metal Tubes include 1-8J7, 1-8C5 1-251.8,
8, 42 to 0200 t:meters $1: Tn-o 8'cá Coils 200 to 8t 0Coils
SI: Long Wave Coil 550 to 2000 meters $1: Full toned
Dynamic Speaker $1.95: Attractive cabinet $1.50: Wired
tested $2.25 extra.
lb.. Send
stamp

95

t

f

S

Circular.
Ciul

deposit on all C.O.D.

SPECIALaenhied. Wired.

t

FFá rry,Teete,l

wdth all coils 814 to 800 meters. set
metal
Use. built -in
dynamic speaker.
ready to

H. G.

Chasa°iss-

$1match.

ZO

$

CISIN'S FAMOUS

CONDENSER-

Hetrofil -new interference suppressor; QuartzQ coil forms; flat disc type dial; double universal
joint for tuning condensers, etc.; worm -gear tuned transmitting condenser;
new type neutralizing condenser.

$17.4

SENIOR MODEL METAL TUBE

SPACE

--TRANSMITTER

MODEL 3AE

PHONE

ALL ELECTRIC S.W. & B'CAST.
AIR SCOUT JR.

SEVERAL of the products being offered the rotor shaft is perpendicular to the front
by the James Millen Manufacturing Co., panel. The vernier ratio is approximately
Inc., are of sufficient interest to warrant far 10 to 1, and the drive shaft is extended
more detailed description than can be given behind the panel so that a lead fly -wheel
in such limited space as is available here. may be added when inertia tuning is desired.
A radically new device is the "Hetrofil,"
One such item is the transmitting condensers which have center -fed rotors, iso- an arrangement which provides means dilantite insulation, end or right angle drive, rectly in the audio output of a communicaround, polished heavy gauge aluminum tions receiver to reject or suppress an interplates, and other features. As will be noted,
a spring loaded worm gear drive is provided on this model. The unit is also
equipped to mount radio frequency chokes
and tuning coils directly on the frame.
Another item in the line is a series of
QuartzQ coils and coil forms. This material
is highly efficient, ultra low loss and easily
worked. Also shown is a series of neutralizing condensers, some of which use air as
a dielectric, while others use QuartzQ. The
former are used where extra high tern peratures are encountered.
Another novel and interesting item is a
flexible coupling which will drive around an
angle as much as 45 degrees and yet is free
from back lash. Isolantite insulated, its
universal joints are sprung onto ball bearings. This is not intended for heavy duty
work but is ideal for operating small controls, worm drives, etc.
Finally, though by no means completing
the Millen .Erse, is a meter type dial (of flat
disc design) for use with condensers when

fering signal or audio beat note. Thus, if
two CW stations are being received simultaneously the unit may be adjusted so as
to reject either of the signals and accept
the other. Or, if two phone signals are being
received at the same point on the dial cause
a heterodyne beat note it may be adjusted
so as to eliminate the audible beat note. The
unit operates directly in the audio output of
the receiver without the use of tubes. It
may be used externally as a separate unit
or built into a complete receiver. When used
with a receiver without the modern type
crystal filter it has the advantages of the
phasing control of the crystal circuit and
at the same time is much easier and quicker
to operate. When an interfering signal is
heard, the knob is rotated until the objectionable audio signal is removed. It may be
used with any type of receiver and provides
a means of selective control for TRF receivers comparable to the crystal filter used
in superheterodynes. It may also be used in
super- regenerative receivers to remove the
interruption frequency from the output.

Electrifying the Twinplex

CBS Frequency Modulated Broadcasts on W2XMN
STATIC-FREE, distortionless, realistic
reception through the medium of ultrahigh fidelity is now available over the 40kilowatt experimental station, W2XMN, at
Alpine, N. J., built by Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, inventor of "frequency modulation."
Frequency modulation cannot be used in
the present broadcasting band because of the
channel width it requires, each of its channels Tieing equal to about 20 of the regular
channels. W2XMN, on a frequency of
42,800 kc., has adequate channel width.
In terms of a radio dial, standard broadcast stations occupy a 10 kc. channel. while
Armstrong's station occupies 200 kc. The
special type receivers to pick it up are being
made by several manufacturers.

Unwired

A splendid beginner's set. Holds wonderful
pis. Also
brings In thrilling short
and broadcast rrent.
Works from any A.C.
D.C. 'house
set to build. Emplo
newest metal ballast tube. Speaker mounts on attractive
t

r

triment

flan
9t
flange

lave

rides:
MODEL 3A -E
Pat. No. 2.086,25[
am.

ti

5f,

a

it'

Complespecial
In
Earphone, broadcast eon,

igha de

200 meter

Varrfe

hialCasss.

Condenser. Potentiometer,
Antenna Trimmer. Dial. Sockets,
Knobs. Wire, Resistors. Con
Con-00äe1
and
denñs Includinglllinstructions
phone (Les.

$3.20

with

,

vailabe: 011a to 20 meter
Following Auxiliary Parb
40
coil foreign) 25e: 15 to 45meter aril foreign) Speaker
Find -all Loud
to 80 meter nil (foreign) 25c:
Kit Inc.
$1.25: Complete Antenna Kit 50c;: wood :
hed set 81.35: Long
Tubes fnr Model SA -E Complete
Wave Unit and Coil SI. Double Earphones 51.40. Rand spread Attachment 75c. Air Scout Jr. Model OAFS wired
ext
31.00.
NOTE: if you already have earphones. two extra foreign
Ils may
ul.stitnted in edel SAE.
Circulars available on 3 Tube Sattery model 31I at 53.45:
One Tube Short Wave Kit at f1: One Tube S'cast
4-pg.
S1Kularo Tube
cing tletterr, from satisfied cu tomers`telling of foreign stations received on our famous sets.
:

+

8-

H. G. CISIN, CHIEF ENGINEER
INSTITUTE. Dent. S.58
ALLIED ENG
85 WARREN ST., NEW YORK. N. V.
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(Continued from page 401)
Parts list

to 550 meters or to

roil.

HYGRADE- SYLVANIA (Tubes)

-type

1

117Z6G

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.

1-Dadjuustable

resistor 25 watts, 2500 ohms, type

1-resistor, 3000 ohms,
CORNELL- DUBILIER

1

watt

2-- -elec. condensers 50 mf.
2 -elec. condensers 12 mfr
1 -eke. condensers 16 mf.
paper condenser 0.05

1-

DT -4S5

50 volts, type ED -3500
150 volts, type I3R -1250
150 volts, type NR -1625
mf. 400 volts, type

MISCELLANEOUS

-pilot light. 150 mils, and bracket
snap switch and knob
Miscellaneous hardware, sheet aluminum, etc.
1

1-rotary
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Autodyne Short -Wave
Converter

G. H. Browning and C. H. Day

Efficient reception of short waves from 5 to 185 meters is
made possible by the new Browning Autodyne converter which
moy also be employed as a high-gain preselector. Cost of ports,
including cabinet,

is

nominal.

It is well known that an autodyne type
of converter is extremely simple to build
and operate; and, with the advent of the
new high -gain tubes, such as the 1852, surprising reception may be obtained.
An autod ne converter depends for its
operation rnt a single oscillating tuned circuit. The incoming signal is fed to this oscillating circuit and the two frequencies
(incoming frequency and oscillator frequency) mixed in the 1852 tube so that in
the plate circuit, the difference between the
frequency of the incoming signal and the
frequency of the oscillating circuit appears. The set to which the converter is attached then acts as an intermediate frequency amplifier and audio system.
The converter to be described employs a
band-switching tuner with 5 bands, the
first band covering from 25 to 62 mc., the
second band from 16 to 38 mc., the third
band from 7.5 to 18.0 mc., the fourth band
iron 3.5 to 7.5 mc. and the fifth band from
1.7 to 3.8 mc. As will be noted from the
above data, all frequencies are covered from
62 mc. to 1.7 mc. with generous overlaps
from band to band. A Kenyon transformer
has been used in the converter so that no
external filament connections are necessary,
An antenna throw -over switch is incorporated for convenience in changing an antenna from the converter to the broadcast
receiver. Thus, the converter may be left
connected to the broadcast receiver ready
for instant operation and the broadcast receiver used in its normal manner. The
power supply for the converter is conveniently obtained by means of a special
connector which clips under one of the
tube prongs of the receiver. The additional
current drain is negligible.
The sensitivity of the converter when
used with a broadcast set whose sensitivity
at 550 kc. is approximately 5 microvolts is
as follows: 60 mc. sensitivity, 5 microvolts; 28 mc. sensitivity, 5 microvolts; 11

Top view shows converter housed in attractive
cabinet. A calibrated dial with vernier drive
is provided; vernier band -spread condenser

facilitates tuning.

MORE and more, radio fans are becoming interested in short -wave reception
which covers two -way police communications, short -wave broadcast stations, airplane transmission, etc. Many of these
listeners do not have all -wave receivers,
and even if they do have general- coverage
sets, the reception
The converter is laid o ut to keep all R.F. and by -pass leads short. A
is usually not satisbus is used for grounding the components.
factory below 10
meters. It is beCONIR,
70 6 or RECEINlR
¡ANTENNA
'4052
lieved that there is
RECLINER
f} OFTO GROUNO
a very substantial
')
a
demand for an inexr
pensive converter
Tpr
covering a wide
ANTOLN NA
REC vER
band of frequencies
which may be attached to any A.C.

MILLION VOLT
RESISTORS...
Maybe you don't need million
cOlt resistors
. yet it is

worth knowing that the same
famous IRC Metallized resistance principle, best known
in the little I/z-, 1- and 2 -watt
Insulated Resistors for radio
use, has now made possible
outstanding advances in both
high voltage and ultra high
frequency resistors for advanced scientific research purposes.
10.000 ohms at % watt- 100.000
volts at 150 watts -1,000 megohms
at 150 volts ... regardless of the
need. the 1RC Metallized element
can supply them all, dependably

and economically.
"Metallized" Resistors are made
underlRCpatents in eight countries. The Metallized woe of element is the most adaptable yet pro duced.No other rest stancematerial
holds such an outstanding record
of past success. None holds
such broad possibilities
for future development. Whatever
your need-insist on the
best!

:iiiey

Stay

Put"

,1iiiiii

broadcast receiver
and thus make possible receiving signals the frequencies
of which are be-

iJ
L
wITCN

ROiHT wNERE

;MGM
CA,a

ON

CONTROL

WARE swR2NE0. THE
g-s[ppx HAS s sETs

tween 5 and 550
NL IS SNpWLÑ
IIOV.,a.c.
meters (0.55 to 62.0
mc.). After considerable contemplation of this problem, a mc. sensitivity, 10 microvolts; 9 mc. sensisimple inexpensive autodyne converter was tivity, 15 microvolts; 6 mc. sensitivity, 30
tried out and, to the amazement of even microvolts; 2 mc. sensitivity, 100 microthe writers, its performance proved to be volts.
exceptional.
(Continued on page 427)
for November. 1939
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Await

DOERLE MODEL BS -6

"Vadia -OiiarGr tui

BAND SWITCH RECEIVER
A powerful sensitive, and selective short wave
and broadcast receiver covering 12 to 550 meters in 5 steps. No plug -in coils to change.
Simply turn the wave band selector switch and
enjoy reception on any wavelength within
these limits.

Beat Frequency Oscillator
M. N. Beitman
Beat Frequency Oscillator unit ìs ripe.
cially useful in tuning in weak stations. Without such a unit. it would be necessary in tuning
to listen closely for the actual signal; with such
a unit. however. when a 'phone station is tuned
in and the R.F.O. unit is on. a louder beat note
will be heard. This note indicates that the station is present at about this point on the dial; then
the B.F.O. unit is switched off and the signal can
be tuned in more accurately. For the reception of
code transmission. the B.F.O. uu:t is kept in
operation and is adjusted to the most pleasing,
easiest -to -read pitch.
The beat frequency oscillator kit described here
has been especially designed to meet the demand
for an easily built unit which may be added to
any existing superheterodyne receiver. The choice
of a 58 or a 6136 tube will depend on whether
your present receiver uses 2.5 or 6.3 volt tubes.
The transformer supplied with the kit is intended
for an I.F. frequency of 456 kc. and is adjustable approximately 20 kilocycles up or down. If
your radin set uses some other intermediate frequency. not within the range mentioned. the re.
quired trans former may be substituted.

THE

Uses two 6K7(1, one 6CSG one $3. one Kt2A
ballast and one 25Z5 rectifier tubes. screen grid RF amplifier, screen -grid electron coupled

regenerative detector-powerful 2 stage audio
frequency amplifier with pentode output stage
-rectifier and complete built -in power supply
Hum free in operation.
-

Beautiful, heavy, black crystal finished metal
chassis, panel, and cabinet.
Illuminated, large, vernier type aeroplane dial.
Smooth and effective regeneration control.
Highly efficient electron -coupled oscillator of

Neat and compact new Beat Frequency Oscillator gives great help in tuning in DX stations.

good stability.
Built -in high quality dynamic loudspeaker.use
Automatic headphone jack permitting the

of phones if desired.
°Operates from your regular 110 volt house

signal to beat with the incoming signal. The actual
intensity is easily controlled by making the
coupling closer or looser. The pitch of the signal
is controlled with the adjustment of the I.F.

current.
*Delivers good loudspeaker volume on all short
wave and broadcast stations under fair conditions.
"Simple and efficient bandswitching system.
"Dimensions are approximately 11" x 71/4" x
Shipping weight is 18 pounds.

transformer.

The beat frequency oscillator may be turned
on or off at will by means of the switch which is
incorporated. This switch can be mounted wherever
it is most accessible, but the B.F.O. unit itself
is to be, placed inside the radio set cabinet. Of
course. ut midget type radio sets, the unit must
be mounted separately since it will not fit into
ultra -compact cabinets. -Courtes) Allied Radio

KIT OF ALL PARTS
Including pre -wired coil circuit, otherwise unwired less
but including Dynamic
Crackled Cabinet, Drilled & Assembl d Chassis, Airplane Dial.

AMATEURS:

50

Model BS -6 -AB has same
specifications as BS -6 except that it has special
circuit for
hand -spread
r1

pped withh plate
witch.
cut-off
voltage
Add $1.00 to above s price.

ready
Wired and tested, complete with tubes, $17.50
to use, nothing else to buy
Note: Also available in battery model at some
price upon special order.

short -wave "fan"

$3.50

Wired, complete, ready to use with tubes $6.50

EILEN RADIO LABS.

424

The necessary plate voltage may be obtained
from the power tube screen -grid prong. This will
afford high positive filtered potential. In addition. the chassis base of the beat frequency unit
must be connected to the chassis of the receiving

New

necessary parts, including assemchassis,
all five coils less

Dept.

The unit obtains its filament and plate voltages
directly from the radio set. Ordinarily, home type
radio sets have sufficient excess power to handle
this additional requirement. In the A.C. type of
radio receiver. the filament connections of the beat
frequency oscillator are made in parallel with one
of the other tubes of the radio set.
In the A.C. -D.C. type of receiver having series
filament connections, one of the connections is
broken and the 61)6 tube which is needed is wired
in series with the remaining tubes.

"MORE accessible than

sults, this compact shortwave receiver uses a
minimum of parts in a
time -tried circuit. The
entire set may be constructed for only a few
dollars and will give excellent results.

297 DeKalb Ave.,

Hook -up of Beat Frequency Oscillator.

The entire unit is easily assembled on the
with the
punched and drilled chassis hase
Allied Radio kit. The pictorial diagram may be
followed in the placing of parts if the constructor

who wishes to construct
an inexpensive yet highly efficient set which
will produce excellent re-

bled metal
tubes

Corporation.

11

Complete Kit-List of Parts
1-- Oscillator cons 450 -325 kc.
1- o-irong socket
1

1

-.1

Brooklyn, N. Y.

1

mf. 400 volt condenser
400 volt condenser

-.01 mf.
-- 100.000

1-- .00025 mf. mica condenser
1

ohm. e./4 watt resistor
ohm, % watt resistor
40.000 oltnt. Vs watt resistor
Terminal lugs

1-50.000
1-

2-

Tube shield
5 conductor cable
cord
1-- S.P.S.T. switch
1- -8 -foot shielded cable
Chassis 3" x 4" x 1" drilled
1-

1- -3 -foot

I

-.i -foot

i--Grid
1

cap

1- Hardware

kit. consisting of:

12 6 -32 t' " screws
12 6 -32 nuts

set.

3 -Tube Electric
DESIGNED for the

Kit with all

assembles his own kit, and may also be used as a
general guide for the wiring. In general. however. the wiring should he done by following the
schematic diagram. The output wire is loosely
coupled to the radio set and provides sufficient

1

1

-Type 6D6 Raytheon tube for sets using
tubes, or
-Type 58 Raytheon tube for acts using

6.3 volt
2.5 volt

tubes

Kw. Transmitter

breadboard model"
is what engineers are stated to remark upon
first viewing the interior of the new Western
Electric 1 kw. broadcasting transmitter.
As the photograph of the model with the doors
open shows. all apparatus which generates heat
has been mounted nearest the top. This insures
cool ' perat;.on. The set uses the famous high
efficiency Doherty amplifier and a stabilized feedback circuit. Economical in operation, it is said to
draw less than 50' 4 of the operating power genkw. capacity. In
erally required by units of
the open view. the lower group of 5 rectifier
t ubes supplies
the plate, screen and biasing potentials for the enh re transmitter. Behind and fiel ivy
these tubes are most of the associated filters,
transformers and control circuits. The second group
of tube: includes audio monitoring rectifier, feedback rectifier and first and second audio striges.
The R.F. oscillators and three amplifiers are on
the next shelf. while the top shelt contains the
final stages. The closed view shows how two
doors cover the control knobs at right and left of
the rack. A blower in back of the unit provides high
speed air -cooling.
a

1
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Tilt

Type Television Antenna

TILE

new

television

F.D.

al

lass l olusent an idea iii

tilt antennae. Rith reversible di-

ctivity, they will cover all compass points vertically and horizontally and, being designed

especially for low -angle horizontally polarized
waves, minimum noise :mil maximum signal pickup
should result.
The ball and socket universal joint is easily tilted
for best reception, such orientation of the di -pole
increasing the signal pickup and greatly reducing
the noise and reflected signal (ghosts) pickup.
The J.F.D. rods are made of sturdy ? ¡a brass
tubing, nickel plated, giving a flat response over
a broader band or range of frequencies and permitting efficient reception over a 6 megacycle
spread. For other than one channel reception, the

Mike and Oscillator

A NEW low -cost cat bon microphone and oscillator- modulator have been produced by RCA
Manufacturing Co., Inc., for use with any radio
receiver for home broadcasting. The microphone is
of the single. button type and is claimed to equal
many more expensive models in general purpose
performance. It is the lowest priced carbon microphone in the history of RCA. The oscillator -modulator is also a low cost unit with usual RCA effi-

ELI

SHOW YOU HOW TO MAKE

REAL MONEY IN RADIO
AND

TELEVISION

ciency.

YOU GET

PROFESSIONAL

Two Guthmon Innovations

THERE are two
line. First among

new items in the Guthman
these is the Keytone, type
U -35 -an audio frequency oscillator having choice
of four tone pitches, any one of which is made
audible through a built -in loud -speaker.

TEST
EQUIPMENT plus
EXPERIMENTAL
OUTFITS!
t.ci._.
146 RADIO PARTS

RADIOTOOLS
All- Purpose, All -Wave

ANALYZER

A -Dual Doublet Array with reflectors. BSingle Doublet.
Doublet with reflector.

C-

tuds are ruled and stamp, d for two other channels.
namely 45 ink for 66 -72 nie. and 38 in. for
78 -90 nie.

All standards and cross arms are of hard wood,
lacquered and all metal parts such as the brackets
and hall and socket are of cast aluminum. thus
achieving a strength combined with lightness not
heretofore presented. Insulators are porcelain.
All parts of the J.F.D. television antennae are
clearly marked and easily understood instruc.
tines make assembly and installation a simple
i!.. L1. in single and double
matter. Tilts
:, reflectors.
di -prole t:
:

;

Improved Microphone

\I (:RICAN MICRO1.HONE CO. is offer a
iu;;
new dynamic microA

;

phone which has many interesting features. A choice
f non- directional or semi -

Designed to serve as a code practice instrument
and as a source of tones for testing amplifier systems, it can be
pe ated from 105 -125 volts,
25 -60 A.C. or from t D.C. The control knob has four
positions, and a jack is provided so that a key
may be plugged in. The unit requires but a single
70L7GT tube in arder too Lr complete and ready
for operation.

SOLAR

MANUF. \CTURING

CORPORA.

TION, makers of capacitors. presents to radio
amateurs a new type of oil -filled filter capacitor for
general transmitting use. This unit, available in
all standard values, is called Solarex, Type O. It
is built of paper sections which are oil- impregnated

l'OB DO PRACTI('AL EXPERIMENTS with real
Radio Equipment
with your own hands. 'lints the
principles of Rollo bemme crystal-clear to you. Tim
taluable spare-time BUSINESS BUILDERS 1 supply
will show you how to put this knowledge to .cork in
handling profitable Radio serelee jobs while 1,-am ine.
.

The other Ilea item on this manufacturer's list
is the new U -42 high -gain Pre- Selector, w9 ich may
be connected between the receiving antrum and
any receiver to improve gain, selectivity and
signal -to -noise ratio. It operates on fise bands
front 490 kc. to 46 mc. and is calibrated over
324 degrees. The tuning knob has a 5 to 1 vernier.
Amplification is controlled by a regenerative control knob, and when the set is oscillating, it will
serve as a heterodyne frequency meter. \ phone
jack is provided to permit monitoring pitone or
C.W.
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NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED
makes
difference
rn.
My Training starts at the II:.. ..
o-s nil
,objetts
a simple
understandable s
i.,1
oli ,
Including Television,
Electronics.
Facsimile Radio,
Radio Set Repair and Installation.
o

READ WHAT THIS STUDENT SAYS

.Earned

"I

$250. Since

Starting Course^

hate only completed one third of the Spr:rtberry
and I find it very Interesting, vhieh makes it
easy to learn. By devoting several hours spare
time daily to studying and servicing I have made
shout sr-,o gross slime Marling the
Cause." Earl W. Ilostetter, It. No. 4,
Lebanon, Pa.

bwrse

SERVICEMEN

Co.'s type BJ headphones are especially designed to meet the requirements of dependability, raggedness, light
weight, sensitivity and the ability to withstand
adverse climatic conditions. A soft rubber jacket
encases the cartridge and a hermetically sealed

I offer Advanced Training for mace
already In Radio. Oct complete details

aluminum cartridge construction protects Bonham, against adverse chinat is conditions. Another
feature popular with communications men is the
yokeless cord design. The headland is adjustable.
The new Brush US microphone has a very
high output level with good fidelity ( -44 db.), approximately !y volt for close speaking. It is
especially designed for mobile transmitters and for
communications work where highest sensitivity is
desired. It is light and rugged and not highly

-rded. Terminals are high quality porcelain stand . 11 insulators. Mounting is accomplished by detachable rings. The units may be upright or inverted.

.

New Brush Products

THE Brush Development

under high vacs ini and the assembly is rigidly held
in round metal cans, oil -filled and hermetically

A GOOD JOB IN RADIO
OR A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN
I offer you a new and altogether different type of
Training
career
Radio
and Televio
o matter if yu desire to rltEt 'i III lit

EASY TO LEARN -EARN FROM THE START

microphone
various
at
angles to the incident
sound. Improved electrical
and acoustical design have
erased its output effi-

Oil -Filled Condensers

YOU

CAN HAVE

Ost'S BOSS in your own business. or hold down a stmol
job In Radio. my Personalized 'training will gite you
the useful knowledge to win success.

iiirtctional characteristics
are obtained by tilting the

ciency several decibels. Its sensitivity is 48 db.
below I 1' /liar, and it covers a frequency range
of 60 to 7.000 cycles. It is available in 30, 50,
200, 500 and 38,000 ohms impedace.

I'LL PROVE THAT

priced.
Other new Brush microphones are the Model
QO and QOM. The QO has a fidelity of response
30 to 9,000 c.o.s. For close speaking the output
is sustained in the lower register without booming.
Its output level is minus 54 db.
The QOM bas the saine characteristics as the
OO. The only difference in the two microphones is
the case.

Please say you saw

it
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in my FREE 52 -page Suck.

-THE SPRAYBERRY
IS SOLD UNDER A
MONEY -BACK AGREEMENT

REMEMBER
COURSE

DON'T DELAY!

ACT NOW!

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO
F. L. Sprayberry, Pres.
245 -L University Place, N.W., Washington. D. C.
Please
d
FREE copy of "HOW TO MAKE
MONEY INRADIO."
Name

Age

Address

City

State

ff this coupon- mail in envelope or paste
berm, Postcard. Scrviwenren-;teck here
Tear

J
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WRITE ME:
I will help you get the right receiver
and see that you are 100% satisfied.
We stock all receivers -more than 25
models of all makes -and know all
about them. Write for full information.
You can buy on 6!i terms financed
entirely by myself so you buy with
less cost -more convenience- quicker delivery.
You get maximum trade -in for your
receiver-describe it and I will tell
you its trade -in value-and you can
pay the balance on my fir' terms.
You get ten -day free trial -you don't
buy unless you are satisfied.
You get prompt shipment from the
world's most complete stock of communications receivers. Shipment from
factory if you wish.
Cash

Down

Price

Payment

$129.00
69.50
29.50
138.60
49.50
129.00
79.95
32.40

$25.80
13.90
5.90
27.72
9.90
25.80
15.99
6.48

Model

HQ -120X
SX -24

Sky Buddy
RME-70
NC -44

NCIOIXA
Howard

Betting

460
6

12

Monthly

Payments
$9.11

4.90
2.08
9.79
3.49
9.11
5.64
2.28

Similar terms on all other receivers.

V v

v1-lAB.9-11"'>

HENRY RAI11/1 SHOP
Butler. Missouri

eo
TILTING
TELEVISION ANTENNA

Ball and socket universal joint permits
accurate
adjustment
in any direction.

Aluminum and hard-

wood construction
acideces a strength rombi ed with lightness not here-

tofore presented.
Made in single dipole and single dipole with reflector.
Send for complete details.

.

J.
4111

F. D. MANUFACTURING CO.
Fl. Hamilton P'kway. Brooklyn. N. Y.
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SOLAR MFG. CORP. Bayonne, N. J.
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Wireless Microphone Unit
NOW

comes a miniature broadcasting device
that plugs into any electric socket and transmits
to nearby receivers without the use of wires. It is
called "Mystic Mike," and is made by the Olson
Mfg. Company.
The unit consists of a modulated oscillator
with tube and nr. crophnne. It will operate on

How To Improve Your Bridge Play
Un not trs to pit y -sir skill agsinet that of n
players because they cannot offer you any
competition.
Nor can you learn the fine arts r bidding an
play from those who know little about the game.

easissal

\\9th

the

TOM THUMB INTERNATIONAL
BRIDGE GAME

11i111é11é11óó10

A.C. or D.C. The unit, with variable frequency
control, radiates a signal within tuning range of
all types of broadcast receivers.
The makers suggest its use for home entertainment or as a public address system. It is
convenient for many purposes in offices and stores.
as well as for auditions, rehearsals, etc. The chief
feature is the fact that no inter-connecting wires
are

needed.

New Crystal Mike
A NEW Turner crystal microphone. with tilting
head adjustable over full 90 degrees range for
semi- and non-directional pick-up, has just been
put on the market by the Turner Co.
The new microphone is satin chrome plated all
over. in streamline, modernistic design. which
allows the cable set to be removed and changed
without opening the mike. It has a range of
30 -7000 cycle high level -52 db. and is fully
shielded and protected for the ham rig, yet rugged
enough for the toughest P.A. jobs.

ingenious mechanical device. you `lay
a partner against two other ca+ sets.
an exper
my improve your bidding and play. but
You not
you learn how to play bridge the way
pemostplay,
with the
idle you are amusing
ver devised.
citing game of solitaire ever
this
Tom
Thumb
Internationto you are a beginner,
track
Bridge Game will start you on the
to becoming a geed bridge plan,.
Bidding and play xplained by experts on each
which is an

with

hoard.
board with 24 deals ir. envelope

under the

sheet

urge metal

New RCA Tubes
SEVERAL new model tubes have

ght

1

Smaller
been an-

nounced by the Radio Corporation of America.
Among these are:
ITS -GT Beam Power Amplifier. Titis tube,
designed for use in Class AI single -tube amplifiers. has a filament voltage of IA. drawing a
current of .05 amp. Maximum plate and screen
voltages are 90 with -6 on the grid. The plate
current is 6.5 ma., and the transconductance 1150
micromhos. The tube has a maximum signal power
output of 170 milliwatts.
6P5-G Detector Amplifier Triode, to be used
as a Class Al amplifier. Its characteristics are:
Heater voltage 6.3 A.C. or D.C., heater current
.3 amp., grid voltage -13%, amplification factor
13.8. transconductance 1450 micromhos, plate
current 5 ma.
6V6-GT Beam Power Amplifier, to be used as
a single-tube Class Al amplifier or as a push pull Class A131 amplifier. Its heater voltage is
6.3 A.C. or D.C., heater current .45 amp. When
used in a single -tube circuit, maximum plate and
screen voltages are 250. and the grid voltage is
--1216
max. The transconductance is 4100
micromhos and the maximum signal power output
4.25 watts. When used in a push -pull amplifier,
the maximum plate and screen voltages are 300.
the grid voltage -220 and the maximum signal
power output 13 watts for two tubes.
7AP4 is a 7" Kinescope of the magnetic deflection type with a white phosphor screen and
short bulb. The approximate size of the image
reproduced on this screen is 4i_ inches by 6
inches or slightly larger. The tithe's overall length
is 13'/S". A maximum of 1000 volts is used on
the focusing electrode (anode No. I). The grid
(control electrode) is kept in a negative potential.
and a maximum of 3500 volts is used on the
high voltage electrode (anode No. 2).
A very interesting pamphlet telling the applications and characteristics of this tube. together
with a circuit diagram for its voltage supply and
sweep circuits. has been issued by the manufacturer.
1898 Monoseope. This is a 3w electrostaticdeflection type tube. used for demonstrating the
principles of television. It contains an electrode on
which is printed a picture of a girl's head. In
operation. an electron beam scans this picture
and, as a result of the secondary -emission effects
thus produced. the tube generates a video signal
representing the picture. It thus provides a con venient source of picture signals which is availabls
independently of television broadcasts.
The tube requires a maximum of 1300 vol,
on the pattern electrode, 1200 volts max. on IL
focusing electrode (anode) No. 2, and 500 vol.
max. on focusing electrode anode (No. 1).
A booklet describing this tube and its uses also
contains circuits for its high -voltage supply unit.
the vertical deflection circuit and video amplifier. etc.
Please say you saw it in RADIO & TELEVISION
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$2.00
SI.50

12

..... .... .....sae

24 extra deals In envelope
P.P. PREPAID to any part of the U.S. and Canada

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS
350 Greenwich St.. Dept. RAT. New York City
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EASY

-SIMPLIFIED -PRACTICAL

ELEMENTARY
MATHEMATICS
A book for the Technician and Craftsman, explaining and answering every meaning with
illustrations. A real study -course in mathematics
for the student or the man who wants to brush-op
on his knowledge.
Special Chapter on Radio problems calculation.

CONTENTS OF BOOK

I. ARITHMETIC: Addition, Multiplication, Division. II. Factoring and Cancellation. Fractions.
Decimals. Percentages. Ratio, and Proportions.
Ill. The Metric System. IV. Hoar to Measure
Surfaces and Capacity (Geometry). V. POWERS:
Involution -ROOTS: Evolution. VI. Mathematics
for the Manual and Technical Craftsman. Thermometer Conversions, Graphs or Curve -Plotting,
Logarithms, Use of the Slide -Rule. VII. Special
Mathematics for the Radio Technician.
oai.Y

Mar
el

VIII. Commercial Calculations. Short-

Arithmetic, Interest, Discounts.
IX. Weights and Measures, Useful
eut

Tables.

Stamps,

Cash

or

Money

Order

POSTPAID

i F_(;1;If1\

1915

8. State St.

Division RT -1139

Ch repo.
i

Ill.

WHAT STRANGE
POWERS
Did The Ancients

Possess?

coo the vane of knowledge
YY that nude a pe+wñle for 8.. enc;em
io
acid miracles. Thin wine men of the
pan knew the mysteries of life and personal
is withpown. Thes wisdom is not low
held horn the passes. It is offered freely
TO YOU, if you have an opfn mind write

1171stRE

-it

for free waled book. Address: ScribeCPA.

ghe
San

Jose

ROSICRUCIANS
(AMORC)

Celdocia

RADIO AND TELEVISION

Controls Are Improved
CONSOLIDATED \VIRE & ASSOCIATED
CORPS. has just announced important changes

in its volume and tone controls. The overall diameter and the overall thickness ni the units has been
reduced and at the sante time the efficiency has
been improved. Instead of the irregularly spaced
groovings formerly used on the shafts, the present
units have three -inch shafts grooved at quarter
inch intervals from the end of the shaft. These
units come in five types with resistances ranging
from 1,000 to 2,000,000 ohms.

`/
Browning Autodyne Shortwave Converter
iitüntd Jrnul Bliss 423)
(

It will be noted by the above data that
the sensitivity increases at the higher frequencies which is indeed fortunate, for they
will be generally used rather than the lower

frequencies which, in some cases, may be
covered by the receiver itself.
The apparatus described may be constructed in about two hours as the circuit
is not at all complicated. The Browning
5DX tuner which is the band -switch tuner
employed, comes completely wired and assembled so that only 3 connections need be
made between it and the associated apparatus. However, as these connections
carry RP current, No. 16 bare wire should
be used and the connections should be made
as directly as possible. (Refer to chassis
view of converter.) It will be noted from
the picture that the five coils on the tuner
are rigidly mounted on a band -switch and
that the 200 mmf. main tuning condenser
and the 25 mmf. band- spread condenser are
mounted together with the coil assembly to
form an integral unit. The main 200 mmf.
tuning condenser is controlled by means of
it calibrated laboratory type vernier dial.
The 25 mmf. condenser was designed to
be used as a band -spread condenser on the
amateur bands. However, as the tuning of
the converter is extremely sharp, it is advisable to remove all but one stator plate
and one stator from this 25 mmf. condenser and employ it as a vernier. This is
especially necessary on the 5 -meter band.
The plates on this condenser can be readily
removed by means of a pair of pliers, leaving a lone stator and rotor plate.
It will be noted that all parts are grounded to a common ground bus and that the
chassis is not employed for this purpose.
It is important that the leads to by-pass condensers be as short as possible. Very short
connections are obtained by mounting these,
as shown in the under- chassis view of the
converter.
The following procedure is necessary to
connect the converter to any receiver:
1. Connect the antenna to the antenna
post of the converter. If a doublet antenna
is not used, be sure that the antenna is attached to the antenna terminal strip which
makes connections to the tap on the 5DX
tuner.
2. Connect the output of the converter
to the antenna post of the receiver.
3. If the receiver is equipped with provisions for a doublet antenna. one of the
receiver's antenna terminals should be connected to ground. The correct antenna
terminal to be grounded is usually designated in the instructions accompanying the
receiver. Connect the ground of the pre (Continued on following page)
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AMATEUR A complete line of Nationally Advertised
receivers, transmitters, mikes, keys, parts, etc.!
SERVICE Compare all the important makes of test
instruments, side -by -side, for the first time in any catalog!
SOUND equipment for every purpose. From the new
one -piece "Orator" to the largest 100 -watt sound system
for stadiums!

MONTGOMERY WARD
9

Great Mail Order Houses More than

Retail Stores

600

TIME PAYMENTS
Easy terms on Everything!

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
Dept. SW -31
Chicago, Illinois
Please RUSH me your FREE
Radio Equipment Catalog.

COMPLETE STOCK
One of the largest

in existence!

SAME DAY SERVICE

Your order goes through immediately!

Name

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

Address

You take no chances when you orderfrom Wards!

City

State

Regular RADIO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE Training
A SPECIAL OFFER
limited quantity of
R.T.I. $39.00 radio courses
have been reprinted and
are offered to you at only
$1.95. These are the latest
courses, complete in every
detail, and exactly the
same as the originals.
Radio is the present -day opportunity field.
Hundreds of men with no special talents
have studied Radio Servicing for a short
time and are now making twice and three
times as much money. R.T.I. unique radio
training brings rich rewards you can get
ready quickly, inexpensively, easily, and in
your spare time for a good job in radio.
ACCEPTED BY INDUSTRY
A

3 COURSES IN

1

TELLS HOW to USE INSTRUMENTS

The training is complete. Everything from simple
facts to complex alignment problems. Many servicemen
have found that R.T.I. training is excellent for brush
up and study of modern servicing methods. This is
the best buy in a radio education. Take
advantage of the bargain price today.

LATEST DATA

Fnrty large radio manufacturen hare helped to are pare the R.T.I. course. Just think what this barking
by the radio industry means to you. R.T.T. praetiral
training will give you facts and real data ynu will
need on the Job. Hundreds of diagrams and illustra-

Yes. in the A.T.I. worse you will Lod
a complete explanation Of A.Y.C., bow
to use an oscilloscope. sound feed -back.
resonance phenomenon
.
every Visible fact you must know to be the best
serviceman. You get a real radio training.
One of the BEST radio courses is yours
for only 91.93.

tions will help you. You will pass quickly from
lesson to lesson and In a surprisingly short time
will be ready to do real radio servicing.

COMPLETE IN ALL DETAILS

Nn special previous education or experience is needed.
R.T.I. conne will give you all the training you need.
The leasnns are clear. interesting. easy to master and
use. Fellows who knew nothing about radio before
taking a radio course are now the leading servicemen in their communities. This is your chance to
obtain R.T.I. excellent muse for only $1.95.
From the very start nu are Introduced to practical
ervicing equipment and practices. Yon are tnld how
rn open your own shoo or radio store. Lesson 15,
"The Radio Servicing Rosiness." will rive you many

practical ideas and hints. The course is so planned
that you will he able to earn spare -time money before
you have reached your tenth lesson. The special $1.95
price of the complete course can be earned in
, ingle hour's work of radio servicing.

YOUR GUARANTEE

You are completely protected. We guarantee these
coupes to be exactly as the original $39.00 Radio
Technical Institute causes. Money hack guarantee.

References: Liberty National Bank. Chicago, Dun
Bradstreet, or any magazine publisher.
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R.T.I. course is really
three complete essential
POSTPAID
courses
combined.
You
get training in (1) Practical and Applied Radio:
21 Fundamentals of Radio Principles; and (3) Advanced Specialized Training. This is the training
that will place you above the average radio servicemen -and you get this training for only $1.95.
There are over 37.000.000 radio sets in use.
A.T.I. easy practical course will pave the swayThe
to
your success in Radio mot k.

LIMITED QUANTITY

Hurry your order to us today. There is but
small
quantity of the courses left at the special price. You
are completely protected with our guarantee. Postal
money orders. checks. currency.unus.d
amp. accepted. Answer today.

ST

SUPREME PUBLICATIONS,
3727 W. 13th St., Room 206,
Chicago, Illinois
Please send the complete R.T.I. radio course st
the special $1.93 price. I am to be protected with
your money back guarantee.
I am enclosing $1.95. rend prepaid.
Send C.O.D. I will pay mailman $1.95. plus a
few cents postage.
NAUE
ADDRESS
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(Continued from preceding page)
selector to the ground terminal of the
receiver.
4. Connect the +B lead of the converter
to the +B of the receiver. The voltage
used on the converter should he between
180 and 300 volts. In practically all receivers, connections may be made to the
screen grid of the receiver's output tube by
means of a special connector which connects to the tube prong and thus eliminates
the necessity of any soldered connections to
the receiver's B supply.

SWINGS INTO ACTION

Tuning the Converter

Primarily the aim of the Association is to return to
the Distributor, the Dealer and the Serviceman the
profits which are legitimately HIS! This can only be
accomplished by raising the standards of ethics of
merchandising within the Industry.
Names of Member Jobbers in your territory will be
supplied if you will address the Executive Secretary
of the Association.
TEMPORARY OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
New York, N. Y.
5 West 86th Street

DON'T FAIL
TO GET THIS

WAVE COIL DATA BOOK

SHORT

Every experimenter knows that the difference between a good and
a poor r dio set is usually found in the construction of shortwave coils. Coil winding information is vitally important and in
appears. There're illustration, r'bicn
new coil book SII "ope'
d
its, dimensions. sises of
instruction, on how to wind
girt
thwire. curves and how to plot them.Every experimenter needs
is book-It also contains complete data n Il types of rewith many
coils.
typ s of trraanssmitting
elite`
rolls.
coils with many transmitting circuits such as exciters and
amplifiers using the various coils described.

Contents Briefly Outlined

iti

Coil Data for T. R. F. ReS.W Tuning Inductance Charts
Two Tube Bandspreader
One Tube Oscillodyne
relven
2-Tube Globe
2 -Tube Old Reliable
The Mono-Coil
Doerle 3Winding Cous -10.500 Meten
2
Trotter
3 -Tube Bandspreader
Tube "Signal Gripper" Electrified
General Coverage Colla on R ibbed Forms
for the Ham
Coils
Coil Data fors
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Switch Coils for
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W
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E

Most Popular Sts Tuning Circuits
Antenna Tuner
itCoils
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FrepueneyWayslength ConPlug -in Coils for Exciters
version Chart.
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Public address system. hundreds of uses.
FREE .0 Z.1.1;14 RTRII MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
NET
PRICE
Wooster Ave., Akron, Ohio
OLSON MFG. CO.,
Tear out this ad. write name and address in the margin. mail $3.95 or order C.O.D. and we 'soil send outfit at ante.
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GUTHMAN

Aloe SO. PEORIA ST..

Please Say you sa.t

Using the Autodyne Converter
Gain Preselecior
The autodyne can be also

as

a

High-

readily used

as a high -gain preselector by changing the
mode of operations as follows: The apparatus is connected to the receiver as previously described. The antenna throw -over
switch on the preselector is turned to position I and a short -wave station tuned in on
the receiver in the ordinary manner, after
which the antenna throw -over switch on
the converter is thrown to position 2, the
band switch set at the desired frequency
range. and the regeneration control so re-

tarded (turned counter- clockwise) that the

For a copte of this handy book, send
25e in C.S. Coin or stamps to
97 HUDSON STREET

The broadcast recciter to which the
converter is attached, should be tuned to
some place on the low frequency end of the
band where no stations will be picked up,
near 550 kc.
2. Turn the antenna throw -over switch
in the rear of the converter to position 2.
(This connects the antenna to the converter
and the output of the converter to the
antenna post of the receiver).
3. Advance the regeneration control until
the circuit associated with the 1852 tube is
oscillating. (Turn 50.000 ohm potentiometer
clockwise.)
4. Set the converter band switch on the
desired frequency range. The tuning may
then be done with the main tuning dial of
the converter and vernier adjustments made
as required. The volume of the received
signal is regulated by the volume control of
the broadcast receiver to whica the converter is attached. Tuning will be found to
be very sharp, and consequently it is advisable to rotate the dial of the converter
slowly in order not to pass desired stations.
1.

circuit associated with the converter is not
oscillating. Tune the converter carefully to
the signal and at the same time advance the
regeneration control. By carefully adjusting the regeneration control. tremendous
gains may be obtained. Increase in signal
strength of from 30 to 70 DB ctt all bands
may be had, according to the amount of
regeneration used. It will be found that
incoming noise is materially reduced by
using the converter as a preselector. Data
supplied by courted' of Browning Laboratories, Inc.
Parts List-Available as Kit
BROWNING LABORATORIES
5 DX Tuner
7" x 10- x 6" cabinet

KENYON

6.3 volt filament transformer

MISCELLANEOUS
50.000 ohm ¡potentiometer With X.C. switch
2.5 mh. R.F. choke
Double -pole. double -throw switch
2 --.05 mf. tubular 600 volt condensers
I- -.01 mf. tubular 400 volt condenser
ohm. !: watt resistor
1 -200
20.000 ohm, IA watt resistor
50.000 ohm. ,: watt resistor
l -DXD vernier drive dial
Pointer knobs

11-

44-Escutcheons
-Tube socket
I

a co.,

INC.

CHICAGO. G. S. A.
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--Chassis
Miscellaneous hardware. Wire. etc.
I

RADIO AND TELEVISION

Let's Listen In
(Continued from part,' 407)
ing this period of international antagonisms. Elsewhere in the magazine there
appears a digest of rules suggested by the
A.R.R.L. for the conduct of its members.
More recently the F.C.C. has taken action
against two amateur radio operators for
violation of the Radio Law. The Commis,ion, according to Associated Press, has
issued a warning that "unauthorized activities by amateur stations during the
period of the European war may tend to
bring about curtailment of the short ware
operations of amateurs generally." All of
the nation's 60.000 amateurs have been
urged to take all appropriate steps to protect their own standing.
It's an old saying but a good one
.4 word to the wise is sufficient!

-

New Plaque Award
To the right of the Gross rig is a small
portable emergency C \V rig equipped for
tither "B" battery or power- supply operation. The tube line-up is a 6C5 crystal oscillator to a T21 final with 30 watts input.
An. 83 tube supplies the power for home
work, while a supply of "B" batteries are
on hand at all times in case of an emergency.
One crystal is used to work both the 80
and 40 meter bands.
The receiver is a Hallicraiter's Super
Skyrider SX17, and to the left of this is a
National SW3 which operates from either
power- supply or "B" batteries, and is used
as a preselector at the home station and as
a receiver for emergency work. To the
right of the SX17 is a two stage monitor.
The antenna is the "Poor Man's. Rotary
Beam" of the 811: type, constructed on 4
bamboo fish poles at a total cost of 54.50.
I would also like to add that I find
many valuable articles in your magazine,
and look forward each month to its arrival.
Yours very truly,
W. B. \CILEY, \V9QDD /5,
\Vatonga, Oklahoma.

IT

is the largest -selling Plate
Supply Transformer in the world
-the THORDARSON T- 19P56! Ten pounds of the most scientifically engineered iron and copper-built with the ruggedness of Gibraltar, to give amateurs dependable service for
years. Your favorite Parts Jobber has just the THORDARSON
transformer you need for any purpose-transmitter or receiver.
Ask your Parts Jobber for Catalog 400 -D.

S0
TUb140RSON;
Mfg.
Elec.

"THERE IS 44 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE BUILT INTO EVERY THORDARSON TRANSFORMER"

TELEVISION SLANG
LESS HEADROOM
. . means to raise the
person in the picture by tilting the television cam-

era downward.
MORE HEADROOM
means to make
more margin from the top of the actors' heads to
the top of the picture. Accomplished by tilting
camera head upward.
TRUCK BACK
. . action by
the camera
when it is moved back for a long shot. TRUCK
.
is the movement forward for a closeup.
UP
BLIZZARD HEAD
a blonde woman or
man television actor.
DARK ANGEL
a
brunette
because they
.
televise easily, hence "angel" and their dark tresses
cause a studio light "halo." whereas a BLIZZARD
HEAD also causes a "halo"' but a troublesome
one difficult to control.
GHOST
a disturbing result of signal
reflection which appears as part of the television
image.
SECOND MIKE . . . means swing a boons
microphone into place but out of picture range.
This occurs when camera trucks back for a long
shot and takes FIRST MIKE with it. FIRST
MIKE being attached to camera dolly.
And here are some shortwave definitions as compiled by the Edgware Short -Wave Society of Great

..

New 18 -Tube Receiver
(Continued from page 420)
fier for the "C" bias supply.
The gain in the first R.F. stage is said to
be sufficient to override noises originating
in the other tubes used in the circuit, and
the gain in the first tuned circuit is claimed
to be great enough to definitely establish a
high signal-to -noise ratio even on weak signals. The antenna coil will operate with a
low impedance lead -in system to reduce the
possibility of noise pick -up. A multi -section
cam- operated knife switch with silver -plated contacts is used for band changing. As
no moving parts in the switch carry current, the chances that it will cause noise or
introduce instability are small. Band width
changes in the I.F. are secured by mechanically varying the coupling between the
primary and secondary of the I.F. transformers. Three stages of I.F. using special
transformers are employed.
The output of the receiver, with its three
stages of audio, is approximately 16 watts.
The set has all the more desirable features,
such as A.V.C., SEND- RECEIVE switch, phone
and phono connections, etc. The manufacturers have taken every precaution to make
the receiver electrically sound and mechanically suited to years of exacting service.
icy r'tcve

rber,

1929

Co., Chicago

....

....

CONSOLIDATED
.

CONDENSERS
r njijt on "Them ot

QUALITY at
LOW PRICE
Dry -Electrolytic

By-Pass
Special

Britain:
SPOUT

Assortments

.
.
.
an imaginary tube leading from
the shack out into the free ether.
. the almost equally imaginary RF
SOUP
which is either "bunged" or "sucked" up the

Shown at Lett

spout.

BINGE
.
a delicate way of expressing
large audio output.
PACKET
. a
mysterious parcel which arrives with commendable alacrity on touching HT
transformer secondary, the final anode or other
verboten places.
WALLOP .
applied indiscriminately to
bosh audio and RF power.
SPITCH . . . . . .h a r s h gurgling sound that
interferes with the reception of CW on Amateur
bands.
. a
CW
lousy chirping sound that spoils
telephony reception on amateur lands. Dimly remembered by many amateurs as having been in
some remote way connected with the obtaining of

the license.

10 WATTS .
. a magic figure arrived at by
multiplying Final Plate Volts by Final Plate Current -but of course there are meters AND meter.
PIRATE
. an
AA license-holder who
yields to temptation. in a weak moment, to use
the "spout."

Inverted Type Dry-Electrolytic in Metal Container with
Lock-Nut Mounting
There is a Consolidated Condenser for
your every need -or a special assortment
of these condensers to take care of your
most frequent requirements. Save money
with these top quality condensers at low
prices.
See Them at l'

rOxSOL1nATXII
ORPÖRÄTIÓIKS

..

Please sal

you

saw it in RADIO

&

TELEVISION
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Parts Jobber's Today:

528 S.

PEORIA ST.

CIIICAGO, ILL.
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A

New Ultra

Hh

Frequency Receiver

Range 27 to 62 mc. (11.1 to 4.83 meters). Superhet hos 11
tubes, A.V.C., C -W Oscillator, Noise Suppressor and Limiter.
is a pair of 6C8G's -one used
as an infinite -impedance diode detector and
noise limiter, the other as first audio and
carrier -off noise suppressor. Two 6SJ7's

A SPEC[. \LIZED communication receiver, utilizing a superheterodyne circuit,
has just been announced by the National
Company, Inc. Known as Type "NHU",
this receiver covers the range from 27 to
62 megacycles (11.1 to 4.83 meters) in three
ranges, each calibrated on a direct reading

after which

70 to 1. Coils are mounted radially in a
cast aluminum turret which is turned into
position by Means of a convenient control.
Directly above this turret is the three -gang
SLF tuning condenser. The R.P. circuit and
tubes are .within the condenser frame, thus
affording the shortest possible leads. A

are used for the C.W. oscillator and the
A.V.C., which is both amplified and delayed. A 6V6G is employed in the output.
Right

-

Close -up

view of

he new

-tube U t r a
Short -Wave Receiver,
showing
I l

l

the

3

Acorn

tubes.

-

4

Note the
Left
professional appearance of the
n ew
National

"NHU" Communications
ceiver.

full -vision dial. Three acorn tubes are used
as follows: 956 as R.F., 954 as first detector and 955 as oscillator. This is followed by three 6K7's as the I.F. stages,

Re-

A single large knob on the panel is used
both for the tuning condenser and the
range- changing system. Tuning is of the
inertia type with a ratio of approximately

wide range crystal filter and other standard features are also included. Many other
features of great convenience to the operator
are built into this well engineered receiver.

Stride Today Makes It Essential
for You to Read -"ABC of TELEVISION "

-

TELEVISION'S

-and

WITH important progress being made in Television every day
with developments satisfactory
to Television engineers that consistent programs will be broadcast shortly, it is important that

principles be understood quite thoroughly.
The publishers of RADIO AND TELEVISION give you the opportunity to add "ABC OF' TELEVISION" or two other books to your technical library. They make the offer even more attractive by
giving these books to you absolutely FREE. A subscription to RADIO AND TELEVISION for seven
months at the cost of One Dollar gives you a choice of either of the three books shown in this advertisement. For Two Dollars you receive RADIO AND TELEVISION for fourteen months and you receive
any two books of your choice absolutely FREE. To get all three books FREE, enter your subscription
for twenty -one months for only Three Dollars. ANOTHER SAVING FOR YOU-THE PUBLISHERS
PAY POSTAGE ON THE BOOK OR BOOKS YOU CHOOSE.

Partial Contents of ABC of Television
I-

The hotoweope as used for television transmission in the RCA system.
7 -The Farnsworth system of television trans
mission.
CHAPTER 8 -The future of television: probable cost of
recelvet's ; some expressions of opinion by prominent

CHAPTER

The simplest television receiver: how the
Its likeness to television equipment.
CHAPTER 2- -Theory of scanning: the Nipkow dl se and
Its relation to television: the photo -electric cell ; neon
lamps: brief description of several modern mechanical
systems.
CHAPTER 3 -Need for a large number of picture eleof
ments; need for broad channel width in transmission
high -fidelity television signals.
CHAPTER 4 -The use of the cathode ray tube in television receivers: necessary associated equipment tined
In
thrale -ray systems.
CHAPTER 5-- -timv a television station looks and hots
the rations parts are operated.

CHAPTER
eve secs

CHAPTER

men

-

;

list of present Iles- pion transmitters.
i

PAGES -100 ILLUSTRATIONS
Stiff, Flexible Covers, 5yex8% INCHES
64

Get One or All of These Books

FREE.

,

SHORT WAVE GUIDE
R &T- 11 -3!n
RAD10 AND TELEVISION. 99 Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.
for which enter my
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of S
Subscription to RADIO AND TELEVISION as checked below; also send me. postpaid.
the nook or books which t hale Mar ked below
ABC OF TELEVISION
S.W. RADIO QUIZ BOOK AND KINKS
SHORT WAVE GUIDE
7 months -- $1.00 -- choice of any one of three (3) hooks. (Canadian and foreign-g1.30)
0 14 months-rn$2.00- -ehotee of any two (2) of the three (31 books. (Canadian and
foreign-$2
three hooks. (Canadian and foreign --- $3.90)
0 21 months-$3.00
subscriber now. we will extend your present subscription.
O you are
D Old subscriber
New subscriber

SHORTWAVE

GUIDE

S. W. RADIO QUIZ BOOK
This hook covers questions
and answers on transmitters.
ull ra
receivers.
short -.vase
short -wave receivers practical
rinkles and coil winding data ; novel
kinks.
hook -ups ' for experlmenterS: how to °hook -np"
eamerters, noise silencers. power supplies. moduI.nors, beat o oscillators, antennas, pre-selectors

by cheek or money order.
slam us. please be sure to register your

430

;

Address

City
remittance
Send your rem

State

If

you

send cash

or unused

letter for your own protection.

Please say you saw

.r.1

U.S. postage

if

in

RADIO

gives explicit instructions for building simple
short -wave receivers; instruction co the best type
of antenna installation; diagram and construction details

for building transmitters.

-all

Name

of short -wave questions and
Covers hundreds
answers ; Illustrates popular short ware kinks:

Is

meter

TELEVISION
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receivers.

RADIO AND TELEVISION

On the

"HAM"

Bands

(Continued front park 413)
Call
ZS6A

14.07

-l-S6D

14.06

ZS6D V
ZS2AZ
ZS4H
'LS50
ZSSDA
ZS6FD
ZS6AJ
ZS6D`J

ZS6D V
ZS6BS
ZS6ED

Fn-q.

R S
5
5
5

14.075
14.08
14.046
14.03
14.11
14.06
14.07
14.06
14.075
14.08

4
3
5
5

5
5
5

5
5

14.1

NORTH AMERICA
CO2LY
14.174
K4FAY
14.25
K4FKC
14.12
PI-RC
14.055
VE3HI
14.01
VE5KN
14.175
VP6YY
14.12
VP6TR
14.3

R1FH

\V2XH1
\V2AKL
\V2AKQ

R4ECF
\V4AIT
W4PW

\V5AKZ
\V5CCB

\V5CE0
W6NZS
\V6BHO
\V7PX
\V7BVQ

W8MOV
\V8CUE
W8DST
\V9VXV
\V9HOI
\V9IAS
\V9IZ
\V9RL'P
\V9NTY

XEIPB
YNIIP

7
7

6
6
5

8
6
7
7
7

6
5
5

Ariz.
Ariz.

3
5
5
5

6
9
9
9

Wis.
N. J.
Ont.

4

7

3
5

4

4

8
8

CE3CG
CE3CO
CE4AC

14.23
14.22

5

4
7
4
7
4 7.8
5

7.8

4

8

5

9

4

8

5

8.9

4

7

4
4

6
7

5

9

5

9

14.

4

7

14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.

4 7.8
5 7.8
5

8.9

3-4
5

6
8-9

5

9

5

9

5
5
5

8

LUIHI
LU2A\\'
LU3HA
LUSPZ
LUBAB
OA3B
OA4C

OA4AI
PY2BH
PY2AC
PY7AI
YV1AP
YV1AV
YV4AE
YVGABE
YVSABF
YU5AG

14.15
14.055
14.19
14.15
14.06
14.2
14.055
14.17
14.15
14.12
14.157
14.15
14.16
14.062
14.17
14.16
14.027
14.05
14.08
14.15

14.16

Ont., Nebr.
Tex.
Va.

Ky., Mich., Ont.
Fla.
\Vis.
N. Y.
Fla.
West Aus tralia

Rest Australia
West
West
\Vest
West

Rest
Rest
Rest
West
West
\Vis.

Australia

Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia

England
England
West Australia
Rest Australia
West Australia
West Australia
West Australia
West Australia
West Australia
West Australia
West Australia
West Australia

8
5
5

5

8

4

5

5

9
4
9
7

4
4
5

4
5
5
5
5
5

7
7

8
7

9
5

5

9

4

6

5

8
6

4
5

7

5

7

('T14R
('TIPA
FJOX

FBNT

F8KI
F8UE

14.195
14.185
14.09
14.095
14.125
14.
14.

4

8
6

5

5

5

4

8

4
5

7.9

8

4 7-8

England

Conn.
Ont.

England

Conn.
Mich., Ont.
N. Y.

Dist. of Col.
Okla., Dist. of Col.
Fla.
Ont.
Fla.
Mich., Ont.
Nebr.
Ont.
Mich.
Conn.
Ky.
Conn.

Ont.
Ont.

N.j.

N.JC
N.

J., N. C.

Dist. of Col., Fla.
Dist. of Col.
Dist. of Col.

Too many G's were reported to list all. They
were reported by observers in Oklahoma, Kansas,
New Jersey, North Carolina. New York, District
of Columbia, Michigan. Connecticut and Florida.
GM's were reported by Listening Posts in Kansas, Minnesota, New Jersey, North Carolina,
Connecticut and Florida.

GW5PH
HB9J
ON4RU
ON4NZ
ON4NK
PAONN
SM4JG
K6BMR
K60J1
K6NYD
K6NYV

K6LUD
K6ILW
K6PTW

14.205
14.04
13.303
14.
14.

14.095
14.1
14.27

14.152
14.

14.24
14.23
14.24
14.34

5

9

4

5

5

4

3
5
5
5
5
5
5

4-5
6-7

- -

4
4

8

8
8
7
6
6
8

N.
Conn.

Va.
Dist. of Col.
Dist. of Col.
Minn.
Kan.
Okla.
Okla., Minn., N. Y.
Okla.
Minn.
Ky.
England
Fla.

KA's were also very numerous last month, as
were the PK's. Reports on the Philippines were
received front our Observers in Oklahoma,
Missouri, Virginia, Indiana. Kansas, Minnesota,
West Australia, England, Alabama and Iowa.

for November, 1939

SEM/P L EX AUTOMAT
/c KEY
The "CHAMPION"
ONLY

$9.95

professional operators. Chrome and cadmium
plated and mounted on black base. Standard
size and equipped with Standard contact
points same as the more expensive models.
Practically rust - proof. If your dealer cannot suppiY you write us for full particulars.

ORIGINAL

-

operators
Experienced
f them.
over 100.000
have put their stamp of
approval
`n VTh
They pbane
keys for clarity. Speed and pendin
learned from actual experience that the Vioroplex
thally does make sending a lot easier and better, and
at it develops a higher degree of .ending skill Man
the average hand sender can hope to attain.
Does the
can
If you can send `r thebrr`epgulalon`
better. faster and with half the effort with
Vibroplex.
Its
mplicity. mechanical perfection. machine speed
alittle
and sending ease enables any
y operator with
f
expert. Simply
nctice, to send ` ` "th the
Need the advice
press leer -Vbroplex does the
of experienced operators and demand the Genuine Vi.
roplex.1 accept
substitute. Only Ne Genuine has
"THE BUG" trade mark. Look for t n the bug
you buy. You will always be glad you did.

$13.75
with

VIBROPLEX

introduction being known the world over for
mo
smooth.
easy. rhythm
rhythmic sending. In high favor
need operators everywhere.
Polished finish
right` parts. Equipped with circuit closer, cord L

wedge.
A

Winner "LIGHTNING BUG"

$13.75

this

is the same Great New Easyaction Vibroplex which
formerly sold for $17.00-the
e fine instrument that
referred for its ease of handling. fine quality signal
.é n 'round superior performance. Polished finish
bright parts. Equipped with circuit closer, cord E. wedge.

J.

532 BROADWAY

rest

.EX CO., Inc.NEW YORK.

E. ALBRIGHT, President

Rcprts
PK's were had front Oklahoma,
Virginia. Kansas, Texas, Iotra, Missouri, New
Jersey. South Carolina, Arizona, Kentucky, West
Australia. Indiana and Nebraska.
As is the usual case at this time of the year,
many VK's are heard, and more of these were reported than any other country. They were heard
by nearly every observer. The Aussies were reported from Missouri, Virginia, Michigan, Alabama, Texas. Iowa, North Carolina, England,
Nebraska. Kansas, Arizona, Minnesota, Florida
and New Jersey.
Two lone ZL's were heard and reported last
month by our observers in Arizona and Rhode
Island. These were both on the IO meter hand
and cere the only ones reported on this band.
In the near future this band should be picking
up again. It has been a long time since it has

N. Y.

on the

EASY

TEOMS

.f

Don't Ask the F.C.C.
DO not request official lists, logs or call
books of amateur radio stations in the
United States. or in particular States, territories or other localities from the Federal Communications Commission. Such
lists or call books are not now available
from the F.C.C., either with or without
charge.
Although an official amateur call book
was formerly published by the Commission,
such a book has not been put out since 1931.
It is no longer available nor accurate, and
there is no plan to resume its publication.

However, various private publications giving such information are available on the
newsstands and in libraries.
If, however, a listener wishes to identify
a specific amateur station and can give the
station's call letters or the name of the
licensee, or the precise location of the transmitter, the station's identity can be obtained
from the Commission's record.

{

I4TUBE

Answer To

TRADE-INS
SEND

www.americanradiohistory.com
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POSTCARD

apls®K

SUPER BUILT-IN

AERIAL SYSTEM

MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
Dept.

Cincinnati. Ohio

MULLA

PERSONAL SERVICE
By

ili u #a t t i

9

on

HAMS!

SWL's!

It will pay you to visit or write to me when-

ever you want to buy anything in Radio or
Photography. I am authorized factory distributor of all Amateur Receivers, Transmitters, Kits, Parts, etc.
I guarantee to give you a fair and square
deal with most liberal trade -in allowance and,
above all, complete satisfaction!
Since 1925, more and more men in all parts
of the world are being satisfied with my
prompt Personal Service, and my low prices.
You will be, tool

Government.

TELEVISION

r

FOR FREE 1940
CATALOG SHOWING COMPLETE LINE
USER- AGENTS MAKE EXTRA MONET!

All Wave Club, Lancaster, Calif.

&

Midwest's

See

A SOURCE close to the White House
has disclosed that approximately 4.000
licensed amateur radio operators are planning to organize a watch on the short waves.
Their purpose is to listen -in and check up
on broadcasts so that they may report an3
un- American activities or espionage taking
place in these hands. The unit plans to report its observations to the United States

Please say you saw it is RADIO

1940

F O R E I G N
E C E P T I O N CHASSIS IN YOUR
Here's our big 20th Anniversary
radio special ...the 14.tube 1940 PRESENTCABINET
Television Adapted Midwest!
Brilliant performance... and exciting foreign reception!
30 D A Y S T R I A L
Absolute satisfaction guaranteed
on money-back basis. Catalog
b'
also shows 14 -tube
net console for only 519.95
complete!
R

Short Wave "Spy Catchers"

This is to notify You about the organization of
the All 'Pave Club. The All Wave Club has been
organized for short wave listeners all over the
world. Members of the club receive a monthly
club bulletin. Farther information about the .911
Wave Club may be obtained by writing to David
Herbert, Jr., Box 709, Lancaster, Calif.

>

PUT THIS

produced any real good DX, hi.
ZUMI
28.32
9
5
Ariz.
ZL3AY
23.
4
5
R. I.

7

5

V'

:Australia

7

4
4

B RO

The new "CHAMPION" is an Inexpensive
key having exceptional sending qualities-.
clarity
. . speed . . . . sending ease.
which will appeal alike o amateurs and

Needs no

EUROPE

CTIQG

DEMAND
The Genuine

Tex.

SOUTH AMERICA

CE3DR

STANDARD OF THE WORLD FOR CLARITY....SPEED....SENDING EASE

IMPROVED

5

14.047
14.09

Tex.
Tex.
Kan.,
N ebr.
Tex.,
Ariz.
Kan.,
Tex.,
Tex.
Tex.

4

14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.

14.

Heard In
Tex., Va.

SUPERIOR KEYS FOR SUPERIOR WORK

73,

sill Harrison,

11'2AVA

EASY TIME PAYMENTS ON EVERYTHING!

HARRISON
12

WEST BROADWAY

-

RADIO

NEW YORK CITY

431

RADIO INSTRUCTION

Power Supply and Modulator for the ECC) -Xtal

Transmitter

NOW READY!
information

(Continued from page 414)

Includes up to date technical
and illustrations on

TELEVISION

The switching system and relays used
make the unit as foolproof as can be desired, at the same time giving a maximum
of operating convenience. Reference to the
diagram will show that there are 4 double pole toggle switches. SW-1 is the main
power switch and furnishes line voltage to
the two filament transformers and the
time delay relay. This relay consists of a
thermostatic clement controlling a relay,
thus delaying the application of plate voltage to the 866 tubes until their filaments
have been heated. A delay of twenty seconds
is sufficient. SW -2 is fed from the time
delay relay and controls the bias supply and
also the high voltage and medium voltage
transformers through their individual
switches, SW -3 and SW-4 respectively. It is
thus seen that unless the bias switch is ON.
neither of the other two supplies will be
furnished with line voltage. Also, plate

TO WHAT EVERY
FOR

/tI

HOME

RADIOMANSHOULDKNOW

JUST PUBLISHED -1939

the latest informaD0-AU
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As the photos show, all the transformers
and tubes, and most of the chokes, are
mounted on top of the chassis. Underneath
are mounted the filter condensers, time
delay relay, bias choke, and meter multiplier. The voltage dividers are mounted at
the rear of the chassis where they are not
so accessible to prying fingers.
The 1 milliampere meter has a 3 megohm
multiplier so that its full scale reading is
3000 volts. Originally it had been planned to
switch the meter across the different output
voltages, but safety considerations resulted
in its permanent placement across the high
voltage supply, since this is of greatest interest to the operator.
If it is desired to modulate the transmitter, the cheapest and simplest method is
to employ grid modulation of the HK54.
Using this system, only a few watts of
audio are necessary. The writer used the

,
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voltage cannot be applied to any of the
rectifier tubes until after the 866 filaments
have warmed up. Individual switches to the
medium and high voltage supplies allow
either or both to be turned off for testing
and tuning purposes. An adjustable overload relay has been incorporated in the high
voltage supply and consists of a relay coil
in series with the center tap of T -4, adjusted so that when the HK54 draws more
than its normal plate current a pair of contacts in series with the transformer primary
will open, disconnecting the plate voltage
until the cause of the overload can be
eliminated. The relay re -set button is mounted on the front panel.
The four pilot lights are wired across
the primaries of the transformers so that
one can tell at a glance which of the transformers is "hot" and be guided accordingly.
However, too much reliance should not be
placed on them as warning signals, since
there is always the chance that one may
have burned out. Whenever working on the
power supply or transmitter unit, always
make sure that the switches are off or,
better yet, pull out the power supply line
cord from the outlet. Remember that the
voltages encountered are more than sufficient to inflict fatal injuries!
Please say you sew it is RADIO

&

TELEVISION

www.americanradiohistory.com

5 watt amplifier described on Page
230 of the August. 1938, issue of this magazine, with the addition of a stage of pre amplification so that a dynamic mike could
be used ; but if a carbon mike is employed,
the original amplifier is sufficient, with the
addition, however, of a mike transformer.

small

Fig. 2 shows the amplifier diagram with
the addition of the preamp. stage for use
with low -level mikes.
A grid modulation transformer will be
needed to couple the amplifier to the transmitter. The secondary of this transformer
is connected in series with the final amplifier grid bias supply. No more than 1500
volts should be applied to the HK54. Bias
voltage should be 1% times rut-off. Somewhat tighter antenna coupling will be
necessary than when using CW telegraph.
and the excitation should be varied for
best results. Use of an oscilloscope will

greatly facilitate adjustments.
Parts List

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORP.
1- -?000 -'000 volt tran.former. No. P -6154 (T4)
1- .600 -600 volt transformer. No. P -3699 (T -5)
I- -675 volt transformer. No. P -945 (T -3)
volt. 3 amp.: 5 v. 3 a., 5 v.. 5 a. transformer,
No. P -3032 (T -')
(Continued on pane 436)
1
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De Luxe Portable Transmitter and Receiver

RADIO INSTRUCTION

,

which does not appear in the diagram, so
that they can be turned off during C.W.
operation.

POWER SUPPLY: The transformer
T4 is specified to furnish 350 volts at the
center tap under a load of 125 ma. current.
Three different voltages are obtained from
the power supply, controlled by the SEND RECEIVE switch S5; 350 volts on the R.F.
amplifier, 300 volts on the modulator. and
250 volts on the receiver. S6 is opened for
C.W. operation to protect the following filter condensers from peak voltages when the
key is open. The line condensers C32 cured
trouble from tunable hum which appeared
on the higher frequencies.

ANTENNA: An

Hertz antenna is used, tapped be the feeder one -third
from nc end for efficient harmonic operation. Other types, however, may be coupled
to the antenna link. Taps near the ground
end of L9 allow the antenna to be attached
at a point of correct impedance. The ground

modulation. using the Picric oscillator-

()LOG combination, and the ÓLÓG dues not

need neulralicalion. Slight adjustments of
the link coupling to the antenna will match
the Class C load to the 5000-ohm impedance
of the Class B transformer, and cause proper upward modulation. This results when
the amplifier plate current is 70 ma. at 350
volts.
Earp Transmitter and Receiver
Parts List
NATIONAL CO.
(CI) 140 nuuf. var. EX -140 with Isolantite
iroulating strip
--(C5) 140 mini. var. EX -140 with Isolantite
insulating strip
(('71 25 mini. Var. EN -25
-(C25) 100 mmf. var. EX.100 with lsol. insula-

80 meter

connection to the chassis is optional and its
effectiveness depends somewhat upon the
length of the lead to actual ground. A little experimenting will determine the best
circuit for any location. The antenna condenser C27 is double -spaced, and a fixed
mica condenser, C26, is added in parallel to
give an adequate L -C ratio and also to allow two hand coverage w ith the sanie coil.
S2 switches the antenna to Receiver or

-

-(Cii)

aper 400 v.

.1 offs

.008 cif. paper 600 v.
(C18) .01 mf. paper 600 v.
(CI9) .01 mfr paper 600 v.
-IC22) .01 elf. paper 600 v.
--(C23) .01 nrf. paper 600 v.
(C30) .1 mf. paper 400 v.
(C31) 10 mf. 35 v. elt-ctrolytie
---(C32) .01 nrf. paper 600 v.

-(CIS)

-

LAYOUT: Refer to the diagram and
pictures. These should be self-explanatory.

MEISSNER MFG. CO.
((16, 15 -50 mmf. mica trimmer

TUNING UP: The switch SI is set at
the circuit desired. Switch S6 is tuned on a
few seconds after S3 to allow the filament
of the mercury valor 83 to warm up. The
`END- RECEIVE switch is next turned. When
C25 is tuned to resonance the crystal bulb
lights indicating oscillation. Should the
crystal current become too high because
something is out of adjustment, the bulb
will burn out before the crystal is damaged. Adjustment of spacing and turns
of L6 will permit one coil to be used for
two bands. The antenna condenser C27 is
tuned to resonance for maximum current in
the antenna bulb. For C.W. operation the
note should be checked with a monitor and
frequency meter to insure stable, clean keying of the crystal. Monitoring, of course,
is also required for phone operation. No
trouble was experienced from frequency

SANGAMO ELECTRIC CO.

Coils
L2

2n
5 turns No. 24
8 turns No. 24

1.3

3

L4

9 T. tappcd !;

1.1

turns No.

for Cathode

1.6

1.7. 1.8
1.9
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-(C241 .002 mf. mica 1000 v..\ -10
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-(R15) 30.000 olmi. 1 w. carbon
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--(RI7) 12.500 ohm. 2 w. carbon
-- -(R18) 25.000 ohm.
w. carbon
1

w.

1
1

1
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1

1
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TELEPLEX COMPANY

-(R19) 250 ohm. 10 malt
- --(R20) 10.000 "hot. 2 se. carbon
--(R22) 1000 ohm. I w. carbon
-1R23) 25.000 ohm. 1 w. carbon
100.000 ohm, 1 w. carbon
- -(R24)
-(R251 30.000 ohm. 1 w. carbon
--(R27) 2000 uhm. 1 w. carbon
--

turns
(25 turns
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All
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learn to send by sending and
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ENGINEERING
Don't get stuck! The great field of radio offers
amazing opportunities for men in the expanding
fields of radio and television engineering. But it
takes ABILITY to earn good money in the good
jobs. You can improve your present position by
training in your spare time. CREI courses in
Practical Radio and Television Engineering have
equipped other ambitious radiomen to insure
their futures in radio by being prepared for the
good jobs open to trained men. Our students
and graduates are now employed in over 300
U. S. broadcasting stations -proof that CREI
training pays!

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO.
- (C') .1 mi. paper 4110 r.
(C31 .1 elf. paper 40o v.
(C4) .l nil. paper 600 v.
--(C9) .1 mf. paper 400 v.
-(C10) .5 mf. paper 400 v.

5% x 6;ÿ inches. mounted with machine
screws, support the receiver above the transmitter and the modulator above the receiver.

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS: The
transmitter, modulator. and receiver are
wired in separate chassis, each measuring
7 x 51/; x 24ÿ inches.
Four side panels,

RADIO & TELEVISION

tion
(C27) 140 nlmf. var. EN -140 tduuble- spaced)
ith Isol. in.ul :u in
RFC R 100 2.. nth. choke

-

SOLAR MFG. CORP.
(co) .0001 cif. midget mica MW
I('8) .0005 mf. mica midget M \V
--(C1 2) 10 nif. 35 v. electrolytic T211
C13) .001 nit. mica \lw(C14) 25 mf. 35 v. electrolytic ET -335
(CI 7) .00025 mf. mica M \\I('20) .00025 mi. mint 1,00 v. 31 \V
C21) .00015 utf. midget mica MW
(C28) 10 mf. 35 v. electrolytic
(C29) 4 mf. 450 v. electrolytic
(('33) 8 mf. 450 v. electrolytic
(C34) 8 cif. 450 v. electrolytic
(C35) 8 ná. 450 v. cicetrolvtic
IC36) 8 mf. 450 v. electrolytic

Transmitter.

YOUR FUTURE with CREI
Home -Study Training in Practical
I.V -SCRE

1
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RADIO INSTRUCTION.

De Luxe Portable Transmitter
and Receiver
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO.
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sciousness, and, in a short time, you find
yourself reading and sending code with
the same unconscious ease that you read
print. It's amazing, how quickly you
make real progress. A few weeks of
Candler training is equivalent to months
of undirected practice.

the Candler System, it you are
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toggle switch
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20 -Sheet metal screws
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Home Study Courses
Hundreds of students now on the air.
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What Do YOU Think?
-4;1)

(.ontiuted from

Suggests S.W.L. "Cord Swappers"

Club
To .411 S.11 -.L. "Card Swappers": I have
been reading RAmo & TELEVISION for a
long time and haven't noticed any news
or letters from any Eric boys, so I will
try and make up for this.
I had a brain -storm the other night, so
thought I would write my idea. Here it is:
How about a 5.11'.L. Card Swappers' Club!
There are probably a lot of these clubs,
but I mean a big one-one that will be
able to give a card to a S\WL who swapped
all continents or all states. Something like
a SAC (Swapped All Continents) or SAS
(Swapped All States). I'd be willing to get
some attractive cards printed and anyone
who could furnish proof that he swapped
all continents or states would have one
sent to him for a three cent stamp. Then
at the end of each month the S \WL who
sent the best list would get an honor card
with gold or silver letters. Then we could
get some foreign S \VL's to supply us with
lists of foreign S \WL swappers. And if this
FB mag or I get a very big response from
you S \\Z's, maybe we could get this mag
tó furnish us with a corner of a page to
print lists of S\VI. swappers and winners
of each month. Let's get some ideas on this.
STANLEY KASPER,
933 E. 30th St.,

Erie, Penna.
Cr

A. from

R.

& T.

My intention in writing this letter is to
tell you how much I enjoy reading RADIO &

unfortunately,
obtain
at very infrequent intervals. I have just finished reading the March issue, and found
c.'er' pu,e of interest.
I think the best department in the magazine is the Question Box. I cut out all circuits which are of interest and keep a scrap
book of them and find this method most
useful when required to refer to any particular circuit.
At present I am using a battery Detector and 2 A.F. which, unfortunately, does
not give me the results I require, although
I have logged all the well -known American Broadcast Short 'Wave Stations such
as \V2XAD, W2XAF, \V3XL, \V2XF,
etc., besides many American Hams, all at
good strength -from R7/9 on fones.
With best wishes for the continued success of your F.Il. Magazine. and looking
forward to reading many more copies,
TELEVISION which,

I

L. RoFFEY,
135,

1

am not just

think that Joe Miller's page is aces as
I am concerned and the construction
articles are swell too. The Radio Kinks,
Question Box, and for instruction you can't
beat the Radio Test Quiz.
I would like to see some more one and
two tube sets published on your pages. I
would also like to make a suggestion. \Vhy
not get pictures of some of the better known
listening posts and put them on your covers?
1

Editor,

He Indexes Q.
Editor,

as I. So you will see that
talking through my hat, hi.

Hertford Road,

Dalston,
London, N.1.
England

far as

ROMINEY MILLER,

Street,
Newport, R. 1.

43% Elm

More About Hams and QSL's
1 :un an ardent reader of your FB magazine, R. ino & TELEVISION. I have just finished reading the letters written by other
S\VL's about Hams QSLing to S \VL's. I
agree with some of the things that have
been written. but on the other hand, I disagree with other things.
I have been a S \VL for more than two
years. and have logged about 278 amateur
stations but have received only 54 answers.
I even sent International Reply Coupons
and return postage to them with my S\VL
cards, but some of them never answered.
Yet I have found several mighty fine Hams
wvho QSL without hesitance.
I think there are two angles from which
to consider the situation. Taking it from
the S \WL's point of view, ii a S \WL does
not appreciate a QSI. from a Ham enough
to send return postage, I don't think he or
she should expect one because most Hams
aren't millionaires and it takes quite a tidy
suns to build and op( rate a transmitter. (
don't always send return postage.)
On the other hand. if a Ham doesn't appreciate the reports from the S \VL's
enough to send a QSL, I think he should
make it known that he doesn't QSL with
S\\ L's. I think that the S \WL's do the
harms a great service by giving reports and
by way of appreciation the Hams should
QSL with those S \VL's who really show
that they deserve it. (I have even found
one ham who doesn't QSL with other

hams.)
In making out my reports to hams, I try
to be as conscientious as one can be. I try
to give them what they deserve, and yet
not any more than what they deserve. In
the checking of such reports, I think that
the hams should be just as conscientious.
i am open for criticisms and would be
glad to hear from other S \WL's and hams.
expressing their opinions. 73 Bst DX es Cul.
NOEL

Free Television Course
(Continued from page 421)

will he good.
These guys that throw brick -bats at RADIO & TELEVISION ought to he taken out and
shot. I have read magazines from quite a
few foreign countries and none in my opinion came anywhere near touching RADIO &
TELEVISION.- i not only speak for myself
but I have in past times written to a few
fellows abroad and they all say the same
for November.

1939

exact condition of capacitor under test. Only'
instrument providing complete test for all capacitors. Use
It also to cheek continuity. capacity between eircuits, insulation of transformer windings and other type coils. It's
a honey for the mo.ey
Model BF 50 Capacitor Analyzer

determine

$24,90

Jess tubes)

Net Price

Mail coupon for FREE catalog No 175A describNOW ing
complete C- D line of capacitors. Ouietone Inerferenee Filters. and Capacitor Test Etui pment. Product

of the world's oldest and largest manufacturer of capacitors.

CORNELL-DUBILIER

VP) ELECTRIC CORPORATION
aLTanl

CORNELL- DUIILUEA ELECTRIC CORPORATION.
SOUTH PLAINFIELD. NEW IEASET

Phase rush Catalog No.

1

I:LI. totay.

1

I
I

Aaa..u_...

.....Itaa`.r..

how to align the itu:ed circuits in both the sight and
sound channels of a television receiver, and how
to set up push.buttous for tithing. Test equipment
used in servicing television receivers is then

taken up. An elaborate television trouble. shooting
chart is given which lists, in a convenient manner
for easy reference. the various types of trouble
which may be observed in a television receiver,
the probable causes for each trouble, and the
remedies in each case.
Throughout this television course, the importance
..f effect -to -cause reasoning is emphasized. par.
ticularly in connection with high -voltage circuit,
where tests under operating conditions might be
dangerous. The student is taught to read the story
which is told by the image appearing on the receiver screen. so that after a certain amount of
practical experience he will be able to determine
the position of a defective part merely by studying
this image and possibly making a few simple tests
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METERS

now $6,60

E. KURTZ.

Xenia, Illinois
Member of the Short Wave League

Do YOU?
1 have been an ardent reader of your FB
publication for the past tour years. Although most of my copies have been picked
up from the news stand i figure that no
matter whether I subscribe to it or not it

Analyser built by Cornell Dubilier. Take advantage of precision engineering. extra quality at no extra cost. and the broadest experience in the capacitor field. C -D Model BF 50 measures
quickly and accurately all important characteristics of all
types of capacitors. Special "visual eye" enables you to

I

Wants More 1- and 2 -Tube Sets!
Editor,

amateurs and experimenters:

servicemen.
NOWadio
Get the Capacitor

Editor,

Get your copy of Circular A7
from your Bliley Distributor

ouf

EPLR
made
AMAZINGLY
SIMPLE!

/

Only 4 standard types of
Amperite AC -DC Regulators
will replace 90% touer 100 types) of
AC -DC Ballast Tubes now in use!
WRITE FOR CHART /C..
New Low Price $1.00 List

AMPERITE C

x61

BROADWAY. N. Y.

AMPERI TE

1.

AUTOMATIC
REGULATORS

435

NEW

10c BOOKS

Power Supply and

Now Added to Gernsback Series!

(Carltinla d from paye 432)

2

Modulator
-5

t'.. 6 a.: 6.3 v,.
(T1)
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RADIO FANS
LIBRARY

EDUCATIONAL

6ERNSBACKS

I- -Grid

text books give you
an excellent foundation for the study of
radio. They are
clearly written, prof u s e l y illustrated
and contain over

SIMPLE

ELECTICAL

2

5

No. C -1412 (C1121
No. C -1410 (C'11 -2J
C-1001 (CH1)
transformer, No. A -3311
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HKS4 Tube Used in "Final"

Following t::e buffer stage we have the
final R.F. stage, which uses an HK54 tube
and is quite conventional except for the
manner of connecting the tuning condenser
which results ill keeping the total voltage
(D.C. & F.P.) across it at a low value. All
leads should be kept as short as possible
with the various components placed in such
a position as to afford the shortest possible
lead lengths. This is very important if
efficient 10 and 5 meter operation is desired.
It \yill be noted that a single 1 milliampere meter in conjunction with a 2 pole.
3 position switch (S \ \' -2) can be switched
to either the oscillator plate circuit or the
grids of either the 807 or HKS4 stages.
Individual shunt: have been permanently
wired into these circuits and the meter is
switched across any one of them. thus allowing a single meter to perform several
fUllctions.
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Although not shown in the photo. a keying rda}' was used for keying the oscillator. A relay is not strictly necessary, since
the method of keying the oscillator permits
the use of long keying leads. However.
where break-in is used and a separate relay
is employed to silence the receiver, it is
necessary to use a relay at the transmitter
also, since a single key cannot control two
circuits.
Ili tuning the completed transmitter, it
is primarily necessary to remember what
(Continued on pane 441)
RADIO AND TELEVISION

2 -Tube Receiver
(l oulinired from fact 403)

Now
You can ELECTROPLATE

Easily with a

BRUSH!

volt "B" blocks) to the proper leads as
shown in Fig. 1. Ii magnetic phones are
used, these will be connected directly in
series with the plate circuit of the 7C5 output tube as shown; if crystal headphones
are desired, an output choke a:ld condenser
of the values indicated should be used. Make
certain that the .1 inf. blocking condenser
is of good quality. A condenser with even a
very small amount of D.C. current leakage
will soon damage the crystal elements beyond repair. Connect an antenna and a good
ground to the input terminals, adjust the
50.000 ohm regeneration control until a
slight hissing sound is heard in the phones.
Rotate the dial for a signal. If nothing i<
heard, check the detector for oscillation by
touching the fixed plates of the tuning condenser with the tip of a finger. If the circuit
is operating properly, a sharp click should
be heard in the phones when the contact is
made and another when it is broken. If no
click is heard, unscrew the antenna trimmer
until the detector oscillates with the regeneration control advanced about three -fourths
way full on. The greatest sensitivity will be
obtained when the detector is operated just
below the point where oscillation begins. It
may be necessary to readjust the antenna
trimmer slightly for ea:h individual band,
striking a "happy medium" which will give
good result, on all the bands. If peak efficiency is desired. a good quality variable
condenser of about 35 nnnf. capacity may be
used in place of the trimmer. In this case
the condenser would be placed on the front
panel where it can be reached for frequent
adjustments.
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That is the story of
Sprague ATOMS, the
amazing midget dry
electrolytic condenser
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ATOMS are the smallest midgets co tlm market. They build up 1.1
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similar units. They has,.
lower leakage and puler
factor.
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t[alally guaranteed against
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line-up of dual capacity
units with common negative leads. Selfsupporting.
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Centlemen: Enclosed y..0 will flint my remittance of 92.50
Io. which r
sul.acnotion to RADIO AND TELEVISION for Omo Year 112 Issues.. v A
e promptly my
FREE REAL ELECTROPLATING OUTFIT. oCanada and
foreign $2.h.-.1 In It. s. nui IOe additional to cover
shipping hnrg ta , kit.
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HAMMARLUND (Condenser and Choke)
1

1

nnnf. tinning condcnn r, dl noble vpactel. type
MC -50 -MX
K.P. choke, 2.5 nth., type CHX
50

-\filch

I
1
1

I

PROMPT SERVICE

nicgnhm metallized resistor. !a watt
watt
100.000 ihm metallized re- rotor,
150 ihm .1n' ssrund re.i.tor. 5 isatts
oho,
rtùdno
ii
pd.
r, milli A.C. switch
50.000
.1

1

NEW SUBSCRIBER
e.X1'l:N II file:SENT SUBSCRIPTION

BURSTEIN- APPLEBEE

COMPANY

1012 -10 McGEE STREET, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

!

I

you will find everything you
need in radio ... sets. posts
public adand supplies
amateur
dress systems
testers and
equipment
fits
. your nationally
known favorites at lowest
possible prices Write
today for this big valuable
catalog and save money.

Parts List

I.R.C. (Resistors)
2511,000 ohm nlrrlllized resistors. !_ watt

RADIO AND TELEVISION
99 HUDSON STREET. NEW YORK.

RADIO NEEDS

Details of Chassis.

CORNELL-DUBILIER (Condensers)
(.0001 mf.'I radas cnmdcn.rr, type 1W
150 Intaf. t OOO_'S inf.) mica coudrcr. type 31.
.05 nnf.. POO v. tubular condenser, type DT
.5 tif.. 000 v. tubular condenser, type DT
10 nl f. 25 volt dry electrolytic condener,
TOO 171111i.
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Of Radio, Electrical and Tclevisias pa,',
and accessories. Available to 31.11: nt :,tivers, Jobbers. Dealers and Servicemen.
Write as your business letterhead tu:
-
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PRICED FOR CLEARANCE!
Rockbottom Prices on Overstocked

I

1-

I

New and Rebuilt Merchandise
low we buy! They're low now-LOWER THAN THEY EVER WILL BEMost of the merchandise

When prices are

1
1

-

QUANTITIES LIMITED

PORTABLE

WESTINGHOUSE WATTHOUR METER

TELEGRAPH

1-- Special calibrated dial

BUZZER

Band

ilitary e
Made for
Western Electric. A won-

ó

160
80
40

derful buy if only for the
parts it contain.. Newnever been used. Good foe
code
practising, signal Ine, communications. etc.
Contains 2 -tone. high -M
u
with plati-

.

'20
l0

ITEM NO. IS

$4.50

...

Your Price

WELDING! BRAZING! SOLDERING!

Electrifying Domestic Sewing Machines

3.1N-I PORTABLE ELECTRIC TORCH

While you're repairing

WORKS

that radio

suggest electrification of the old sewing machine. The cost is amazingly
low. Every "foot -treadle' housewife Is
a likely prospect. Only one hole drilled
to mount the entire assembly. Labor
rust low. profit high.

FROM 110 VOLTS A.C.
D.C. LINE

Nothing else to buy. Kit includes
bracket to fit any machine

(mention mime) crud. pulley and rheostat for knee or foot control. Motor is
1/20 HP 110 volts AC or D('. 23 or
60 cycles. 5,000 RPM variable. double
'4' shaft for either rotation. fiat -sided
case to permit use on drop head machines. Size 5" s
a 21.c. Ship. \\'t.

r

ITEM NO. 37

This electric torch is not a gadget or a toy
but a sturdily built outfit using the finest
materials. with it you are able to do professional type of welding. brazing and
soldering wort. regardless of whether or not
you've had previous experience. It will do
thousand and one jobs: fender welding, auto
body repairs. bumpers. cylinders. tanks and
industrial repairs --ideal for steel fitters.
plumbers, sheet metal jdls. engineers. maintenance men, radio and bicycle repair men.
etc. Works on aluminum, brass. copper. iron,
steel and other metals.
The 3 -in -I electric torch is no simply constructed that esen a buy can operate it after
reading the simple and concise instructions
furnished with the unit. Not necessary to
know how to strike an are! AI! you do is
plug the torch into the light socket. adjust
the carbons per Instructions, and presto!
you have an intense. blazing flamer ready for

$8.65

Your Price

WESTON MODEL 562 A.C.-D.C. AMMETER
Designed by Weston for the Faatmon Kodak
magneticc aneA°typ: ammeter whicñ
with suitable shunts, can be made to measure
heavier currents too.
atin
is 2" in diamet
designed for panel mounting. Bakelite bas,

built

--

It

and black. enameled cover. Ship. Wt. 2

ITEM NO.

Your Price

Ile...

$1.25

35

-

/20 HP

2 -SPEED AC -DC MOTOR
DoubleSha1L 5000 and 230 RPM
Brand new back -gear motors. Never been used. Steel worm
and fibre driven gears. The 230 RPM shaft is at right angles to
shaft and delivers power up.
own. right or left by moving gear
dmain
train. A
stable -sized rheostat may
no used for controlling the speed.
Shaft is 3,16 ". For 11O -volt A.C. or
D.C. 23 or 60 cycles. Servicemen
and others will find the double
speeds useful for grinding. buffing.
winding coils. Shp. wt. 12 lbs.
1

work. The outfit comes complete with power
unit. electric cord. electrode holder. carbons,
welding rods. blaring rods. solder flux, goggles, and Instructions.
Save money! Do y
repairing. Earn
money by doing repairing `n
for others. Simple.

-

1TZM Nn. 40
Your Price

1

$5.25

/100 HP AC MOTOR

Your Price

41

ITEM NO.

wt..

$6.95

50

Your Price

Reduces the speed of electric morel
12,2 tines. The gears are totally co
a steel ease. Shaft. t ". sleeve
hearings _
shaft extension 3,s ".
base to shaft centers
High speed
shaft on top. Mounting bolts 311/ít
Ship.
\VI.
x 2%'.
S lbs.
ITEM NO. 42

closed in

r.

$1.49

$4.72

Your Prise

WE HAVE NO CATALOG.

War

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE.

HUDSON SPECIALTIES CO.
- N. Y. C.
40-T West Broadway
IT'S EASY TO ORDER CLIP COUPON -MAIL NOW
HUDSON SPECIALTIES CO..

40 -T West Broadway, New York. N. Y.
I have circled below the numbers of the items I'm ordering. Sly full genii tacce of 3
charges) is enclosed.
OR my deposit of 8
Is enclosed (20 %r requiredi, ship order C.O.D. for balance.
cheek or money order accepted.)
Circle Item No. wanted: 16 33 31 37 40 41 42 50
Name

ti

RT -1139

In the Next Issue!
More Constructional
Articles for the
HAM, S -W FAN

(include shinning

t

(New C.S. stamps.

and

Address

Television Set Builder

City
Send remittance by cheek, stamps or coo'.
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In Mt'. Gernsback's plan for picking up
television scenes of the enemy terrain and
flashing them back to headquarters, each
television image would be transmitted on
a different frequency chanel, and a receiver tuned to each respective channel employed to pick up the image behind the front
lines. The large television images thrown
on the screen at headquarters can be produced either by means of high voltage cathode -ray projectors or by means of revolving
mirror drum apparatus, such as the
Scophony.

lbs.

s

MOTOR-SPEED REDUCER

Excellent tor experimenting. Mechanical toys. dynamic window dis
plays. etc. Develops 1730 RPM.
Has 2 -sided shaft with fan blade
on one end for cooling the moor.
Housed in sturdy case with attached
mounting bracket. Ship. Wt. 5 lbs.

ITEM NO.

today. Slip.

one

7/ft"

2

attack.

practical, durable and safe to handle- that's
why the price is amazingly low. Don't delay

-order

2¡i

(Continued from page 391)
the plane or ship from the transmitter.
The size of the spot on the cathode -ray
screen is varied by utilizing an additional
focusing coil around the neck of the tube;
any increase or decrease in the current
flowing through this focusing coil produces
a greater or lesser electro -magnetic field
and controls accordingly the concentration
of electrons passing through the electron
gun assembly.
Television cameras or pick -up apparatus
mounted in planes or balloons may be used
to transmit views on enemy territory to
suitable receivers located behind the lines.
A war- television invention by Hugo
Gernsback is shown in one of the accompanying pictures -here airplanes, fitted with
television transmitters and cameras, pick
up scenes in the north, east and other sections of the battlefield, and these images
are flashed back on ultra short waves to
general headquarters. There the officers sec
the actual scenes of the enemy country
flashed on large television screens and can
quickly and more accurately make their
own decisions before issuing orders for

motor,

lbs.

5

Radio and Television in

OR

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED

li

Wire
34 E.
28 E.
22 E.
16 E.
14 E.

Close
Close

supporting.
*These coils may be stretched or compressed to
bring the bands tu the center of tl_e dial scale.

$5x45
r

SERVICEMEN ! -EARN MORE MONEY

9
4

;

-

aams

Price

115
45
16
9

13,'16°
1"
copper wiro.
The coils for the 160, 80 and 40 meter bands are
wound on
inch diameter, 1Y., inch long forms.
The 20 and 10 meter coils are air wound and self -

ntactwl

.

Coil Winding Data
Tap
Spering

Turns

E= Enamelled

num c
s.
witches.
key. telephone
p ndener..
earphon e
transformers chokes. etc.
$50 value easily. Com plete
wooden
aand
e
instrucgr
tions. Shp. IVt. 12 lbs.

case. Size: sty- high.
5- deep.
overall.
14.
Sh).. Wt. 14 lbs.
ITEM NO. 33

Your

AND

Coil and switch assembly

I

FIELD SETS

ould he
unte
sed
a
unter on
chines of cvarious kinds.
Simple to Install: 2 wires
the line and 2 wires
to the load. Sturdily
strutted in heavy metal
gear train

SIGMON RADIO SUPPLY

PROMPT SHIPMENTS ASSURED

Completely n
hauled and
ready for immediate service.
for regular 110volt. 00 cycle 2 -wire A.C.
circuit. Servicemen use it
In their
shops to check
current consumption of sets.
solering irons. etc. Keeps
costs down. If dismantled.
the
would
alone
parts
bring the price. The lah-

1

RAYTHEON (Tubes)
-Type 7117 "loktal" tube
'l'y pt 7C5 "lukt :d" tube

hence this sale.
is new-never used: some of it reconditioned.
100% satisfaction on each transaction or your money refunded.
ORDER FROM THIS PAGE. Use the convenient coupon below. Be sure to include sufficient
extra remittance for parcel post charges, else the order will be shipped express, charges
collect. Any excess will be refunded. C.O.D. shipments require a 20';,. deposit. If full
remittance accompanies order deduct 2; discount. Send money order-certified check
new U. S. stamps. No C.O.D. to foreign countries.

ORDER TODAY

-Stesi cabinet 7x10x6 inches, type 993

-Steel panel, 7x10 inches
-Steel chassis, %x5x8 inches

-

-

-
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RADIO AND TELEVISION

Adding 3"

NEWT

Tube

C -R

from ¡'age 399)
sistance method of testing is recommended.
1 he balance of the power supply (the low
voltage and heater supply for the main
chassis) remains intact. The main chassis
is modified in several respects.
The R.F. choke in the detector circuit, if
changed to a 10,000 ohm resistor, improves
iL outinus-d

A NEW
GERNSBACK
PUBLICATION

The

Construc-

the detail immensely.
The second video stage employs another
1852 instead of the 656 and is cathode
biased with a 160-ohm resistor plus a high
capacity condenser, thereby eliminating the
dry cell previously used for biasing. The
same arrangement is used for the first
ON ALL
video stage.
NEWSSTANDS
The next circuit change made by the
'9fee /m.¢noal mens Fino -.X..
writer is in the frequency separator, which
utilizes a 6 \7 instead of the 6F7. This also
serious -minded amateur photographers. here's
FOR
a photo magazine. rO'roellAFT. vastly different
eliminates the synchronizing potentiometers,
why
tloln
you
how
and
Nielle read. It tells
R30 -R34. While this change is not abineirurlle Pul,lirallul oltlrh
to do things --It's a
shows oltat ran be dole Willi the equipment you
solutely necessary, it does simplify the
how to make handy. pltotographir a
lute. and
circuit. Those who are rebuilding the set
}OTO- CRAFT. with Its broad editorial
frssoriee.
eatures. covers such important branches of
need not alter the original 6F7 circuit.
Developing:
as--New
Priing; Enlarging:
Cropping: PhotoPotcntiim ieters R65 -R63 are removed
micrography: Color Photng,aptly; Amrteur Movies:
anti the 100.000 -ohm unit R631, which was
Boo to Make It Ilrl
A Few of the Articles in the Current Issue
the focusing control, is used for the intenWhat Makes a Gaol Photograph -Making Photos Without
Caneni -A One-Eye stir sc -A Color Transpantsity control. and a .5 meg. potentiometer
and
-Rstol or Gun Grit fort lour Camera-Edge
er Designs-Making a Scene Selector- Permanent
is used for focusing the 906 -P4. As can
Retouching Desk-Hui tiling a Focus Magnifier-Motor
Driven Film Tank -.Stamp Photos-Color in PhotographyIle seen in the wiring diagram, the intensity
Film and Print dryer-Ventilated. Dustless Garage DarkDial -Type Film -Tank Thermometer-Com
room-Making
control is in the cathode circuit of the
natation 'not and Floodlight- Home -Made Pan and Tilt
BagTripod Head-lessee -Made Emergency
906 -P4: this is necessitated by the fact
Enlarger for
Changìtg
Cre: for of Illusions-Photo Fnee
Cowing -Moat Bizarre m,00 Co,test -Hines and Kink
that grid No.
is returned to ground
Qntntiola and Answers- w,,,,5
Fotocraft-Now Combined with Photo Review
through a 1.0 liltg. resist.-,r in order to make
And another Free O,ft- Toneehrome Viewing Filter.
use of a D.C. restorer circuit.
RIO OPPORTUNITY!! Get
FOTO -CRAFT
ith
get
Card
\ medium 7 -prong socket should be
take photoys Whichhltmight be ifficult to obtain
FREE to
are
mounted on the bracket to accommodate
iptiobnfor Seven
your
P070CRAFT.
Months for $1.00-and get your PRESS CARD
the 906 cathode -ray tube.
immediately.
An 8 -prong socket is also installed on the
FOTO
chassis close to the cathode -rav tube itracks
99 -T HUDSON STREET. NEW YORK. N. Y.
to accommodate the 611.6 D.C. restorer.

PEAK EFFICIENCY

tice Photo
,4fagazine

MDD'

e

t

:

rResearches:

(

Honlr

get more out of your
`power with {- 6t.Er
MODULATION MONITOR
a, ATAPRICE!
a

Permits
Unable On All Amateur Bands
110 Volt
Compliance With Federal Regulations
AC 60 Cycle Operation
Two Meters -One for
CaliCarrier, One for Per Cent Modulation
brated Modulation control for neon flasher from
S0'2 to 120.''4. Polarity switch permits checking
positive and negative peaks. Tip Jacks for Phone
Connection
Uses Vacuum Tube Rectification
RED DOT Lifetime Guaranteed Meters . . .
DEALER NET

$33.00

Also available as rack panel mounting unit .. Dealer Net frise

$33.67

In Metal Case
PRICE

.

.

.

1

.

WRITE FOR CATALOG
Section 2811 Harmon Avenue

-CRAFT

Revised Parts List for 3" C -R Tube
NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORP. 'Tubes

U. S. ARMY
11111

1

3
I

,- -bFS(

SIGNAL CORPS LAMPS
The Lamp of

552
nHn

5

xre

1

I

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
Bluffton, Ohio

#eadset ilQadpattets \

-6N7

CANNON -BALL

;hi
--81

-.906.1'4

RCA MFG. (Transformers)
Iran..., X.'
899
-Ger. losc. ,trans., No. 32.498
1

THORDARSON ELEC. MFG. CO.
1

-(T21

Sien<,r,

T13R15

(CHI) T75C49

1-

n.acy

KENYON TRANSFORMER

-(Ti)

1

T -208

100.(100 ohm

a
1

Scout

50.000 ohm

-- 150.000 ohm
-.25 meg.

3- .5 nag.

Signalling

Night Bowling Alleys
Trailer Lamp
Night Motor Boat Rates
Auto. Truck and Trailer

-150

5

Camps

hm

2-3

Barnyard Lighting
Night Fishing
Scouts Signalling
Large size-121Sr wide. sa il deep. 15r high includrludket. fitted with
h 10 silver plated reflector (no
nothing to nreakl. Parked In ponants
Rlaes.
ooden
carrying r
with hinged
hasp and handles.
Every cane contains w at , rp Vof extension cord
d
nails 2 atran
A..
IE.
ex and Id page D.S. Arme
Instruction nit n ui1.
Shipping
weight 18 Ibn. Price
SPECIAL FOR 30 DAYS ONLY
F.O.B. N. Y.

Arno,uR95
.

without

woollen

case

o

extra

r SI.SO

$1.00

o

Send for catalog Containing full descriptions of this
and many liner interest g steins.

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS
Dept.

RT -II-9

350 Greenwich St.

cr November, 1939

New York

60.01111

1-

meg.
meg.
meg.
1 -- 30.000 ohm
2 -5.000 ohm
2--3,000 ohm
1- 1.000 ohm
100.000 ohm
3-

5

1

Net

.Net

CAMERAv10

TWELFTH ST.,
WHEELING, W. VA
30

1919

iUNIVERSAL

Fila

10.000 ohm
1- 600.000 ohm
1- -2.000 ohm. 10 watt
1- -50 ohm. center tap, 20 watt
1 -- 100,000
ohm, 1 watt
2 -160 ohm
(Continued on page

o

Stoller

]lultitesnr

Established

2-

Please sat

4 .5a

LIBERTY AVE.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

963

1- -2

6-- -400

432 Trouble

$5.83
$7.79
Model 702 Signal Generator
..Net S22.49
305 -1' Tube Tester
Yet SI8.58
NOW IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHI ?MENT

5.0110 ohm

ing
InR

Camp Light

del
\halal
M

Radio Shacks
Bungalows
Picnics. etc.

5-

Tractor Light

EQUIPMENT

TEST

:.l

ohm
250.000 uhm
2 --175 ohm
1 -1.500 ollnl
2 -2.000 oh,,,
4 --1 meg.
40.000 meg.
5

Carne size lamp
fittings
Small tamps. n-

THE NEW "RCP"
RADIO CITY PRODUCTS
"DEPENDABLE"

(Resistors)
-1.5uu
1

g-

C. F. CANNON COMPANY
SPRINGWATER, N. Y.

INTERNATIONAL RESIST. CO.
(Potentiometers)
1

n

D

(0112) T -158

I

y

°',.`)yem:

Phones have kept in thy
lead for over twenty
years through real performance. Write for
folder T -11 illustrating
complete line of rugged,
unusually sensitive, dependable Cannon -Bal'
Headsets.

441)

saw it in RADIO S TELEVISION

www.americanradiohistory.com

Ctuspm -talk in single std double button,
and Lynanlir models. Streamlined.
nyotal
wgrd, compact. lightweight. hand grasp
,loses circuit. For police ras. fairs. window
demonstrations. p. a
tiateurt. call systems, sparts event. etc. Incl. u ft. tord.
Universal Microphone Co.. Ltd.
424 Warren Lane. Inglewood, Calif.. U.S.A.
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....THESE
ARE

OUTSTANDING SHORT WAVE BOOKS

Now Available

AT YOUR DEALER!

YOU buy parts. tubes, kits, accessories from your local radio dealer- that's what countless thousands
of short -wave fans do. Now through a nation -wide distribution service our numerous books are avail-

able at your favorite radio dealer -right where you buy other radio equipment. It's more convenient,
saves time and you can inspect the books before you buy. Ask your dealer to show you all the books
advertised on this page-they're always in stock.
101 SHORT WAVE
HOOK -UPS
Compiled by the Editors of
PADIO & TELEVISION

HOW TO GET
BEST SHORT WAVE

RECEPTION

HARVEY GERNSB.tCK tells
youeverything you have ever wanted
M.

know about short wave reception.
The author. a professional radio
listener and radio fan for many years.
glies 3011 his long experience In radin
reception unit all that ,.ces with it.
40 Illustrations
50C
72 Pages
to

Here Is a w rurwhile hook that every
short wave listener. every short n
fan. mud a
slmrt
natrin
has wanted [for a long tine. It gi ir;
you the 101 best short war hook on,
hidell have appeared heretofore.
100 Illustrations
v

SñóóKWpSE'

5UC

.J Pages

HOW TO BECOME AN AMATEUR
RADIO OPERATOR

HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE
SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS

By Lieut. \lyr in 1-'. &lily, whose experience to
the amateur livid has made him preein. neat in

This is the best and most up -to -date book
the subject.

It

Is

n
edited and prepared by the

this

editors of RADIO & TELEVISION and
contains a wealth of material on the building and operation. not only of typical short
ware

receivers.

but

well.
150 Illustrations

wave

short

converters

as

72

50c

Pages

Ii..

If you intend to become a licensed rode operator. it you wish to take tip phone work eventually -this Is the book you mist get.
150 Illustrations
50c
72 Pages

TEN MOST POPULAR
SHORT WAVE
RECEIVERS

HOW TO MAKE ANO WORKTHEM
The editors of RADIO & TELE-

VISION

THE SHORT WAVE
BEGINNER'S BOOK

selected
ten out
standing short wave receivers w
these are described in the new vol
uuie. Each receiver is full' illus
Haled with a complete layout, pie
have

al

tonal representation. photographs

a book that sours your short
problems- leaching 3-ou in easy
stages from the simplest fundamentals to the present stage of the art as
it Is known today. It is tige only
low -priced reference book on short

Here Is
triase

of

.Set
complete. hook -up and all
wort lovh i le specifications.
75 Illustrations
25C
40 Pages

the

s

for the beginner.

Illustrations
in Pages
75 v

25C

LOOK FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER
For convenience the publishers list below dealers in all parts of the world where our
books are available. On your next shopping trip he certain to examine these volumes.
You're sure to want them for your technical library.
DIANA

Walther Bros.. Montgomery
ARIZONA
Sam's Cigar Store. Phoenix

CALIFORNIA
Electric Supply Co.. Oakland

,[any. Los Angeles
Radio Tevision supply Co.. Los AnPacific Radio Exchan ge. Inc., Loa M Keiea
leestern Auto Supply. Los Angeles
Zack Radio Supply Cu. Los Angeles
Pasadena
Diego
Western aRatti., & Flee. Co.. t
Francisco
Offenbach Electric
chnical Book Co San Fra ciso
raneisw
Supply Co..
Zack
Radio Supply

RadoS1

...

a na Jose

COLORADO

Auto Equipment Co.. Denver
Interstate Radio Supply. Denver
CONNECTICUT
The Edward P. Judd Co.. New Haven
DELAWARE
Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co.. Inc.. Wil-

mington

FLORIDA
Radio Accessories Co.. Orlando
GEORGIA
Radio Wire Television. Inc.. Atlanta

ILLINOIS
Allied Radio Corporation. Chicago
Walter C. Braun. Inc., Chicago
Chicago Radio Apparatus Co., Chicago
Radio
rt. thçasto
Midwest

Newark Electric Co., Chicago
Roebuck es Co.. Chicago
Maxs Stein & Co., Chicago
Montgomery Ward & Co..
Co
Chicago
Radio
it Tel es'i'ion,
Cni. ar,i

Van Sickle Radio.

M&I N NLESOCToA
.

.. St.

Radio Electric Service CO.. Philadelphia
Cameradio Co.. Pittsburgh

MISSOURI
naos City
Radio Labs.. l Kansas City
Waiter Ashe Radio Co..
Louis
Van Sickle Radio Co.. Se. t Louis

BursieinA

Radio

McGlll

NEW YORK

Fort Orange
Radin Wire Television. Inc...O Broils
Radio Wire Television. Inc., Jamaica.
L. 1.
Harmon Radio Co.. New York City
American
CO..
York
Baker A Taylor
yewr ó New York City
Radio
York City
C
New York City

v'o.r

ad

Federated Purchaser. Inc. New York
Radio
t'y
Co..
York
techen
o,. Mcly orI City
York City
Sun Radiio Co.. New York
Thor Radio Corp.. New York City
Try-Mu Radio Co.. New York City
Van Riernsdyck Book Stares. New York
Cit
Radio Wirt Television.
Inc.. New
York City
H. W. Wilson Co.. New York City
Radio Parts A Equipment Co.. Rochester
Son.
M. Schwartz A
Schenectady
OHIO
noi! loge !look Exchange. To4dn

Please say you saw

it

IF YOUR DEALER DOES NOT CARRY
THESE BOOKS. ORDER DIRECT FROM US.
OW. SHIPMENT
OUT COUPON BELOW.
WILL BE MADE IMMEDIATELY.
I

I

- - --

BRAZIL

Paulo

;hNA
CHINA
China News
rv
Co.. 'Mancha'
International Booksellers. Ltd., Shanghai
CUBA
Diamond News Co.. Havana

Gorringe's Amer. News Agency. London
RP NCR

Toute La Radin. aris
GERMANY
Rehr C.M. .H.
Berlin NW Sn.

.

Name
I

Address

(

City

r

érS`en°
IC. S.

99 HUDSON STREET
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HIS Microphone
for

and telephone headset outfit was built
the U. S. Navy Aviation Corps.
The Holtzer -Cabot Electric Company constructed the
outfit to Government specifications.
The outfit consists of low-impedance carbon microphone (transmitters, securely fastened to a metal breast-

plate. and a set of heavy -duty low-impedance earphones.
A specially constructed switch on the back of the breastplate controls the microphone circuit. The earphones are
P.S.N. t'leh type, attached to adjustable headband.
Twenty-eight feet of yory heavy weather and waterproof
conductor cable is furnished. Current of not more than 10
volts should be Itsed. A storage battery is the most satisfactory current supply.
e99
l'. S. Navy Airplane -type Microphone and
Receiver as described

$A

Shipping weight-9 tbs.

We will forward Shipments by Express Collect
if autficirut postapr is not included.

WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY
Street

Dept. RT-1139

the carious switches control. The oscillator

grid tuning unit coil switch selects any one
of Live coils haying the following frequency ranges -875 -1000 kc., 1.7 -2 mc.,

Oxford Speakers have special appeal to
amateurs and experimental engineers due
to pioneering of new speakers with topefficiency performance. Oxford was the
first to introduce-the 3" Electro- Dynamic
(for compact AC -DC and Portable Sets)
which was followed by the 3" Permag
Dynamic and then the sensational Little
General 2" Permag Dynamic.
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to the scctdvl Il. rmotlic of the grid circuit.
output is available on all bands iront 160
to 10 meters. The grid and plate coil
switches are ganged together so that the
proper plate coil is automatically selected.
The 807 plate tuning unit, like the 89 plate
unit, contains coils from 160 to 10 meters.
4

Sce Your

-NOW.

Local Oxford Dealer or Send Coupon

3.5 -4 me... 7 -7.5 me., and 14 -15 mc. Since
the oscillator plate circuit is always tuned

The 807 plate circuit can be operate.`.
either on the same frequency as the oscillator plate or on the second harmonic. OperONLY ation as a quadrupler will result in lower
output so that maximum output from the
MONEY
1O` final will not he possible. The final stage
FOR YOU!
can he operated as a doubler, but this is
not so desirable. Using crystal control, the
NEW 1940
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buffer operating straight through doubling;
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(Continued from page 398)

Under this heading only advertise root. nl a commercial nature are accepted. Remittance of 10c
per word should accompany all orders. Copy should reach us not later than the 10th of the month
for the second following month s issue.
300%

books.

AGENTS WANTED
PROFIT
SELLING

I

condii inn. ì13a)0. Harry
Box 322. Ramsey, N. J.
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Ackerson,

GOLD
Leaf Letters for Store Windows; Free
samples. Metallic Co.. 446 North Clark

PATENT
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INVENTORS
PROTECT YOUR
rights before disclosing your invention
to anyone. Form "Evidence of ConCORRESPONDENCE COURSES
"Schedule of Government
ception";
CORRESPONDENCE
C O U R S E ,, and Attorneys' Fees" and instructions
and educational books. slightly used sent free. Lancaster. Alleine & Rom
Sold. Rented. Exchanged. All sublerts. met. 436 Bowen Building. Washington.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Cash paid for D. C.
used course.. Complete details and
bargain catalog Free. Send name
DSL- CARDS-SWL
Nelson Company. L -210 Manhattan
Building. Chicago.
100 NEAT SSL CARDS PRINTED
with your name and address sent
postpaid for M. Minch of s. mites an I
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$120.00 ELE..('TII11'. al. } :NGINEER tc :ItEF. .a Warrenton S.
ins Course:
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colora

COLOR 71e 110,
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170.

WIDEE, Maple Shade, N. J.
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ANT RADIO DIAGRAM 25e. SPECIfy manufacturer. model. Radio magazine free. Supreme Publications- 3727
Rest 13th. ('hicago.
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Motor. Ark,:- t ^!.i
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NON COMMERCIAL

Under this heading we accept advertisements only when goods are offered for sale without profit.
Remittance of 3c per word should accompany all orders. Copy should reach us not later than the
10th of the month for the second following month's issue.

Mc31PRDO SIIRFR MASTERPIECE,
IV. nineteen tubes five band, twin
Jensen speakers In console. cost over
$400, sacrifice $65. Charles Andito.
118 Rolland St.. Somerville. Mass.
DON'T BUY A RECEIVER UNTIL
you get my free list of reconditioned.
guaranteed Receivers! Practically all
oriels at money saving prices. Tradeins. Time Payments. Send for list.
.

W2AYA,
York.

12

West

Broadway,

FINE

WATSON GUITAR.
condition, $3.00. Hansen. Sat
Aurora, Ill.

New

GOOD

NC100X $79.00. NC100 $69.00. NCSOX
$69.00,

AIS

S.\CRIFICE! ACE "DO -ALL" DERME69 $89.00, luxe Six tube T.R.F. Receiver.
Meting 14 $59.00, to 3000 meters. Dynamic speaker.

$49.00.

RME -9D $49.00.

Breting 12 $49.00, SX -16 $79.00. Complete $8.50 (Cost $20.25 newt.
SX -I8 674.00. Sky Champion $39.00. Sangamo watthour (electric light)
Sky Chief $24.00, Sky Buddy $15.00, meters. Used. but perfect. $2.00. RobAll Star $15.00. F137 $1200. SW3 ert Tang. 227 I reenwicia Street, New
$9.1.0.
many other receivers.
All York
shipped on ten day free trial. List
free. Terms. W9.YRA, Butler. Mis -

City.

SW3-WITII TUBES. 5
eus soils and National 880 power pack
SET wind tube. Price complete e_á.Shi New
1t.
.0 good condition
conrllnov, with char
anti of
type.
uphhi ce,
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1X99 charges extra. Ensign Courteq SlonMon.. -In flare, Brooklyn, N Y
mouth, Oregon.
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NO ADVERTISEMENT TO EXCEED 35 WORDS. INCLUDING NAME AND ADDRESS
Space In thus department is not sold. It is intended solely
accepted from any reader in any one issue. Ali dealings
for
benefit of our readers. who wish to buy
mUsT be above board. Remember you
using the U.
it to all these transactions and therefore you are bound

th

fexchange anything in theedNadia and Television fields
other merchann ise.
Vor Radio and
ive nom
y fort a
announcements.
an

by the U. S. Postal Laws. Describe anything you ffer
accurately and without exaggeration. Treat your fellow
not accept responsibility for any statements made by-cthe
en the way
u wish to be treated.
readers.
We w icotle suggestions that will help t0 ake this de.
Use these columns freely. Only one ad ertisement can be
pertinent interesting and helpful to our readers.
Copy should reach us not later than the 10th of the month for the second following manta's issue.

IOW PRICED HAVE MOTOR GENERATOR WITH
meter phone nd w. moo. Farle filter. Input 110 V. D.C. output 110 V.
Box ht:il, Fast Worcester. 160 watts A.C. What have you/ Vinant lavarone, 807 Mace Ave.. N.Y.C.
I'LL SWAP SEVEN OlA. TWO O1AA WILL TRADE 6 TUBE SHORT
and two 20 tubes In fine shape for wave set for some used test equipfive 30 tubes. I will swap four varia- ment. Set is complete less cabinet
ble condensers for? Wilbur Lemmons. Also have other used ra Ito parts to
Stoneham. Colorado.
trade. Abe Ochsteln. 337 E. Lewis St.,
HAVE 8 8110T C'I.11' 22 REPEATING Fort Wayne. Ind.
rifle. Western Electric handsets. cash, WANT HIGH VOLTAGE Vlltlt.\radio parts. Want 5 -10 meter trans- Pack or dynamotor. Have old N.R.I.
mitter and receiver. mounted crystals, course, 8" P.M. dynamic spkr.. powmeters. minting
tubes.
xmining er transformer, mike ease. 0.1 mill
Reed.
meter. Write
Ora
Parts. R. E. Murphy. 7311 George- Weston
town Ind., Bethesda. Md.
WTQ%%P. Rome 1. Mt. Carmel. Ill.
1'HII.CO 048 TESTER. 1 -JEW- HAVE TOI' 6 FOOT TRUMPETS
ell low range D.C. meter. 1 Weston and 6 volt units? Also 1 to In battery
0140 V, D.C. meter for 5 or 6 tube charger? Also writer's manuals. Will
S.W. receiver good condition complete. pay cash or exchange. Buena, 11821
Robert Newnan, 1:u0 E. 15 St.. Kinsman Rd.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Brooklyn. N. Y.
FS \VF NEW CRYSTAL RADIO AND
HAVE PHILCO IBC RECEIVER (9 Brandes head phones. Hamilton Beach
tube chassis) and Atwater Kent con- sewing m.whine motor amt foot rheoserver. Will tune from 550- 20.000 km. stat.
Spanish guitar. Want rifles.
Want Sly Muddy or loran! receiver. line camping equipment. C. Moore. 211
Fred Mark, 403 Allegheny Street, East 108 Street. Los Angeles, ru11f.
WANT TO BUY A
1.10

Miller,

1-

Itlmtingtkn. Penna.

WANT 2% TO 5 3tETER TRANS WANT TO 'SWAP l'. W. X3tTit. IIAS mutter or receiver- have 4 power Lyman
worked "0 states on SO meters since target scope with micrometer clicks
Aim 9,-1939 using a 1.2..E ft. ant.. 20 and 370 page book on short troves.
ft. high. Complete except stat es pow - George T. Hine, Grassy Hill Rd..

SWAP VALUABLE STAMPS OF
Iraq and surroundings, complete sets,
used and un., old
many dupes. Swap

and

new;

also

for small sets.
mutt.. receiver. relis rourse. books.
E, Dehnan, Port Directorate, Rasrah,
Iraq.
WANTED 6 TUBE SKY BUDDY;
will swap 22. rifle. GHQ motor. 9 tube
R.C.A., 16 mm movie protector. Also
w nt transmitter any kind. John Long,
M06 Georgia Ave., Silver Spring. Md.
SWAP 61.6 XTAL CW XMITTER
with power supply both In metal cabinets. Can use folding camera. enlarger,
supplies. radio. type
)triter, wrist watch. Stan., 2:48 Meade
photographic

St., Detroit. Mich.
SWAP: 20 HOMING PIGEONS AND
40 meter crystal
and holder for a
Hallicrattera or some other good SW
receiver. F. E. Campbell, Jr., 403 E.
4th St.. Renwick. Pa.
SWAP "ELFATItON1CS" -sl'ltIL '36
to May '3:; 20 issues "Broadcast
News" and 2 lightning switches. for

athing of
value.. Herman u Yellin. o5V2\JL; 351
New Lots Ave.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
WANTED -ANY KIND OF A GOOD
transmitter. hare good single slat bolt
action rifle and cash for best offer.
Junius Igleheart. 1404 Renton Ave..
Owensboro. K$.

r.
let ors out Bred. Radio Orange, Conn.
Call
W93H0, 919 West 4rh s Street, Mount HAVE TRIPLE TT 1503 /NAM 'ZEE,
Cannel. III.
Weston 660 analyzer, Par -blet Cabinet WANTED: A.C. SITORT WAVE REHAVE COMPLETE 8 MM CAMERA 18'xlral(r, liam. dual .00011 rond., ceiver, 2 tubes or more. Have magaand prod. and screen exposure meter. Need Hal filter. XI'53's 4 prongs, re- zines. tennle racket and many other
film splicer, two reels and cans. two telsers. Correspond with Whs. Stan- things. Send description of radio and
lens F3.5. F.5.6. Exchange for trans- ley Gamer. 29 W. Chestnut St.. Norhat you want for it. Jack Towne.
mitting equipment.
All answered. ristown. Pa.
1519 California St.. Redding, Calif.
Emory Pettigrew. Rawlins, Wyo.
SWAP: 5-550 METER SET. TUBE. IL\VE TRIUMPH OSCILLOSCOPE,
SWAP: 3 -RAND KIT; RADIO tester. typewriter, blank chassis, pan- Model 77, has internal steep and wobParts; test equipment; service manuals: els. cabinets, radio parts- for trum- hulator, almost new. Will trade for
new '39 Crosley midget; Mini- )'ant; pet. comet, good 5 meter receiver, good recordlus head. Arthur M. Hart.
S -W" magazines; study -courses; Scott transmitter,
transmitter tubes, parts. New Sorra. Fla.
Sky- Buddy. William Rosner, 667 Union St., West S W-AP- FItEQt-EN CY
album. stamps. Want
METERelectric shaver. John Vllkas, 1115 So. Springfield, Mass.
monitor. audio amplifier, 5 meter
49th Court. Cicero. 111.
W\
N T E D TEST EQUIPMENT, tranrrerelrer. SW -3 parts, tubes, coils
WANT GOOD RADIO PARTS. OLD Rider or similar manuals. Swap 160 and hundreds of valuable parts. for
radios and books on radio. Have new meter parts and etc., or will offer good receiver, metal turning lathe or
ping pont set. 15 magazines for boys. cash. Please describe equipment and good movie ranter.. C. Whiter, 30
M
Geographic Magazines. :t bass hall what you want for it. Morris Rosen, West, Ilion. N.Y.
hats and % made model airplane. Ross 5012 West 144 St., Ness York I 'ity.
HAVE A &B BATTERY F.LIMIMangum. Millington. Tenn.
W2KNP.
nator A -I condition. Trade for Sky
TIIADE-RADIO. ,\ M P I. 1 F I E R. WHAT KIND OF RECEIVER WILL ]buddy north $18.50. .also have 2 50
mike. speaker. phono motor. pickup. you trade for assorted radin parts watt pyrex tube sockets for hi-powIaoks, .porting gnosis. Radloptican, and audio oscillator in gold ennui
ered miner. Gordon C. Johnson- 2908
projector, canteras. Want lOmm films. Also stamps and CLem- ('raft outfit E. 6th Street. Superior. W'Isr.
etc.
M. Epstein, 2953 Ruckle SL, worth $20. alone. Chaplin. Box 216.
Imlianapol Ia. Ind.
Westford. Mass.
(Contixued on opposite page)
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the grid coil. Because of this arrangement,
there is a feed -back of energy from the
plate to the grid circuit, the additional electromotive force supplied thus increasing the
amplitude of the Voltae applied to the grid
of the detector tube. These voltages on the
grid build up to a point just before the tube
goes into self- oscillatioot.
As the name implies, the super-regenerative receiver carries the regenerative principle a step further. The principle is simply
that the voltages oil the grid are increased
to a much greater amplitude before' the
receiver goes into sell- oscillation, in this
Ray" increasing the sensitivity (or the amplification) of the receiver. In Fig. 3 we
-ce the circuit of a super -regenerative receiver. The circuit is so designed that maximum regeneration is obtained, but self -oscillation is automatically prevented. Such a
receiver is liard to control, is very critical
in its adjustment, and tunes very broadly.
In this circuit we see that we have coupled
a local generator of energy, or all oscillator.
to a standard regenerative receiver. The
frequency of the local oscillator should be
of a fairly low value, about 15,000 or 20,000 cycles. It should be noted that these
oscillations are of super -audibility. That is,
their frequency is higher than the irequency" oI sound waves. One of the factors
governing the selectivity of the super -regenerative receiver is these local oscillations; the higher this frequency, the broader
and more unse!ective the receiver.
Quench Frequency-What It Does
Maximums regenerative amplification is
secured only up to the point of self-oscillation, since there is no further amplification
the moment such oscillation begins. The

super -regenerative receiver takes advantage
of this fact to interrupt the oscillations, and
allows the signal to build up to a very high
value. The frequency used to interrupt the
detector oscillations is known as the
quench or interruption frequency. "Quench"
is so-called, since it quenches or stops the
detector's self -oscillation.
In the super- regenerative circuit described, use is made of a separate oscillator
in order to produce the desired quench oscillation, which is fed to the detector as
shown. Although super-regenerative receivers using separate oxcillaors to produce the interruption frequency are easier
to adjust and get operating, a self-quenched
detector may be used. See Fig. 4. While
the self -quenched super- regenerative receiver is more difficult to adjust, the
elimination of the extra tube and assi:ciated
parts for the separate oscillator make the
receiver more popular for portable use.
We have already mentioned that super regenerative receivers tune fairly broadly.
In addition. such a receiver is capable -of
radiating a strong wave. An effective
remedy for both of these operating characteristics would he the addition of a
tuned radio frequency amplifier. Such a
circuit is shown in Fig. 5. In adding a
radio frequency amplifier to the super regenerative receiver, attention should be
paid to the amount of coupling between the
amplifier and the detector. The detector of
the super- regenerative receiver operates
best wizen under heavy load. However,
with the coupling too tight the radio frequency selectivity will be somewhat reduced The coupling should be adjusted until the best operating conditions are obtained. Shielding between the radio frequency and detector stages should be used
in order to prevent interaction between
RADIO AND TELEVISION

them. The radio frequency stage also makes
the detector easier to handle and smoother
in operation. The tubes should be operated
with as low plate voltage as possible to
limit the emission of a modulated signal
and avoid interference.
One reason for the great popularity of
the super-regenerative receiver for the
ultra high frequencies, lies in the fact that
the early transmitters emitted waves that
covered wide bands of frequencies, with
the result that high selectivity in a receiver
did not then constitute a desirable asset.
With refinements in transmitter practice,
the use of the crystal oscillator, and the
M1OPA (master oscillator -power amplifier) types of transmitter, the need was
felt for increased receiver selectivity. The
radio frequency stage ahead of the detector in the super -regenerative receiver
was a partial answer to that problem, but
the trend today is toward an increasing use
of the superheterodyne.
Superhet. Wave Selective

Because of its inherent selectivity, the
superheterodyne receiver presents a decided
advantage over the super -regenerative receiver, even when the latter has a radio frequency stage to improve its selectivity. If a
regular superheterodyne receiver covering
the broadcast or short wave bands is owned,
a converter can be attached to the set for
ultra high frequency reception. In such a
case the converter changes the received
wave to a lower frequency, the regular receiver being used as the intermediate frequency amplifier, detector and audio stages.
Such a converter is shown in Fig. 6.
As research progressed toward the higher
frequencies, it was found that the ordinary
type of receiving tube presented physical
limitations. For example, the use of such
tubes meant unnecessarily long leads to the
tube elements. In addition, the spacing between the elements meant that there was
all appreciable time for the passage of
electrons from filament to plate. This led
to the development of the acore tube, so
called because its small shape and size resembled an acorn. The small size of this
tube greatly reduced the time element in
the passage of electrons and also provided
shorter leads. While ordinary receiving
tubes can and are being used on the ultrahigh frequencies, the acorn type, because
of its very small size and short leads, becomes the superior tube for this type of
work.
Transceivers

Until the advent of the new FCC regulations prohibiting modulated oscillators
and requiring frequency stability on wavelengths of five meters, transceivers were
used on that band extensively. Now they
find application on still higher frequencies.
They are ideal for portable work, since the
same tubes can be used for both transmission and reception. Such a circuit is
shown in Fig. 7. The first tube acts as the
usual super -regenerative detector feeding
into the audio circuit When the switch is in
the "receive" position. When the switch is
in the "send" position, the tube that ordinarily acts as an audio amplifier now becomes a modulator, the detector functioning
as a transmitting oscillator. Such a circuit
is taboo on five meters because of FCC
regulations, but can be used on 2% meters.
(See article on 2% meter transceiver in
Aug. 1939 issue, page 226.- Editor)
The antenna for the ultra high frequency
receiver is usually of the half wave type
(the doublet being popular) fed to the receiver through a tuned feeder line. It should
be remembered that ultra short waves lend
(Continued on following page)
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BARTER and EXCHANGE FREE ADS (continued)
USED HAVE A NEW PACKARD LEKTRO
shaver. Would exchange for a small
3 or 4 tube A.C. receiver. Benign
Fernandez, Allen No.
San Juan.
WANTED:
PRINTING
PRESS. l'.
R.
transmitter, receiver. Swap LES radio course, crystal pickup, turntable. OFFER OVER 700 STAMPS, 100
10 watt amplifier, magnetic speaker mfd. 2 gang variable condensers with
and D.R. microphone. Ask for my trimmer and other radio parts for
swap list. Stanley Kasper, 933 E. S,W. receiver or 5 meter transceiver
or xnsitter. All letters answered. James
30th St.. Erie, Penna.
WILL PAY CASH FOR SKY BUD - White, 24 Garden St., Meriden, Conn.
wave
receiver. 11A \E 50 STORY, PICTURE 1tAsly or similar short
1939 model preferred but other con- dio, aviation, outdoor, mechanics magasidered. Address replies giving full zines, 2 new books "Seven League
details as to model, condition. etc., to Boots ", "Epic of America". $1.00 fishClinton Similar, 906 Stewart Ave., ing reel. Want 1939 Cannock, world
Roanoke, Va.
globe. Leonard Fuerst, Orland. Calif.
WANT AItGUS, DETROLA, SITB- WANTED- 200 -800 WATT AC GEN
lar camera, enlarger, photo equip- erator. Also 11/2-3 HP gasoline enment. Have Peak PQ.i. Race 3 -1800 Cine for driving same. Will pay cash
meter Clipper, transceiver. mike and or what do you want? Doh Thompson.
peter supply. Columbia portable pito- Alpha Tau Omega House, Laurence.
no- radio, typewriter, all complete awl Kansas.
operating. H. Hover, Box 111. Jamul, HAVE ALL -STAR SENIOR; FIVE
Calif.
tube G.}:., two band; Gilbert fanWANTED: MOTION PICTURE heater; electric trains; Want Sky Budequipment. candid cameras. transmit- dy S191t; Howard 430; casera t4.5
ter, receivers, model airplane gas kits ens. T'an Cullen, - Sampson Ate..
and engines, electric train.. nave low \\allinaford, Conn.
pottered
transmitters,
transceivers, WANTED: "AA" AND "loi" COILS
short wave and broadcast receivers. etc. 500 -3600 meters "C" coils 35 -90 useJohnny Newsome. Box 725, Wake For- tern for Letts type 9- A.AI1.; receiver
est. N. C.
-in good condition. Schoonover, Oak(LAVE: l'OI'ULAIt 'MECHANICS '36- land. N.J.
'38 inclusive. Valuable tailoring books, PAY CASH OR TRADE COMET 4pigeon and poultry literature, non -fic- tube A.C. -D.C. and Ttvetone 6 -tube
tion and semi -fiction aviation Maga- superhet. Auto radio for Howard 430 or
zines. Want: three tube working SW Sky Buddy. Name your offer. All letreceiver. Edw. V. Svedro, 225 School Cers answered. Dan Lovett. 189 BonSt.. Stoughton. Mass.
isle Brae N.E., Warren. Ohio.
TRADE 325 VOLT P\Rt SUPPLY. HAVE 4 TUBE 5 AND 10 METER
Corona portable typewriter for SW receiver in crackle finished cabinet.
rerr. not less than four tubes. QR.t: Want portable typewriter. Teleplex,
David Guthrie. South Hill, Virginia. test equipment. Have 2 tube a and 10
HAVE l'RACTICALLY NEW 8MM receiver. speakers. tubes. etc. Jerry
camera and projector with cases and Samkofsky. 213 S. 3rd St., B'klyn..
extra F:5.6. Also splicing Outfit. N.Y.
Valued at $36.00. Want 1939 Sky HAVE A.C. AND D.C.. A.C. SETS,
Buddy or Howard SW receiver. Answer tubes. electric phonograph and records,
all letters 100 %, Richard Walker. technical magazines and books. \\'hat
2351 Champlain St.. N.W., Washing- have you? M. S. Wolkoff, 724 ]face
ton. D.t.
St Rear 12, Phila.. l'a.
NEW 8MM. MOVIE CAMERA AND WISH TO BORROW. RENT OR
projector to trade for 18ntnt. equip- purchase copy of Radio Station Log
ment or what -have -you? Want Rider's printed by Cincinnati
Tintes-Star
manuals and Teleplex. Describe all about 1927 -1929. Desire information
Items fully. Jack Fry, Box 151, Den- from this log, contact by mail. Robert
ver. Colo.
Jones. 1278 East Vine Street. CoshocWILL TRADE ONE 22 RIFLE IN ton. Ohio.
Al condition or one complete taxidermy WILL PAY CASH FOR RIDER
course from Northwestern School of manuals 4- 5 -6 -7. Send best offer. B. G.
Taxidermy for what have you especially Tayerle, 1604 Prospect St.. Racine,
radio. Ted Gronsala, 270 Elm St., Wis.
Meriden, Conn.
MODERN RADIO SER11.P.
MOTOR- D.C.-110V. \CANTED:
elcing book by Ghirardl and service
series wound Al. also radio parts etc. manuals trade or cash. I have for
you
My list for yours. For what have
Majestic Oenemotor, Superior
-anything usable. All inquiries an- trade
and other
meter, Signal Genet
swered 100er. Gerald Lautenschlager, All
meters. Thomas Tadler.
Box
45,
Castorland. N.Y.
Owings, W. Va.
WANTED:- OUTIIOARD MOTO lt. SWAT' RADIO MAGAZINES. 0/Mrifles. car radio, typewriter, car tires elee B.I.A.
radio and television
29 :5.50 -10, metal row boat, binocu- course, radio parts. for complete low
lars. Gust Spink. ltoute 50. Muske- power phone-mitter, P.A. systems, or
con. Mich.
receiver. Send full particulars.
S \V.AF' 6 -Tl-BE TRF RECEIVER. 5 Ray Braun, Rt. 6, Box 21, Olympia,
pair National Coils, Jensen speaker. Wash.
headphones, 2 -tube receiver. key, 2- SWAP
STERLINE
ONE
R -52.2
gang tuning condenser. parts, equip- portable tester. Want Rider's Trouble
ment. for candid camera, high -grade Shooters Manuals. Henry Diaz, 622 E.
record player. O. F. TU'rup. 211 Sixth Jersey St.. Elizabeth. N. J.
East St.. Salt Lake City. Utah,
\\ANT- CRYSTAL MIKE, MAGNET ILtVE A HAND -DRIVEN 16 MM le pickup,
phonO-osetllator, good 22
movie projector. Cost $15 when new. rifle, mike stand
or? Have Raco A.C.
Has not been used much, w like new. 3 short wave receiver, tiny electric
Want a Doerle S.W. set. T. Weeey. radio. developing and printing outfit.
51 Van Nostrand Ave., Great Neck. Wayne Wenger. Wellman, Iowa.
S\\ -AP A GOOD VIOLIN
S\\'AP: WIRELESS PHONO -OSC., WILL
with ease and bow or Agfa box cambug. tube tester, 1300V 2 and 4 cond., era (120)
little used-good condition
80M crystals, wanted: 3000V 2 ofd.. -for used Candler code course or what
866. meters. 72290 KC Xcut. .005 mira have you in radio. T. Servants. Box
5000\.. 100 -100 4000V tank coud. 217, Ramsay, Mich.
Dawson. 1308F The Dalles. Oregon.
l'IIILCO MAGNETIC PICKHAVE COMPLETE ASSORTMENT SWAP
G.E. model H'H' Induction Phonoof darkroom supplies, pans, 35mm tank. ult.
Motor for crystal pickup and
trimmer, printer. etc. want small. late graph
e ntailer motor (any type). Roth in A -1
model A.C. radio in gond condition. shape. Will buy cheap record player.
Five or more tubes. Charles D. Rice, Ted Brown. Bedford. Penna.
Bentonville. Ark.
-USED POCKET VOLTHAVE PRES (SION MULTIMETER WANTED
ohm -sta. meter. \\'9ITI, E. Rice, Hat810. 20 watt phone rig and receiver ton. N. Dak.
110.0 or 6 volt, portable Victrola.
records. lots of radio parte. WTat have WANTED NATIONAL OR IIALLIyou? Charles Hoffman, BBS, Box 300B. crafters receiver or camera. State
price or trade. Wm. E. Sampson, Jr.,
Terre Haute, Ind.
4801 Stuart Ave., Richmond. Va.
RAVE: GUITAR. COURSES. BOOKS,
sporting goods. radio. telescope, rifles, WHAT \\DULD YOU LIKE TO
etc. Want: rifles. printing press. cam- trade your radio parts for? Please
eras. or? James Sharpe, 413 S. 22 Si., write. Have a developing drum for
morse film, will hold about 171' of
Middlesboro. KY.
16 min film. Lobay, 3111 N. Drake
SWAP ELECTRIC 12
RECORD Ave.. Chicago. Ill.
phonograph plays 5e- 10e-25c cost $275.
ALEXANDER
perfect order. for 12 -15 tube all band WILL EXCHANGE
communications
receiver.
Prefer 6 Hamilton Modem Business Course for
hands. 540- 61.000 KC, inclusive. F. radio course or what have you. E. 8.
Box
616, South Boston,
Simonlan. 1 Pleasant St.. Lynn. Mae,. Barnett. P. O.
1

WILL PAY

CASH FOR

IeM1: -69. BBO or SX -17. E. l'aelldla.
139 W. 7th Ave.. Conshohocken, Pa.

WANTED TYPEWRITER, PRINTING
press. good duplicator, mimeograph or
crystal mike. Have two public address
systems, radio parts, cheap radios in
exchange. Earle Harriman, 52 Bridge
St.. Berwick. Me.

TRADE USED PAINT SPRAYING
outfit with motor, Inetrueogreph complete. new ; 6N7. 617. 6F6. 61'S. signal key R63. All for good bench type
band or circle saw, power and band
tools. Carl Galle. Marina, Ill.

Please say you saw it in RADIO

Va.

HAVE -TWO INTERNOX MASTERS.
Six, eleven station. Ten watt amplifier.
Hundred watt modulator parts. power
,apply. Want Oscilloscope. manuals.
etc. Frank Mills. 1911 Central West.
R 1 Great Falls, Mont.
OFFER 32 VOLT 1250 WATT DELco plant and batteries. Kato 32 volt
150 watt 110 volt A.C. converter.
Wanted Gernsback radio. refrigeration
manuals. Send swap list. Gottfreld
Streckert, Chilton, Wig.
&

TELEVISION

www.americanradiohistory.com

SAT.
EVE.
SWAP ABOUT
20
Posts. 30 pulp magazines. sundry
novels, some Pop. Serowe. etc., radio
parts. sets. over 1000 stamps, microscope. for car radio or most anything
useful. R. Hoover, Rural 3, Bloomsburg, Pa.
WANTED: TWO VARIABLE CON deucers about 30 nun. 2.5, 300 volt
power trans. for parts or cash. Jack
Heffernan, 36 -15 168 St.. Flushing,
N. 1. V\23IKY.
WANT USED CORRESPONDENCE
course ou learning the code. Have
110 volt loudspeaker, 10 used radio
tubes. receiver type and used radio
parts. Accept first good deal. Cash also
paid. James Carson III. Oneida. Tenn.
HAVE
TYPEWRITEi1S,
SUPER
Clipper. violins, banjo. radio parts.
rifle, etc. Want
Midwest, small lathe.
52
B. Tracy,
So. 3rd Ave., Mount
\ ernon, N. Y.
RADIO l'ARTS AND IA GDNER.ttors sith pulleys for trade. Want 6V,
300V \ Ibrapark. Will answer all let ters. Rienhold Odcnhach, \'E4.AMO,
Iola, Alberto. Car at.a.
OFFER RADIO l'ARTS. RADIO AND
television course. skates. Want mir
parts, short stave radio battery model,
Edison batteries, 32 volt generator,
outboard motor. bone grinder. tent.
rifles. L. B. Suedes, Bluffton, Alberta,
t

amada.

\CANTED -SMALL RECEIVER AT
least 3 tubes, in good condition or
that have you? llave four commercial
law books, chemical supplies No. 16
battery, magnet wire. Irwin Senor,
4, -12 46 St.. Woodside. N. Y.
SWAP 1 -CYL., 'z h.p. GASOLINE
motor for photo enlarger. Have radio
parts to trade for photographic equipment. Let's exchange lise. W. Grimm,
Jr., 1709 Rosedale St.. Baltimore. Md.
w ANT PORTABLE RADIO. TYPE writer, old radio stags.- record player
and tube tester. Have seta, parts and
tubes of all kinds. All letters answered. Write Paul E. Kirkwood,
P. O. Box No. 44. Cromwell, Iowa.
AVANT USED CANDLER JUNIOR
Cale Course with the Simplified Technical Course. State condition, year and
price. John J. Grant. 10043 Baltic
Rd.. t'leteland. Ohio.
TRADE: LARGE R.C.A. 110V A.C.
phonograph induction motor -complete
phonograph (minus pickup head). 1/30
b.p., W.E. teletype motor, R.C.A.
filter unit 5 ante. 2250 V. Want: Sky
Ruddy, tubes. Chas. Wilkins. 110
Huntington lid, Atlanta. Ga.
WANT 2',x3'¡ FILM l'.ACK OR CUT
film camera. 8mm, movie canters and
projector, Ghirardi's Modern Servicing.
Bider manuals. tube tester. \Chat do
you need? W. J. Closson, 295 8th St.,
Troy. N. Y.
WANTED LARGE STAMP ALBUM
of U.S., general and precancel stamps.
Have all kinds of radio parts to trade.
Kowalski, 1239 E inamoor
C.
Fort Wayne, Ind. W'9K1IC.
WANTED-5 METER CONVERTER
for communications receiver. lieue photographic equipment to trade. Vert
Mandeletamm, 738 S. Park St., Saginaw. Mich.
B AVE l'IIORDAOISON ALL -STAR,
all -ware, - tube. superheterodyne,

communications receiver,
employing
electrical band- spread. Tubes are 2A7;
2 -58's; 56; 2A5.
Want other radio
equipment. Earl W. Keller, Box 213,
Hughesville, l'a.
WANTED -25S and 5 mir. receivers.
Will pay cash. State condition. Also
power transformera wanted. Donald D.
Warnock, Converse. Indiana.
WANT ACSWy, USED TEST EQUIP men. crystals, binoculars, candid camera. Radio Physics course, Radio Home
course. Write for list of radio parts.
Anthony Pusateri, 1101 Fleming St.,
Coraopolis. l'a.
HAYE 6 TUBE HOME BUILT
regen. set, complete with built in
power supply. speaker; coils and tubes
for camera with f3.5 or f4.5 lens or?
Jack Klein, 1983 Bryant Ave.. Bronx,

llAVE 8" DYNAMIC SPEAKER. 20
tubes. 3 pushpull transformers, a three
ganged variable condenser about HO
mmf, 5 tunable c.f. coils, am interested
in s.w. receiver. Address: 1433 Windsor Pl., Jacksonville, Fla. Maurice.
WANTED -RADIO AND TRANS milting tubes prior to 192221 including
Moorehead. Audiotron, Slarconl, DeForest, Bartley, Sodion, etc. State
price and condition, R. C. Hanselman,
1753 W. Congress, Chicago.

111.

SWAP DEV. EQUIPMENT -DARKroom lites, printing frames, trays,
stirring rods, graduate. ferrotype plate,
roller, thermometer, gallon developer,
clearing bath, etc.; elect. pitono pickup; s.w. set or radio parts. E. Ahtl,
2111 Glenwood, Minneapolis, Minn.
WANT
LATE MODEL H.tI.LIcrafters receiver, test equipment. Have
All Star Jr. super, new RCA portable
radio, new Wilcox Gay wireless record
Player. new tubes. Fred Morcom. 302
W. Grand Are., Highland Park, Mich.

(Continued on following page)
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BARTER and EXCHANGE FREE ADS (continued)
ie
OFFER FOR TRADE 13.cá KELSEY H.AIF: TWO 1918 NAVY XTAL AND HAVE
DYNAMIC SI'EAKLTt
printing press and outfit for used, any one 1928 Coast Guard receivers, otdl for 2AS with output transformer tom -

make, G or 8 tube rutilo. 3 band, in Western Electric amplifier. sew! for uiete in cabinet, new GAO. 11160, and
working
king order. George J. Wier-tel. 120 list. Want new equipment. meters. Bud grilled modulator chassis. Want
St., Wyoming, l'a.
radio
books
and
aagazines.n l iii.
100 mmfd per section medium power
CRYSTALS. 4006005. tamer snub', Lander Meer. 209 South Greene, split-stator fond. Rudy J. Tichy. 2009
Tate Ave., Cleveland. Ohio,
G4:, 10, 83 tubes, many ',milting. Spokane, Wash
receiving parts.
transformers. pm I BAVE 8" ?IAGNtTIC. a" DY- HAVE J
E T T l' H TS I C A L
speakers. Want test equipment. meters, nauite speakers.
auleuoers.
audio course. Short Wave Craft and Popular
a,00d working condition. keys. bugs. transformer,
choke. resistors- some Srteoie magazines, 250V factory built
Cash fur print lug press. IVSSBl'. cash. want 6.35. transformer. Univer- power supply, stout equipment
d
Itlanehst er, Ohio.
sal Model-W mike. ltd lid tube. phono radio parts. What have you: aIf.
pick-up. Daniel l'latek, 225 Ubislam Parchen. 23 Grand St.. Sidney. N. Y.
HAVE 8 POWER FRENCH
edars. Hanmærlund Pro with special
SICAP PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUn''peaker, other items. Want an .IGS HAVE DE LUXE 1U llNGTON RA.- nient. radio parta for poorer supply or
Nat tonal. Super -Pro or similar radio
r (new I, Schlrk Elec. razor. perfect "B' eliminator. write for my list
or testers
oscillator.
d
all
Waie
RCA phono radio retord player. l:.d' and send description of your power

O'

BIM/Cm

C.

Pollock,

Choute,

Kans.

WILL ESCH.INGE ONE S TI-BE
communications receiver and a large
assortment of auto mechante tords
valued at 1200.00. for radio serape
equipment. Alden ]bavard, LSO S.
Stadium Dr., Winston-Salem. N. C.
I WANT 1037 -38 SKY BUDDY OR
FB, or SW3. State your lowest price.
some parts, mane cash. J. Stiles, 130 -22
125 St., Jamaica, S. T.
COMPLETE LIONEL TRAIN, NO.
" locomotive. Na 81 rheostat, Type
"A" transformer, perfect condition.
Want A.C.-D.C. S.W. receiver,
or
1 3
In.p. motor.
'Handel' grinder.
drill press, etc. Paul Schuster, 151
Seaman St., New Brunswick. N. J.
150 WATT ]'HONE AND CW t 0 1Iplete transmitter. all band operation.
Need motorscoa, H.
derson,

U. Gwtnn,

An-

Indiana.

SWAP 616 KODAK SPECIAL F-15
Contpur- rapid, range finder, Jewell
199 tube tester and analyzer. Packard
Lektro- sharer- lots of radio magazines
in

for Kaiak Bantam Special or any fine
miniature. Leslie Bureman, Buckner,
3lissouri.

art

Bush

gun

to

fit

Argus

C.

Trade

for film pack camera, miniature- en
larger. Wayne Guest. 231 Central

]'ark, Houston, Te :.

SWAP: R?LE 51OX CONVERTER.
27.50 MC., 70 MC'. for ILIIE DB20 or
what: William Quigley, 102 Axe.
S., Brooklyn. N. Y.
N'AN
\TED 50 TO 100 WATT OI'Tl't T
transmitter factory Lullt for 211$ and
2738 KC 110 Colt AC supply or
Marine
transmitter.
Dr.
Young.
NUGI, Minneapolis.
WANTED -RALSTON RADIO CODE
Course. also Radio Physics Course by
Alfred A. Ghlnrdi. What do you
need. Edwin Davenport, Pittsford, l' t.
HAVE VISITRON PHOTO. ELE".
trie cell, 2 -82, 1 -81. 1E4, 1 -I9.
1 -1H6G. 1 -1C7G, 1- 12A7, 1 -2.17.
1.26, Hammarlund 10M. coil 2
tug, 3 tube S.W. DC receiver. ltob -r
C. Dole, 10 Clinton Ave., Ruth. I. V..l
SWAP ASSORTMENT NEW AND.
slightly. used RCA metal and glass'
tubes. Pilot Super Wasp rear., Dl' 21
volt tubes. motor cycle speedometer.
12001- transformer C.T., used 2V A,
battery. B eliminator for? Walter
Blunter. Jefferson. W is.
WANTED
AA
ANTt:D ST.1SD.l Itt) PORTABLE
A -1
rondition for
menial 21 -watt Imnater amplifier.'
black cane cuter. uses 2- BSI's, 83.
Requires 415 DB at 5A00 (Suns input;
foutput for 2 speakers, t -ru i rial snip

1-

pay cash for used comnwmirations
Sam Eaton. 7712 Jemtette St..

motor for four tube .V C.

sort

wave

state
recelver or small
condition. W. T. McNeil, 1LE Box
Orleans. La.
16. Crisp. Texas.
2.13 P.A. SYSTEM. CitYSTAL,
ladders. 3 intr. transformers, 2 616. UIS ?fANTLNit sEI:Ch'F 1tLNClt.I
S -1111 audio coupler. IN'ant motorcycle, swap claeg:m Brengle signal genera -i
bug, gas engine or? C. Steldtmann, tor model 0A. Excellent test Moro.'
ment for repairing or experimenting.
Jr., 1121 Hillary. New Orleans, La.
hires ait erras ing
rrenL
ant
SWAI'- PORTABLE l'NDERW(X)D L't
candid camera, portable typewriter.
typewriter,
very good
condition, for
mals, on Irving Goldstene. 332
Rider's Manuals. Will answer all of- Alabama Avenue. Brooklyn.
K.Y.
Eugene Sontos, 33 Ilinchman
fers.
WANTED RIilEks ?LINCALS AND
Ave., Dover, N. J.
Iwaks, a :so interested in
other
radio
WANT RIDERS MANUALS 1 TO e any other radio
erchandise. meters.
new or used tubes, parts. Tongar 6 etc. Will pay cash or trade. Give full
amp. bulb, reply ail. Semi descriptions information amt prim. L. Mueller. 314
and prices or wants to (Robert H. East Market St.. Aberdeen. Wash.
Fleming. 722 N. .laures- (lane. N. Y.
Fl.11'F.
TUBE TRANSCEIVER.
SWAP
ALL KNUS
METERS. to 4000 9 meters, transmits 245 and
pans. mikes, tubes, 5 meter lay power meters. complete. French telephone.
CW-rig 20 alt 160 meter l'lV -rig. Majestic 7 tube auto radio. speaker
25 watt phone rig, used test equip- and steering post control. What hase
ment for what have you. Stanley ltar- pou: John J. Snyder, 71 Osgood Ave..
Ceman, Box 271. Groettinger, Iowa.
Stapleton. S. I.. N. Y.
TRADE 61,6 XMTR 25 WATTS OUT- HAVE ONE SIGNAL GENERATOR.
put, built -ln pwr supply complete with 1 Rider Manual Senidnt
i.'ers
6L6 and rect., colt and forty m xtal 1 Stewart Warner contenter. all geai
for used Sky Buddy or similar rem. condition. Want goal short ve
m
E. Schultz. 43.42 (tourne St., Flush- ceiver lin volts, 60 cycle. All
ing. N. Y.
ans Gordon Temple. 12 Cross St.,
WANTED, GOOD SW AC -DC RE. Westboro, Mass.
return Offer
tube `batter' set, S.H. WANTED:
M A N I' .l t. S
('oars mike, radio parts, tubes, high State conditionBIDER
and give
Emerb'k
freq. beaters. .lmplion loud speaker J. Settle. 2510 Harrison prire.
Ave.. Eureka.
cost 80100 when new, Thornton Lyford,
aut.
260 Woodlawn Ave., Ifubbard Woods,
WANT HIND Olt POWER WOOD
fB.
metal working tads. C clarinet.
WANTED: MINIATURE CAMERA. or
accordion, 18 inch hike. Have any site
canters accessories, plate camera. llave
power supply or moltdator r trans5x7 plate ramera. violin, radio parts formers
for same. W9I'Dti -WPDZ.
Ód tubes. Send your list for mine.
515 East State Blvd., Ft. Wayne,
'9FOC. Rayne Storrh. Beecher. Ill. Indiana.
SIVAP -At'
SI-PER
WASP
'47 HAVE INSTRUt TOGRAPII SR., 10
final,
Peerless
1SCL radio.
2 -300V' American
Morse code
tapes
'
pater supplies. 2 -7:1 DeForest au- sounder. Track for a hog
key. .1. t li.
dios, French Idnoeulara, camera. Want
MrKenxle, lcianer. Nenr.
Bavard, Ifallicrafters. receivers. or?
Wallace Balla. 251 Flax 11111 Road, RADIO SERVICE SIEN AND ENperimenten, Swap:
Journal of the
South Norwalk. Cann.
Institute of Radio Servie lien: 24-HAVE COMPUTING SCALES. PLAT Battery Mana 2 vol. R.T.I. Corre
form scales. radio parts. tubes. Want spondence Course. Noel E. Kurtz,
Supreme 551 analyzer, Nat. SW3. Sky SWL-9, Xenia, Ili.
Rider, Swap list for yours. W. S. TRADETItIMIt FEATHERWEIGHT
crooks, Bos 15, Stow. Ohio.
piton like new. Want snare drum.
UNDERWOOI) PORTABLE TYPE - F. Vieweger, 1111 S. 17th St., Maniwriter to trade radio equipment also towoc. Wis.
Interested in recorders. C. W'. l'hilpot. HAVE ONE ANT) TWO TUBE RA.
111 W'. Main St.. Laurens, S. C.
dies. treasure finder dias.rams. Want
U.S. stamps and coins. Indian relIIACE RACER TUBE SKATES SIZE old
12
good used, hoekey tubes size 6 ics. John Haynes. Doe Run. ?'issouri.
new, telescope. 1000s of good stamps, RADIO PARTS. RIFLES. 10.000 VAcovers, radio parta, Dayrad set tester. dettes obsolete stamps, old money und
Want l'A equipment, I'M speakers. coins for your duplicates. S. P.
trade stamps. Ilaseo. Roseburg, Oregon. Hughes, Auburn. Nebr,
mer,
Nr ew

%%

men

1
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All

answered.

inquiries

Rex

W. Deltrirk, Box 65. Ctarksfork.
Idaho.
II.1VE 1939 EC X -CCT STIL AND
250 nimbi medium paver transmitting
Cantwell condenser. %Vent forty teeter
Mal falling in band from 7126 -7134
KC.. AT cut preferred. also crystal

.lo

Julius Mosonbx, Jr..
ew'port Ace.. Ianna. Ohio.
WANTED: ANY "O" G A U l: E
track. trains. switches. cross- overs.
pickup.

transformers. etc. Hase unused 3c
stamps (88.00). radio parts, tubes.
meters. unused 8M3í film or what do
'ou want! Dickson Witman. 41 Peters
Place. Red Bank, N. J.

1

HAVE 3VESTON MODEL Ail, 5a -050
ammeter. Mazda Suu van projection
bulb. Want 150 sols U.t'. meter or
key, or oimt have you. }'rands 'Biderback. Durand, Wis.
WANTED: COMPLETE SKY BUDDY
its
goal operating cutout ion. State
a -8 -15 -505 ohms
mttptrtu. J. F
price. model, tonditiot, etc. llave some or
Sr a., Pit s
radio parts and stamps. Will also pay' l'restia, c;'o }berth At
Snitm,
Staln St., burgh, l'a.
cash.
J.
S.
300
Vancouver, B. C., Canada.
WANTED: -la' It1.UDY IN GUM)
TRADE RACK stN1) PANEL HIGH condition. hate 1'30 Ib,admasl er
fidelity Theatre 20 watt amplifier with bicycle in A -1 shape with ]rom and
meters and switches. furnishes voltage generator light. Also hate a Stewart
for 2 sound heads. for portable record N'amer converter 19 -200 meters. Wilts
player and high impedance velocity or Allen, Jr.. 1211 Lakefront Ate., East
crystal mike. John Arnold, Itluffs, Iii. Cleveland, Ohio.
HAVE SKY BUDDY FOR SWAI', WILL TRADE tan MILT GENE-

Will

supply.

SWL

EXCHANGE

UNITED STATES
?nGUEL ANGELO. W'411124. 318 East
70 St.. New York City.
JOHN ANTONIO. Box 32, Elkiand.
Penna.
JAMES ARP, 121 Mulberry St., Witliamsport, Pa.
Le0N.«RD N. BARRETT, 1704 Bar-

"S.

A

.]venue, Waco. Texas.

". E. BAS... _079 N. Halsted
St.. Chicago. Ill.
)ALTOS BENSON, 1 No, Stain St..
So. Hadley Falls, ?lass.

PHILIP BRADY. liox 67. McComb,
Miss.
F. E. CAMPBELL. Jlt., 405 E. 4th
St.. Berwick. l'a.
IIIIS.ILD CIlIS1101 \t, 19 ?lauvaln

Ate., Wakefield. ?lass.
}'RANK Dlt-ISAL, JIG. 301 N. Castle
St.,
Baltimore, ltd.
JOBS I'ETF.R GAWEL. 96 Jewett
Parkway. Buffalo, N. Y.
DAVID Gl'THIt1E, Soult Bill. VDHENRY

F. HECKERT, 910 Cool Laugh Street, Red Oak. Iowa.
ID HERBERT, JR., Box .09,

DAN

Isocline, Calif.
LARRY HILKO lTTZ, 31 Post Ave..
BOB JOH_\SON, P. 0. Box 146,
Logan. )Y, Ya.
GORDON C. JOHNSON. 2909 E. 6th
St.. Superior. Wisc.
LAVOYD KI-NEY, Fayette. Ohio.
BOB LARSON. 619 North June
Street. Hollywood, Calif.
JOIN LONG, 9406 Georgia Ave., Sil-

ver Spring, Md.
VEItT ?IANDELSTAM?I, 739 S. Park
St.. Saginaw, Mich.
MERT MEADE, 819 Wyandotte St..
arasas tTty ?1o.
JOHN T. ?t EEIIAN, 242 Governors

Ave., Medford.

Mass.

LEWIS Mt1,TEN1 GUS Seventh St.,
Colon Cit', N. J.
IAIYALL MUMBY. W1SWL. 36 Burr
Avenue. Middletown. Comm.
PAT It.
PATTERSON. 911 St.
]'harles Ave.. N. E., Atlanta, Ga.

E PAVLIDIS,
Conshohocken.

W.

139
Pa.

7:1

.rte.,

GLENN S. PIDGE, 431 Azusa Ave.,
Calif.
DANIEL, PLVTEK, 225 Division Ave..
DANIEL

Brooklyn. N. Y.
VICTOR PONT!. 1024 Unquowa ltd..
Fairfield. Cron.
RILL RASINS, 6611 S. Rockwell
Street. Chicago. III.
LYLE M. B. RATHBUN, 145 South
Ave., Syracuse. N. Y.
J.A?1ES E. RUST, R. R. 2, Green town, Ind.
LAVON RIDDLE, E. High St.. Rock Ille- Ind.
JAMES SUGIY.r3Ll, R.F.D. Box 151,
Auburn, Calif,
J \VIFS TOTH, 11702 Crofton Road,
R.F.D. 10, Cleveland- Ohio.
J. I. V'At'GHT, P. 0. Box 1121. New
Orleans, La.
.lrsTIN W:4RD?1.\N. 832 Linden
Avenue. East Pittsburgh. Pa.
DONALD D. WARNOC'K. Eastern
Howard County Radio Club, Converse. 1nd.
W. J. WEII:HT3IAN, 132 N. 5th,
Middletown. ltd.
DON R. YOI.O?L Bettwille. Ohio.
CARL YOUNGQCIST, 11 21 -12 et.,
Lorain, Ohio.
CANADA

CHARLES TAYLOR.
St. Catharines- Ont.

4

Water St..

ENGLAND

ERNEST J. LOGAN. BSWL -2, 4
Fanshawe St.. ]venge\, Hertford.
A. OGLESBY. 81, Stockton Lane.
York.
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themselves to the optical effects preciously
mentioned and that reflection of the wave
from buildings and natural elevations will
take place. The antenna should be placed in
an open space and as high as possible. The
static disturbances that are so annoying on
lower frequencies are negligible on the
ultra short leaves. but serious interference
from motors and ignition systems may
occur in the region between 5 and 10 meters.
If the aerial is sufficiently high above the
ground. this noise level will be reduced.
As we continue to increase the frequencyof our radio waves, we get into the field
of the ultra -ultra short waves or the
micro -wave. This field at present consists
of waves from about 1 meter down to about
20 centimeters in length. The usual method
of securing oscillations on the lower frequencies is not applicable. Since with present circuits it is extremely difficult to get
anything approximating stability of fr:quency, we find that micro -wave receivers
must tune broadly. The broad tuning of the
super -regenerative circuit makes it particularly useful ois these wavelengths. MicroWaes definitely show the approach to light
waves, since the wavelengths are short
enough to permit the use of solid reflectors.

Short Waves Above
the Clouds
(Cuntina.d ;row Gay: 394)
pedition. Life at the Observatory is good
training for expedition work and one of our
observers, Dave Arenberg, has just left
for the Antarctic With Byrd.
I

Meter

Tests

Our one meter tests began about a year
ago and were carried on by the Observatory
staff, officers, and associates. A compact and
stable transmitter of special design recently developed to use the "door knob" tube.
or Western Electric 316A, was carried on
skis to the mountain and listening tests were
made at Exeter and Brentwood, New
Hampshire. at distances of slightly over
ninety miles. The transmitter and antenna
were placed outside the Observatory on a
frost covered wooden trestle in order to
avoid possible obstruction to the signal by
the building. The Brentwood listening point
is in optical liar -of -sight to the mountain
but the Exeter position is slightly below the
horizon. The signal was first received faintly- at the writer's amateur station in Brent wood, and a few days later Was heard at
Exeter.
Reception of the signals was with super regenerative receivers using simple halfwave antennas, employing single -wire fed
transmission lines. Acorn tubes should be
checked carefully before use at suds high
frequencies because those still giving fair
results an such a "low" frequency as 60
megacycles, may be in poor condition for
use at 225 megacycles. Tone modulated

transmissions were used for listening tests
and observation of signal changes. Voice
was used successfully for communication.
Later, during our tests, converters on the
superheterodyne principle were developed
which gave results comparable to those secured with the other type of receivers. The
stability of transmissions on these frequencies is not yet sufficient to justify the use of
the most selective receivers.
A number of characteristics of signals
on these frequencies were observed as a
result of our experiments. Marked interference patterns are set up on these frequencies with the result that moving the
transmitting or receiving antennas over a
foot or two changes signal strength greatly.
RADIO AND TELEVISION

Physical obstructions to the signal appear
more harmful than on the lower frequencies
and it was observed that, when the antenna
was indoors, the signal was weaker than
when it was in the open. A simple two -element directive antenna was used at the
transmitter and, due to the small size of
directive antennas at these frequencies,
there will no doubt be great progress in improving signals by this means. Under normal conditions, the signal at the writer's
station was strong enough to give about
thirty percent suppression of superregenerative noise by the distant carrier. Fading
characteristics of these frequencies appear
rather similar to those on other ultra -high
frequencies and are probably the result of
changes in atmospheric refraction. Several
distinct types of change in signal strength
have been noted, the difference being largely
in the time element involved. There are
marked changes in signal strength over the
longer periods from hour to hour and from
day to day. At one period a relatively good
signal may be received while in a few hours
the signal may be barely audible. Whether
there is a definite diurnal change is not yet
established. Over short periods the signal
is characterized at times by a rising and
falling from minute to minute. Relatively
large changes in amplitude may take place
in a few minutes. Still another type of fading has a very short period of a second or
so and here again there may be relatively
great changes in amplitude.
These interesting changes in signal
strength indicate that there is a wide field
for study of the propagation characteristics
of these high frequencies. The long range of
transmission secured suggests that with
proper design of equipment, especially antennas, these frequencies may be used to
signal over substantial distances. Amateurs
and experimenters should look upon this as
a fruitful field in which to delve as there
is still little known of the practical use of
i requ, ncies above two hundred megacycles
t 1.5 meters.)
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SPECIAL OFFER
6 COPIES R & T FOR 50c

For a limited time only, and as long
as they last, we will send you six back
numbers of RADIO & TELEVISION
assorted, your choice, for 50 cents.
The usual price for six copies would
be $1.50, and most publishers charge a
higher price for back numbers over one
year old.

P

RADIO & TELEVISION
II -39
99.101 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
Genticmrn: I enclose herewith 50e, for which cos
11)5e:,!
r sax back number copies of RADIO k
TELEI'IFIONt es follows:

-all

James Millen Mfg. Co.
TAMES MIL.f.EN MANUFACTURING CO..
INC., Ira. 111-1 i -sued a new 1939 -40 catalog.

1

A. only a small supply of back numbers on
hand, this offer will be withdrawn as soon as they
have been sold.
We accept U. S. stamps, U. S. coin, or money
rrder. Rush your order today.

I

We can supply only the following back numbers: Dec., 1930 ; Feb., April, June, Sept., Oct.,
1931; July. Oct., 1932; Jan., April. Oct., Nov.,
1933; Jan., Feb., Mar., May, June, July, Aug.,
issues except January,
Sept. 1934: 1935
February and March; 1936, 1937, 1938
issue:
issues to date.
1939
If you do not specify copies, we will send assorted numbers to fill your order. Note. we cannot
exchange the copies for ones that have been sent
to you.
Every copy of RADIO a TELEVISION contains information which you should have. Herr
is a chance to pet those copies.
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THE RADIO-CRAFT LIBRARY SERIES (each volume fifty cents)
complete and authentic set of Volumes- treats individually, important
divisions of radio, refrigeration and air conditioning. Each book baa been
designed to give you the opportunity to learn one or more branches of the
fields mentioned. The authors of the books are well -known to everyone. Each
is an expert -an authority on the subject ---each is thoroughly familiar with

-All
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PRIED
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-all
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MOST COMPLETE LO

RADIO'S

a handsome job it is. Not only does it shore
many of the standard parts used by most Hams and
s\yL's, but it also includes pictures and de

and

Nan,.
AddrnCity

Stute

tiens of nteny parts not heretofore obtainable. Some
of the lesser known items are: Geared trans n:ir.inr condensers, universal joint remote coupl:l,ge. -pedal neutralizing condensers, antenna
"re- wired'' foundation units, etc. The
c:,.,.
conLins 1' paces crammed full of in-

A Combination DX Directional Receiving

Aerial
"Fade- Ometer"

-A

World

New Instrument for

Servicemen

Making Milliammeter Multipliers
Nc.
6

New Catalog by Allied Radio

42
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Stations

5.40.

6.335

Call
OAXIA

6.324

COCW

6.310

HIT

Call
1-4115

Mc.

SANTIAGO

D. R., 46.73

7.35 pm. Ex. Surs.

^.,

TGQA

QUEZALTENANGO, GUATEMALA,
46.88 m., Mo. -Fn. 9.11 pm. Sat.

6.388

H

19

SANTIAGO, D. R., 46.95 m., Mon.
6.6.45, 8-8 45 pm.

6.384

Z Z

BASSETERRE, ST. KITTS, W. IN.
DIES, 46.99 ^,. 4.4.45 p^
Wed.
7 -7.30 cm.

6.357

HRPI

SAN PEDRO SULA, HONDURAS,
47.20 m., 6.7.30 am., 2.4 pm. &
',reg. to !0 pm.

6.216

OAX4G

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D.

6.280

HIIG

10

I

pm. -I em. Sur.

1.3

pm.

I

pm,

22

for November,

1939

6.340

HIIX

R.5 47.32 er.
Sun. 7.40-10.40 am., doily 12.101.10 pm., Tues. and Fri. 8.10 -10.10

pm.
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ICA, PERU, 47.33 m. Adds. La Vct
de Chlc! ayo, Casilla No. 9. 8pm,
HAVANA, CUBA, 47.4 en., Adds.
La Voz del Radio Philco, P. O.
Boa 730. 6.55 am. 12 m. Sun. 9.55
am.-I0 pm.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R. 47.52 m.
Daily except Sat. and Sun.
L.0
am.-2.25 pm., 5.10 -8.40 pm. Sat.
5.10 -11.10 pm. Sun. 11.40 am.-I.40
I

6.400

THE

new Allied Radio catalog is one of the
hawlsumest this company has ever produced.
It contains 200 pages packed full of items that
the Hain and experimenter will find very useful.
A large section in the front of the book is devoted
to Knight radio receivers, after which are tubes,
test instruments, public address
-tens, phono
apparatus. antennas. speakers, etc. - Large sections
are likewise devoted to volume controls, resistors
and fixe,) condensers. Ham apparatus, too. comes
in for its share of attention. The usual small parts,
tools and set components, are also included, and at
the Lack of the leek is a bargain section giving
some cxcellt nt vaine: in apparatus that every one
can use.

S

(Continued front fang 41'

LIMA, PERU, 47.63 m., Add..
Apartado 1242. Daily 7.10.30 pm.

TRUJILLO CITY, D. R., 4717 m.
7.109.40 em., 11.40 am. -2.10 pm.,
3.40 -9.40 pm.
(Continued on following page)
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World

FREE CATALOGS and INFORMATION
carefully reading the advertising columns, you will find many offers fo furnish li erature
containing valuable technica information +hat will help you in your work. Use this lis freely.
By

Firm

Business

Allied Engineering Institute
Allied Radio Corp.

American Microphone Co.
American Radio Institute
Amperite Co.
Audel. Theo., & Co.
Bliley Electric Co.

Set & Kit Mfr.
Mail Order
Parts Mfr.
Radio School
Parts Mfr.
Book Publisher
Parts Mfr.

Browning Labs.. Inc.
Bud Radio. Inc.
Burstein -Applebee Co.
Cameradio Co.
Candler System Co.
Cannon. C. F., Co.
Capitol Radio Eng. Inst.
Consolidated Wire & As. Co.
Cornell -Dubilier Elec. Corp.
Coyne Electrical School

Kit & Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.

Dodge's Institute
Eilen Radio Labs.
Goldentone Radio Corp.
Guthman. Edwin I.. & Co.

Radio School
Set & Kit Mfr.
Set Mfr.
Set & Parts Mfr.
Set & Parts Mfr.
Mail Order
Mail Order
Parts Mfr.
Code Machine
Corres. School
Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.

Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Harrison Radio Co.
Henry Radio Shop
Insuline Corp. of America
Instructograph Company
International Corres.Schools
International Resistance Co.
J.F.D. Manufacturing Co.
Mass. Radio School
Midwest Radio Corp.
Millen. J.. Mfg. Co.. Inc.
National Company. Inc.
National Radio Institute
National Schools
New York Y.M.C.A. Schools
Olson Mfg. Co.
Oxford -Tartak Radio Corp.

Radio & Technical Publ. Co.
Radio Corp. of America
Radio Train. Assn. of Amer.
Radio Wire Television Inc.
Radolek Co.. The
RCA Institutes, Inc.
Rosicrucians, The
Sig/non Radio Supply
Solar Mfg. Corp.

Mail Order
Mail Order
Code Course
Parts Mfr.
Radio School
Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.
Trade School

Radio School

Set Mfr.
Parts Mfr.
Set & Parts Mfr.
Radio School
Radio School
Trade School
Set Mfr.
Parts Mfr.
Radio Textbooks
Radio & Telev'n
Radio School
Mail Order
Mail Order
Radio School
Fraternal Society
Set Mfr.. Dealer
Parts Mfr.

Ojer

No.

Cost

Circulars
1940 204 -page Catalog
Technical Bulletin
Booklet

33

Chart
Information

AR

Engineering Bulletin
Circular
Bulletin
Circular
Bulletin
Catalog
1940 Catalog
1939 Catalog
Book of Facts
Folder
48 -page Booklet
Information
Catalog
Electrical Catalog
Radio Catalog
Catalog
Circular
1940 Bargain Catalog
Catalog
"Super -Pro" Folder
Information
Information
New Catalog
Information
Booklet

E -6
A -6
A-7

RT -I

19

56

T-11

I75A

422
415

IOc

435

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

Literature
Information
60 -page Catalog
1940 Catalog
1939 -40 Catalog
Catalog

Free
Free

432

419
419
437
439
434
439
429
435
387

424
428
428
419

Radio School
Publisher
Code Machine
Parts Mfr.

52 -page Book

Free
Free
Free
Free

Triplett Electrical Inst.Co.
Turner Co.. The
Universal Microphone Co..
Vibroplex Co., Inc.. The

Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.
Code Machine

Catalog
Information

Ward, Montgomery

Mail Order

Radio Equip. Catalog

Information
Folder

3-II

Catalog

400-D

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

Information
Information
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6.210

Stations

-

437
432

A. Foray. 4.30
11.45 pro.-1

6.190

JLK

6.190

HVJ

VATICAN

as °..

Tues,. Fri.
3-3.30 pm.
6.190

T02

GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 48.47
m., Addr. Dir. Genf. of Electr.
Commun. Relays TGI Mon. -Fri.
6 -11
pm., Sat. 6 pm. -3 am. Suns.

6.181

HIIA

SANTIAGO, D.

6.170

WCBX

6.133

HIIN

6.150

HJDE

6.110

CJRO

NEW YORK CITY, 48.59 m., Addr.
Col. B'cast System, 485 Madison
Ave., 12 m. -2 am.
MOC10
CTY, D. R., 48.75 m. 6.409.ApmI
MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA, 48.78 m.,
9.30 am. -I pm. 5-11.30 pm.

WINNIPEG,
MAN.,
48.78 m., Addr. (See

6.110

2P14

VILLARRICA,

6.145

ZTD

DURBAN,

m.

6.133

ZN

SP48'

CR7AA

6.130

VM111

6.130

TIBM

434

RHODESIA, S.
BULAWAYO,
AFRICA, 48.8 m. Mon. Wed.,
. 5. 3. 5
and F r
pm.; tuas.
am. -12 n.; Thun. 10 am. -12 n.

6.130

CHNX

421

6.130

HS4PJ

447

6.130

LKJ2

6.121

CXAA

6.122

HPBN

6.122

FKBAA

434

434

1

I

1

I

GEORGETOWN,

BRIT.

GUIANA.

48.94 m. 9.10 am., 2.15.6.30 pm.,
Sun. 5.30 -11.30 am., 3 -5 pm.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA. 48.94 m.

"El Mundo", Apartado

1049. II
pm., Sun. 10 em.-6 pm.
HALIFAX, N. S., CAN., 48.94 m.,
I

P. 0. Box 998. 7 am.-11.15
pm. Sat. 8 am. -11.30 pm. Sun.,
Noon -11.15 pm. Relays CHNS.
BANGKOK, SIAM. 48.94 m. Daily
Ex. Mon. 8 -10 am.
JELOY, NORWAY, 48.94 m. Noon 6 pm.
MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY, 48.98
m., Addr. Rodio Electoco de
Montevideo, Mercedes 823. 8
am.Noon. 2 -10 pm.
PANAMA CITY, PAN., 49 m.,
Addr. Box 1045. 10 am..I per.,

Addr.

-II

P.

NEW CALEDONIA,
Radio Noumea, Addr.
Charles Gaveau, 44 Rue de l'Alme., Wed. & Sets. 2.30.3.30 am.

NOUMEA,

49.00 m.,

6.120

WCBX

NEW YORK CITY, 49.01 m., Addr.
See 6.170 roc., 12 m. -1 am. in
October and December.

6.117

KIWI

MEXICO

439

TELEVISION

1

PITTSBURGH, PA., 48.83 m., Addr.
Westinghouse Electric 6 Mfg.
Co. Relays KC/KA 10 pm. -12 ro.
LEOPOLDVILLE, BELGIAN CON48.83 m .uns. 5.35 -7 am.
WARSAW, POLAND, 48.83 m., 3.
pm.
LAURENCO MARQUES, PORT. E.
AFRICA, 48.87 m. Daily 12.05.1,
4.30.6.30, 9.30 -1I em., 12.05 -4 pm.,
Sun. 5.7 am., 10 em. -2 pm.

5

427

.

3.30 -5 am.

am.I

B.C.

48.8

9.753 mc.)
From Nov. I: Daily 11.20 -3.45
pm., Sat. till 4 pm., Sun. til 3.20
pm. Until Nov. I: Daily ex. Sat.
11.45
pm. -12.50 am. Daily ex.
Sun. 5.30.7, 9-11.15 am.

i

6.117

AFRICA,

Addr. (see ZRO,

Sun.

6.140

431

CANADA,

11.720 me.)
5 -10 pm.
PARAGUAY, 48.78

pm.
SOUTH

4 -6

m.

I.F.C.

439

48.5 m., Addr.
am.-5 pm.

Daily 6 pm. -I2 m., Sun.

OQ2AA

441

7

49 Alat.'toadeaet Sand

6.140

437
425
427.432
433
429

R

O. Box 423.

P.

WPIT

448
426

am., 3.8 pm.

7.11

6.140

426

CITY, 48.47 m., Mon.,
Thur., Sat. 2.3.30 pm.,
pm. Thur. also
2 -3

Wed.,

4:3

428

or 5.30 -9.15 am.

arn.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 48.36
m. Irregular.
TOKYO, JAPAN. 48.47 m. 8.9.30

426
434

385
433

4.6 pm.

SAIGON, INDO- CHINA, 48.28 m.,
Addr. Radio Boy- Landry, 17 Place

HIM

448

431

CIUDAD TRUJILLO. D. R., 48 m.,
Addr. "La Voz dal Partido Dom iniceno." 12 n. -2 pm., 6 -10 pm.
LA CEIBA, HONDURAS, 48.12 m.,
Addr. "Le Voz de Atlantide."
8 -11 pm.; Sat. 8 pm. -I am.: Sun.

4.700

426

417

Free

HRD

431

Free
Free
Literature
Free
Book
78
Free
1940 Radio Catalog
1940 Radio Profit Guide
Free
Free
Catalog
Free
Book
Free
1939-1940 Catalog
9S
Free
General Parts Catalog
2X
Free
Transmitting Catalog
Condenser Testers Cat. CBCC-I Free

I

6231

432

441

RT -1

Bulletin
Information
Circulars on each Book

Call

HIIN

433

Free

Literature
Booklet

Condenser Catalog

446

435

I.B.C.

Parts Mfr.

Co.

437
434

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

3COL

64 -page Book

Sprague Products Co.
Sprayberry Acad. of Radio
Supreme Publications
Teleplex Co.
Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co.

&

Ado.

Mc.
6.243

Page

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

E -7

-W

S

(Continued fro,n preced na page)

6.116

-

Addr.
XEFO

SAIGON,
m.,

pm.

Sill OWN

S

9

6

or

CITY, MEX., 49.03 re.,
de Mayo 21. Relays
am. -1 pm., 7 pm. -2 am.

FR.
7

INDO- CHINA,

to 9.30 am.,

11

49.05
-11.30

PRAGUE, BOHEMIA, 49.05 m. (See
11.40 roc.)

RADIO AND TELEVISION

Mc.
6.110

6.105

6.100

Call
XEGW

HJAB
YUA

MEXICO

MEX., 49.1 in.,
Addr. Le Voz de Aquila Aztecs
desde Max., Apartado 8403. Relays XEJW II pm: I am.
MANIZALES, COL.,
COL. 49.14 m., Addr.
P. O. Box 175.
6.30 -10 pm.
Sat. to 11 pm. Sun. 2.30.5 pm.
BELGRADE, JUGOSLAVIA. 49.18
m. 1.3, 6.30-8.30 am., Noon -6.30
CITY,

Mc.

Call

6.030

CFVP

CALGARY, ALTA, CAN., 49.75 m.
Thur. 9 am.-1 am.; Sun. 12 n:

6.030

RW96

MOSCOW. U.S.S.R., 49.75

6.030

OLR2B

6.023

XEUW

PRAGUE, BOHEMIA, 49.75 m. (See
11.875 mc.) Off the a;r at present.
VERA CRUZ, MEX., 49.82 m., Addr.

W9XF

6.100

WNBI
ZRK

6.097

ZRJ

6.095

JZH

6.090

ZNS

6.090

CRCX

1.090

ZBW2

6.090

ZHJ

6.083

VQ7LO

6.080

6.090

WCBI
CRY9

49.18 m.,

4

-6.50

pm. (Sat. to 5.30 pm.) 1.2 am.
BOUND BROOK, N. J. 49.18 m.,
Addr. Natl. Broad. Co. 9 pm:
12

6.097

Av., Independencia 9b.

CHICAGO, ILL.,

1.079

6.077

HP5F

DJM

OAX4Z

6.020

XEXA

6.020

DJC

6.017

HI3U

m.

KLIPHEUVEL, S. AFRICA, 49.2 m.,
Addr. S. African Broad. Co.,
Johannesburg. Daily 12 n.-4 pm.,
Sun. 12 n.-3.20 pm.
JOHANNESBURG, S. AFRICA, 49.2
m. Addr, S. African Broad. Co.
Daily exc. Sat. 11.45 pm. -12.50
am.; Daily exc. Sur. 3.15 -7
9 -11.30 am. (Sat. 8.30.11.30 am.)
Sun. 3.30 -4.30 or 4 -5 em., 5.30 -7,
8.40 -11.30 am.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 49.22 m., Addr.
(See 11.800 roc., JZJ.) Irregular.
NASSAU, BAHAMAS. 49.26 m.,
Addr. Dir. of Tel. East St.,
Nassau. 1.30.2, 8 -9 pm.
TORONTO, CAN., 49.26 m., Addr.
Can. Broadcasting Corp. Daily
6.45 am. -4 pm., Sun. 9.30 em.II pc..
HONGKONG, CHINA, 49.26 m..
Addr. P. O. Box 200. Irregular.
PENANG, FED. MALAY STATES,
49.26
6.40 -E.40 a -.. except
San.. also Sat. 11 pm..I am.
NAIROBI, KENYA, AFRICA, 49.31
Addr. Cable and Wireless.
Ltd. Mon., Fri. 5.30-6 am., 11.15
em. -2.15 pm., also Tues. and
Thurs. 8.15.9.15 am.; Sat. 11.15
am. -3.15 pm.; Sun. 10.45 am:
1.45 pm.
CHICAGO, ILL., 49.34 m., Addr.
Chicago Fed. of Labor. Relays
WCFL irregular.

-.

MACAO, MACAO.

49.34 m., Tues.

8.30.10 am.
.1.087

I

COLON, PAN., 49.34 m., Addr.
Carlton Hotel. 7 -9 pm.
BERLIN, GERMANY,
49.34
m.,
Addr., Broadcestirg House. Irregular.
LIMA, PERU, 49.35 m. Radio Na.
tioral 7 p rm. 1.30 em. Except

VP3MR

6.070

6.069

CFRX

VE9CS

-

6.065

SBO

6.060

-

t

YDD

060

6.060

6.060

WLWO

WCAB

GEORGETOWN,

BRI.

GUIANA,

m. Sun. 7.45 -10.15 am.;
Daily 4.45 -8.45 pm.
TORONTO. CAN., 49.42 m. Relays
CFRB 6 30 am. -I, pm.. Sun. 9 am:
pm.
VANCOUVER, B. C., CAN., 49.42
m. Sun, 1.45 -9 pm., 10.30 pm.am.; Tues. 6 -7.30 pm., 11.30
pm. -1.30 em. Daily 6 -7.30 pm.
TANANARIVE, MADAGASCAR,
49.42 n,
Addr. (See 9.51 mc.)
12.30.12.45, 3.30.4.30. 10-11 em.,
Sun 2.30.4.30 em.
MOTALA, SWEDEN. 49.46 m. Relays Stockholm 4.15 -5 pm.
TANANARIVE, MADAGASCAR,
49.5 m., 12.30. 12.45. 3.30 -4.30. 1011
am.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 49.5 m., 5.30
am. on.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, 49.5 m.,
Addr. Crosley Radio Corp. Relays WLW Sun. 7 am.-6.30 pm -,
Mon., Tues., Thur. 5.45 -II pm.,
Sat. to 10 pm. Otter dass to 10.30
pm.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 49.5 m. Tues.,
Wed., Fri. 5.30.6.15, 6.30.11 pm.

0

HJAA

6.015

PRAB

4.010

OLR2A

6.010

COCO

6.010

VK9MI

6.010

CJCX

6.007

XYZ

6.007

ZRH

8.40

6.005

HPSK

6.005

CFCX

6.005

VE9DN

6.002

CXA2

6.000

Sat.

PAN., 49.96 m., Addr.
de la Victor. 7 -9
pm., 5.11 pm.
MONTREAL, CAN., 49.96 m., Can,
Marconi Co. Relays CFCF 6.45
am. -12 m.; Sun. 8 am.10.15 pr
DRUMMONDVILLE, QUE., CAN.,
49.96
Addr. Ca -edlen Maconi Co.
MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY. 49.98 m.
Addr. Rio Negro 1631. Relais
152. Radio Prieto, Buenos Aires.

MEXICO

XEBT

Addr.

I

CITY.

0.

P.

!.45 am.
5.990

MEX.,

Box

50.08

Also

ar-

10

IN
RyTtrIN pRI
Cf
,

E

the MOST for

u

,rest Prices! lies[
a Values! >losl

_

k

Fastest ServUr:
f-TII.E noisy NOW"

15,000 REPAIR PARTS

OVER

The
of radio rep'

duplicate

All lend-

lente

a

rnaranr'I.

Prices!

est

,et.

part. and exact
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ing brande. .UI

s

COMPLETE TUBE SELECTION
All

T'hiko,

special
anarnitt inn

h.n.
ti

Prs

t6'pes.

throe.

t

tubes.

it ion,

I

pte

rnd

'oudrItte re

NEWEST TEST INSTRUMENTS
'file most complete line ever
played

In

any catalog.

All

I.

,

adting

make.. Latest improved wodels a'

Mires.

[anent

CS2WD

5.975

OAX4P

S.

AFRICA,

(See 6.147 mc.,

ZEE.'

5.968

5.950

5.940

HVJ

HH2S

OAX2A

5.855

HIIJ

5.825

TIGPH

WDJM

MIAMI BEACH.

FLA

49.65

m.

-3 pm., 9 pm.-2 am., Sun. 4-6
pm. Relays WIOD.
BOSTON, MASS., 49.65 m., Addr.
University Club. 7.9 pm. exc.
Sat. & Sun. Sun. 2.30 -6 pm.

5.813

TIGPH2

5.810

YONG

1

PANAMA CITY, PAN.,
Addr. P. O. Box 910.
2, 6 10

pm.

49.75
10.30

m..

em:

m.,

50.15

air at present.
PORT -AU- PRINCE,
m., Addr.
on,.

0.

P.

HAITI, 50.37
Box A103. 7.9 45

bargain,!

nnbhu

50.51

m.,

Chimer-Radio

,turnst is

Iona.

I!,',n.,.,

,:o.ir, I,,

{tilling
Nov

®

I

c
gu
epl.,
,.rials,
ustrnn pat
I.lar,» for all autos, m,,.,

autm

:,tine

COMPLETE P. A.
New

I.e.

Thu., Sat., Sun. 7 -10 pm.
MAFEKING,
BRI.
BECHUANALAND S. AFRICA, 50.84 m.
The Govt. Engineer, P. 1
106, 6 -7 am. -2.30 pm. 6. t
-.

t

New

EVERYTHING FOR A TO RADIO

IN

TRUJILLO. PERU,

VALUES

hupt s,Irct1un of money. savinn

I.

to

.,

IOU

'tt8.

LECTION

t'o:.

eatems wfor germa,
le and portable itodnl-

A.
..r.

S

Iul.ilr address apis:;

15 i0

Item

(RR

Isent

L'J.@3<r'

rallies!

NEW ELECTRICAL A PLIANC S

1

m.

6.040

PORTUGAL,

Addr. Rua Capelo 5. 3.30.6 pr's.
HUANCAYO, PERU, 50.16 m. La
voz del Centro del Peru. 9 -I cr-.
VATICAN CITY, 50.27 m. Off the
I

PEREIRA, COLOMBIA.9 am.-Noon,
6.30.10 pm.

TAMPICO MEXICO, 49.6 m. Irregular 7 -II pm.

LISBON,

GREATEST RADI

-n. 3.30 -5 em,

End of Broadcast Band
5.977

HRN

1939

PAGES

A

rn.
5

m

50

79.44,

SALISBURY, RHODESIA,

ZEA

HI9B

em. Sun. 6.30-11

1

IL

12.'5.3.15 t
1145 p'-.12.50

164

,

.

S.1375

p.m. 1

DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 49.59 m.,
-6, 6.20 -9.15 pm.

for November,

exc.

Box 33, La Voz
am., 10.30 am:

5.885

1I

XETW

HPSB

arr.
COLON,

".

^. -'!2

e

Daily

TILS

6.045

6.033

PERNAMBUCO, BRAZIL. 49.85 r.,
Radio
cf Pe'ambuco, 4 -9
pm.
PRAGUE, BOHEMIA,
m.
49.92
Addr, (See OLR, 11.84 mc.)
-reg.
HAVANA CUBA, 49.92 m., Addr.
P.
O. Box 98. Daily 7.55 am.12 m., Sun. until II pm.
S. S. KANIMBLA, 49.92 m. (Travels
between Australia and New Zear.rrrl. 5,,.r Wed., T`u's. 6.307.30 am.
SYDNEY, NOTA SCOTIA, 49.92 m.
Re!afs CJCB 7 e- :12.30 pr-.
RANGOON, BURMA. 49.94 m
-, Sat. 9.30.
6.30 -10 am., 9.:I pr
II pm,
ROBERTS HEIGHTS
S. AFRICA,
49.94 m.. Addr. (See ZRK, 9.606
°c ) Deily exc. Sun. 9.30 er3.30 pm (to 4.45 orn. Sat.). S.'.
-

5.900

GSA

WSLR

a) "R

pm.

I

ZNB

6.050

6.040

PROFIT GUIDE!

D. R., 49.84 m. 7.30-9 arm. 12 n.2 pm., 5 -7 pm., 8 -9.30 pm.; Sun.
12.30-2, 5 -6 pm.

5.900

r.

1.054

MEXICO CITY, MEX., 49.83 m.,
Addr. Dept of Education. Daily
B -II em.,
2.30 -4 pm., 7.30 pm:
12.45 am. Sun. 1.30 pm: 12.45 em.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 49.83 m.,
A4.3ddr. (See 6.079 mc.) 11.30 am.-

I

Sat.

RADOLEK RADIO

pm..

IO

am.

5.30.10.30 pm.

49.35

6.070

Savemaxr,:l

1.3,

SANTIAGO DE LOS CABALLEROS

Sun.
6.075

r.

pm.

4 -7

Pm.
6.100

m.

12

SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 50.65 m.
6.10 pm.

SANTIAGO, D. R 50.95 m. Irregular 6 -II pm.
TEGUCIGALPA, HONDURAS. 51.C6
m. 1.15 -2.16, 8.30-10 pm.; Su3.30-5.30. 8.30-9.30 pm.
SAN PEDRO DE MACORIS, D. R.,
51.25 m., Addr. Box 204.
11: <
am. -1.40 pm., 6.10.8.40 pm.
SAN JOSE COSTA RICA. 51.5 m
Addr- Alma Tice, Apartado 800
II am. -1 pm., 6 -10 pm. Relays
TIX 9.10 pm.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 51.55
m., Addr. Senor Gonzalo Pintc.
H.
ST.

JOHNS,

NEWFOUNDLAND.
Corp. cf

51.6 m., Adds. Broad.
Ne wfour dear. d.
1.790

T65

GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 51.75
m. Casa Preidencial, Senor .1. M.
Caballeros. Irregular.
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it
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Exits

prurits fur
Brand
Electric Irons, ` Stores.
Heaters, Percoltor,. R'aMe Inns.
Vacuum Cleaners. Trahis. ('lak -.
3115ms, etc.. at lmrest prices:

'The

RADOLEK

W. Randolph, Chicago,
Dept. T -35
601

"tad

l'It'

tltc
I:.

1940

lladolrk Radio frost

Guide

Same

Addict,
Serviceman t

Dealer?

Experimenter

9

;l

447

5.735

Call
HCIPM

5.460

YNOP

5.300

ZIK3

Mc.

{

QUITO, ECUADOR, 52.28 m. Irregular IO pm. -12 m.
MANAGUA, NICARAGUA, 52.40
m., 8.30.9.30 pm, Sun. 2 -3 pm.
BELIZE, BRIT. HONDURAS, 56.6
m., Tue., Thurs., Sat. 1.30 -2, 8.309

5.145

RADIO

OKIMPT

MANY OPPORTUNITIES
STILL

AHEAD

The radio industry has hit its full stride!
The future, with Television, presents great
opportunities -for the trained man! The
I. C. S. Radio Course, prepared by experts

practice as well as theory, is constantly
revised to meet new developments. This
Course can make you a trained man
prepare you for promotion and a trained
man's salary! Send for free booklet.
in

-

PMY

Box

2891 -F.

Scranton. Penna.
on subject checked:
O Radio Service Man

me-free-information
Radio
Radio Operator

5.040

YVSRN

5.020

YV4RQ

5.010

YVSRM

4.990

YV3RX

4.970
4.960

YVIRJ
VUD2

4.960

YVSRS

4.950

YV4RO

4.940

YVSRO

4.930

YV4RP

4,920

YVSRU

4.920

VUM2

4.910

YVIRY

4.905

HJAG

Name

4.900

YV6RT

Address

4.900

HJCH

HAMS,buyEXPERIMENTERS!
for that new transmitter,

4.900

HJCH

4.890

YVIRX

4.890

HJGD

4.885

HJDU

4.880

VUB2

D Electrical Engineer

BANDOENG, JAVA,

antennacomplete
write for Stgmon's low
Air :vcurtand SSeen'Ico Suppliesa Land ogfuaranteet`to
you money on all
purchases.
oila new
yours needs
andI
will quote our lowestlsdelivered
price.
ekinds f amateur and communications equip
ment designed and built to your specifications.

SIGMON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
CUSTOM UILT RADIO HEADQ

104

Washington St..

East.

Charleston.

W. Va.

Westinghouse
Power Generator
Manufacturas for ti.

S.

Walt.

200

Signal Corps
110

V. AC

A. C. ELECTRICAL POWER
a Windmill. from available Waterpower. front your
Automobile. from your Motorcycle. from your Bicycle. Foot pedals or Handerank (for transportable Radio Transmitters,

from

Strong Flooiltights, Advertising Signs);
AC Radio sets from 32 V. DC
terns, operate two generators In serles
AC; obtain two phase and three phase

Operate

There Arr. Over 25

do you want

to
farm light sys
to get 200 V.
AC. etc.. etc.

i pplications

Some of which are:
A.C. Dynamo lighting front eight to ten

20 Watt 110
Volt lamp:. Short tt'ase Transmitter supplying IIO Volts
AC for operating "Rain" transmitter. Operating 11n V.
AC 60 Cy, le Radio Receiver In Dv districts. Motor Generator. Public Address Systems. Electric Sirens on motor
boats, yachts, etc. lamp lighting. Short Wve artificial
"fever" apparatus. Television. Pelson Waterwheel for
lighting or other purposes. Airplane: for lighting strong
searchlights or electric signs. Laboratory work, etc.. etc.
t4 to l
R.P. needed to run generator.

BLUEPRINT 22:28
81:

x

12

in.

FREE

Generator, as described, including Blue -prim
and

instructions

Send

4.880

YV6RU

4.875

HJFH

4.865

HJBJ

4.860

YVI RL

4.855

HJCF

4.850

YVIRZ

4.845

HJCD

4.840

VUC2

4.840

YV4RX

4.835

HJAE

4.830

YVSRH

4.825

HJED

4.820

YV3RN

4.815

HJBB

4.810

YVIRU

4.800

YVI RV

m.,
am: pm ., Sun. am.-8 pm.
BOLIVAR, VEN., 61.22 m. Signs off
at 9.30 pm.
BOLIVAR, VENEZ., 61.22 m., Signs off at 9.30 pm.
BOGOTA, COLOM., 61.22 m., 11.30
am.-2, 6 -II pm.
MARACAIBO VENEZ., 61.35 m.,
10.30 am.- !.130, 4.30 -10.30 pm.
BUCARAMANGA, COL., 61.35 m.,
5.45 -6.30, 11.30 am.-1 pm., 6-II
pm.
MEDELLIN, COLOM., 61.42 m., 8
am. -2, 6 -II pm.
BOMBAY, INDIA, 61.48 m. Addr.
All India Radio, 7.30 am:12.30
pm.
BOLIVAR, VENEZ., 61.48
6.309.30 pm. except. Sundays.

$790

1915 S.

448

State Street. Dept.

RT1139. Chicago.

I

ARMENIA, COLOM.,
8II am., 6 -10 pm.
SANTA MARTA, COLOM., 6167

MARACAIBO, VENEZ., 61.73 m.,
am.-1 pm., 4.30 -10.30 pm.
BOGOTA, COLOM., 61.80 m.,
pm: mid. ex. Sundays.

I I

7

VALERA, VENEZ., 61.88 m., 11.30
am. -I, 5.45 -8.45 pm.
BOGOTA, COLOM., 61.92 m., 611.30 pm.
CALCUTTA, INDIA, 6L98 m. Addr.
All India Radio. 6.30 am. -12 n.
MARACAY VENEZ, 61.98 m., 6 -I1
pm. ex. Sundays.
CARTAGENA, COLOM., 62.05 m.,
7 am.-6, 7.11 pm.
CARACAS, VENEZ., 62.11 m., 5 -9.30
pm. (Sun. to 10.30 pm.)
CALI, COLOM., 62.17 m., 7 -I1 om.
ex. Sundays.
BARQUISIMETO, VENEZ., 62.24 m.,
11.30 am.-I.30, 5.30 -9.30 pm.

CUCUTA, COLOMBIA, 62.31 m.
MARACAIBO, VENEZ. 62.38 m.,
10.45 am, -12.45 pm., 4.tí0 -10.30 pm.

HJDX

4.795

HJFC

PEREIRA,

4.790

YVSRY

HJAB

9.30-10.30 pm.

COLOM.,

am: noon,

62.57 m., 9
6.30 -10.30 pm. ex. Sun.

CARACAS, VENEZUELA, 62.63 m.,
5.30 -8 pm.

COLOM.,

BARRANQUILLA,

62.69

HJGB

BUCARAMANGA, COLOM., 62.87
m., Nightly to 10.45 or II pm.

4.745

HJCX

BOGOTA

Apartado

4.560

HC2ET

COL., 63.23 m., Addr.
26 -65,

pm., Sun.

6

12 n -2

-II pm.

pm., 5.30-

GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR,
Wed. 3 Sat. 8 -10 pm.

Please say you saw

it

in
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437
434
435
432

Co.
B

Barter & Exchange Free Ads
Bliley Electric Co
Browning Laboratories. I oc.
Bud Radio, Inc
Burstein-Applebee Co

442 -444
433

4I9
419
417

C

Cameradio Co
Candler System Cu...
Cannon, C. F.. Co...
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
Commercial Notices
Consolidated Wire & Assoc. Corp-.
Cornell -Dubilier Electric Corp.
Coyne Electrical School

419
414
439
417
442
419
435
387

.

D

Dataprint Company
Dodge's Institute

434
432
E

Eilen Radio Labs.

424
F

For Sale Ads
Foto -Craft

442
439
G

Goldentone Radio Corp.
428
...
Gold Shield Products..
426, 434, 439. 441
Guthman, Edwin I., & Co., Inc.
428
.

,

H

Hammariund Manufacturing Co.. Inc
Harrison Radio Co
Henry Radio Shop
Hudson Specialties Company

419

Instructolsraph Company.
Insuline Corp of America
International Correspondence Schools
International Resistance Co.

432
417
448
423

431

416

4t8

J

J. F. D. 'Manufacturing Co

426

M
Mass. Radio School
Midwest Radio Corporation
Millen, James, Mfg. Co., Inc..

414
431

Inside Front Cover

N

National Company. Inc.
National Plans Institute
National Radio Institute
National Schools
New York Y.M.C.A. Schools

Inside Back Cover
441

t85
433
434
428

N.R.P.D.A.

O
Olson Mfg. Co.

428
441

Oxford- Tartak Radio Corporation
R

Radio Amateur Course
388
Radio & Technical Publ. Co.
417
Radio Corporation of America..
Back Cover
Radio Publications
428. 4.16, 441. 445
Radio Training Assn. of America ....
..
434
Radio Wire Television, Inc.
421
Radolek Co., The
447
.

.

RCA Institutes, Inc

434

Rosicrucians, The.

426
S

Sigmon Radio Supply
Solar Mfg. Corp..
Sprague Products Co.
Sprayherry Academy of Radio
Supreme publications

448
4 26
437
425
427, 432

T

Tecltnifax

426
43 3
429
439

Teleplex Co.
Thortlarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
Turner Co., The

441

U

Universal Microphone Co.. Ltd

439

V

Vibroplex Co., Inc., The

4.30-10.30 pm. ex. Sundays.

4.772

11

III.

1

4.795

MONET -BACH GUARANTEE

WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY

1

m
61.54 m

m.,

balance C.O.D.
Shipping weight IB Ibs.

I

MARACAIBO, VENEZ., 62.50 m.,
10.45 am. -12.45 pm., 4.30.10.30 pm.
MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA. 62.57 m.

4.785

89.00 deposit,

Amperite Co
Auttel, Theo., &

BARRANQUILLA, COLOM., 61.16
1

42?

..415

American Microphone Co.. Inc,
American Radio Institut.

m. 5.30-

m., 5.30 -10.30 pm,

In. and Four Page

INSTRUCTION SHEETS
with Generator.

58.31

m.,
mc.)

am.
CARACAS, VENEZUELA, 59.52 m.,
4 -11.30 pm., Sun. 8.30 -11.30 am.,
3.30 -10 pm.
PUERTO CABELLO, VENEZ. 59.76
m., testing nightly. Off 910 pm.
CARACAS, VENEZ., 59.88 m., 3.3010 pm., Sun. 8 am. -10.30 pm.
BARQUISIMETO, VENEZ., 60.12 m.,
10 am.-II pm.
CORO, VENEZ., 60.36 m., Irreg.
DELHI, INDIA, 60.48 m., Addr. All
India Radio. 7.30 am. -12.35 pm.
CARACAS, VENEZ., 60.48 m., Irreg.
VALENCIA, VENEZ., 60.61 m.,
Noon-I, 6.10 pm.
CARACAS, VENEZ., 60.73 m.
VALENCIA, VENEZ., 60.85 m. Irreg.
CARACAS, VENEZ., 60.98 m., 6.307.30, 10.30 am.-I, 3.30 -10 pm.
MADRAS, INDIA. 60.98 m. Addr.
All India Radio, 6.30am: 12.10 pm.
CORO, VENEZ., 61.10 m., 6.30 -9.30
pm., ex. Sundays.
1

parts

58.31
11.84

OLR,

A

Allied Engineering Institute...
Allied Radio Corporation

11

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

3

BOHEMIA,

PRAGUE,

Addr. (See
Irregular.

5.145

Send

pm.
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W

Ward, Montgomery, & Co
Wellworth Trading Company

......
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427
441. 448

(While every precaution is taken to insure
accuracy. we cannot guarantee against the posaIbility of an occasional change or omission in the
preparation of this index.)
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RADIO AND TELEVISION

A NEW AC MODEL

NC °414A

Three models of the NC -44 are now available. The newest is the NC -44A, an

AC model employing

former -type power supply.

a

The transformer has been

specially designed to insure effective shielding.

NC -44B

is a

trans-

The

new model for 6 -volt battery operation.

The two newer models retain the fine performance

characteristics of the original AC -DC NC -44. All have
outstanding ability throughout their range from 550 KC
to 30 MC.

All have the same price $49.50 net, com-

plete with speaker and tubes.

detail

in

They are described in

the new 25th Anniversary Catalogue No. 300L

which has just been issued.

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC., MALDEN, MASS., U.S.A.

IN 1939 RADIO WOULD FIND

LIVINGSTONE
and save Stanley

8

m,,.,-tths of

DR. LIVINGSTp NE.

f tijrir

in the interior of
Africa, where Stanley
met Dr. Livingstone in
1871 alter eight months of desperate
and difficult searching, is now but a
fraction of a second via radio from the
great cities of the world. Only about
/1I

seven years elasped between Stanley's

famous "Dr. Livingstone, I presume ?"
and the beginning of the experiments

of Heinrich Hertz which first unlocked
the secret of wireless waves. Since
then, within the life span of the average man, radio has become one of the
most vital forces controlled by man.

hardships in Darkest Africa
CALLING DR.

And in that remarkable development
the Radio Corporation of America has
played a major role.
Motivating factor in all that RCA
does is research in

RCA Laboratories.

From here come the developments
which the various members of the
family of RCA utilize in making radio
serve the world.
R.C.A. Communications provides
communication to and from 43 countries and among leading cities of the
United States. The National Broadcasting Company offers entertainment,
information, news, and enlightenment

to million... The RCA Manufacturing
Company makes RCA Victor Radios,

RCA Victrolas, Victor and Bluebird
Records, and every kind of radio equipment for broadcasters, laboratories,
airplanes, police departments, and for
virtually every other known application
of radio.
RCA activities are portrayed in
RCA exhibits at the New York World's
Fair and the San Francisco Exposition.
You are cordially invited to visit these
exhibits for a more intimate understanding of the ways you can cash in
upon the services of RCA.

Trademarks "RCA Pie(or."
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RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RADIO CITY, NEW YORK

RCA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.

RADIOMARINE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA LABORATORIES
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
R.C.A. COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

